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ABSTRACT 

An experimental group (Group A) of 22 children around 7 years of age who had 

normal hearing for pure tones but who had experienced neonatal jaundice with 

peak bilirubin levels of at least 300 pm~lll  was tested on a range of audiological 

tests selected to assess aspects of their central auditory processing. Children who 

had not been tested for bilirubin level were selected as control subjects (Group 

B); they were matched on the variables gender, race, gestational age, 

birthweight, Apgar scores and occurrence of respiratory problems. A smaller 

experimental group, Group C (n=7), with peak bilirubin levels between 250 and 

299 pmolll but with perinatal complications was also studied. The experimental 

groups had higher mean acoustic reflex thresholds and lower mean reflex 

amplitudes than the control group. Acoustic reflex threshold patterns of 

abnormality consistent with central dysfunction occurred in two children from 

the main experimental group and two children in the control group. None of the 

children from Group C showed abnormal reflex thresholds. Acoustic reflex 

amplitude patterns of abnormality consistent with central dysfunction were 

present in six children from Group A and two children from Group C, compared 

with three children from the control group. Masking level differences were 

absent in five subjects from Group A and three children from Group C, 

compared with three control subjects. No group differences were evident for 

ABR latency or amplitude measures, but poor morphology or repeatability of 

wave V was observed in ten subjects from Group A and three children from 

Group C, compared with five children from the control group. A larger number 

of failures within the experimental groups was found for two of the four speech 

tests, that is, for interrupted and filtered speech tests, but not speech in noise or 

competing words tests. Five children from Group A (but none from Group C) 

performed poorly on the interrupted speech test, compared with two from 
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Group B. The filtered speech test was failed by six children from Group A and 

two children from Group C, con~pared with two from Group B. Parental reports 

of behavioural or learning disorders were distributed equally among the groups 

and were not associated with particular patterns of test failure. Overall, children 

in the experimental groups failed significantly more tests of central auditory 

functioning than did children in the control group (F(2,48) =5.5,p < .01). The 

results were interpreted as implicating jaundice in long-term central auditory 

processing abnormalities. 
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INTRODUCTION

over the last century there has been a great deal of interest focussed on

central auditory processing (CAP), disguised under assorted labels at various

periods in history, by psychologists, educationalists, speech-language

pathologists and audiologists, amongst others. The term "central auditory

processing" is a term of the computer era and refers to the analysis of sensory

input within the central auditory nervous system (CANS), which presumably

is necessary in order that auditory perception can (rccur. This can be studied

on a number of different levels - anatomical, physiological,

electrophysiological, psychophysical, and cognitive, to mention a few.

Early this century and in the later years of last century, attention was directed

towards aphasia and the implications that could be gleaned from a series of

case reports for the localization of brain function. As Jerger (1995) pointed

out, many of the early case reports were limited by inadequate determination

of the existence or extent of damage to the peripheral portion of the auditory

system.

In the mid fifties, the foundations of present methods of assessing CAp were

laid by Italians Bocca, Antonelli and others. They used "sensitized,' speech

audiometry to detect temporal lobe tumours. By sensitized they referred to

taped speech materials (often in sentence form) that had been time-

compressed, distorted or intemrpted. These modifications were viewed as

reducing the extrircic redundancy of the speech material to a point where

people with an intact CANS could still identify the signal well, but persons
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with brain lesions failed, presunrably because of lack of sufficien t intrinsic

redundancy within their CANS.

The terminology may have r:hanged over the years, but the approach to

speech audiometry for assessment of cAp remains the same.

A battery of four cAp tests was used first by Lynn and Gilroy (1925, 1977) on

adults with brain lesions, usually tumours. Later, Willeford extended the use

of the tests to children. willeford (1990) stressed that the prior work on

adulc with verified brain lesions had established the validity of the tests.

Test validity is an important issue that many workers in the field tend to

overlook. Rampp (1980), for example, defined cAp disorders in children

purely in terms of the tests designed to detect them - a tautological definition

unfortunately not uncommon in this area.

Willeford adapted the CAP tests for children, standardized them on normally

developing children, and then applied them to learning disabled children.

Results were very variable as, indeed, would be predicted, since there is no

logical rquon why learning disabled children should be homogeneous with

respect to aetiology, pathology, or symptomatology.

The cases reported in the literature consist of those children with dramatic

failure on one or several cAp tests. Interpretation of results depends on

relative performance between tests and between ears.
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Results of traditional language tests (e.g. various subtests of the ITpA or

Peabody tests) do not necessarily predict performance on cAp tests

(willeford, 1980). In some of the cases described by willeford, performance

on language tests was normal or above average, though specific deficits were

evident on cAP testing. one example was a child of 7 years who had a

mental age of 9-10 years on language tests, yet could not repeat any

sentences presented dichotically to the left ear. The same child also scored

very poorly in the binaural fusion test. Performance on the other two tests of

the battery was normal.

Although failure on some CAP tests is associated with specific brain lesions

in adults, failure on the same tests in children is not usually interpreted as

indicative of neuropathology. Most writers in the field prefer to

conceptualize performance deficits as showing a functional disability, or a

maturational delay.

Teatini (1970a) described the application of the original Italian sensitized

speech tests to children, and showed the extremely close relationship

between age (at least up to 9 years) and performance on these tests. All later

research has supported the large age effect. Reputable commercially

available cAP tests (e.g. the scAN test of Keith, 19g6, used in the present

study) are provided with age norms.

studies of learning-disabled children have recorded poor mean performance

on many versions of cAP tests (e.g. Johnson, Enfield & sherman, lggl;
Martin & clark, 1977; Roush & Tait, l9g4; welsh, welsh & Healy, 19g0;

Welsh, Welsh, Healy & Cooper, l9B2; Willeford, 1976).
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Moreover, group differences have been reported between learning-disabled

and normally developing children on non-speech complex stimuli presented

at fast rates (Tallal , 1976; Tallat & Piercy, 1974, 1975).

An interesting paper by Lubert (1981) drew a distinction between disorders

of auditory perception as compared to disorders of cognition (specifrcally

Ianguage). she criticised loose terminology rife in the area and the use of

terms such as "auditory perceptual dysfunction" in reports of studies using

tests composed of meaningful words or stimuli, and requiring speech

production responses. She interpreted Tallal's results as being by and large

consistent with poor auditory perceptual abilities - in a truer sense - and, by

implication, poor feature detection among language disordered children (the

term feature detection being derived from models of speech perception).

Northern and Downs (1984) emphasized the importance of establishing the

aetiology of a CAP disorder occurring in children. They discussed the various

potential causes of neurological insult which could produce CAP dysfunction,

the behavioural consequences of such a disorder, and also raised the

possibility of environrnental inadequacy as a causal factor.

In virtually none of the studies of learning disabled children has the aetiology

of the presumed brain damage been identified. There has been an

assurnption that these children form a homogeneous group, yet wide

variations have been repeatedly found (e.g. Pinheiro and Musiek, 1985).

There is a need in the body of research on CAP in children for an

examination of the effects of specif,rc pathologies.
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The present research focusses on children who experienced high levels of
jaundice in the neonatal period, and who are therefore high risk for brain

damage.

Iaundice was associated with failure on several tests of CAP in children in a

study examining the long-term effects of maternal administration of cortie
steroids during premature labour (Greville, camp and Keith, l9g5). In a

post-hoc analysis of the perinatal variables and performanoe on a range of

behavioural tests of CAP, peak bilirubin level emerged as the only associated

variable.

Neonatal jaundice can also cause severe hearing loss for pure tones, which is

attributable to pathology of brainstem nuclei.

Because of its potential to damage parts of the GANS, a direct study of the

effects of neonatal jaundice on tests of cAp in children was thought to be

worthwhile.

The literature on the effects of neonatal jaundice will be reviewed, followed

by a dercription of the GANS, and reviews of the various cAp tests employed

in the study.
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Pathologi cal effects of hyperbilirubinemia.

Neonatal jaundice (or hyperbilirubinemia) is attractive as a clinical entity for

evaluation of cAP because, although it is a high risk factor for childhood

sensorineural hearing loss (ASHA, l9g2), there is evidence from human and

animal studies that pathology occurs in various areas throughout the brain.

Indeed, the cochleae of affected infants (Kelemen, 1956) and the animal model

for neonatal jaundice, Gunn rats (Belal, lg7s, uziel Marot & pujol, 19g3) have

been found to be normal, and the major sites of pathology when a pure-tone

hearing loss exists appear to be the cochlear nuclei of the brainstem.

Early research

The association of severe jaundice in neonates with yellow pigmentation of the

brain has been known for over a century, having been first reported in lg75 by

Orth. In 1904 the term kernicterus was introduced by Schmorl. Thirty years later

Diamond and colleagues concluded that the symptoms of diffuse edema, familial

icterus gravis neonatorum, and neonatal anemia were expressions of the same

pathological process and represented a syndrome which later came to be known

as erythroblastosis fetalis.

In 1940 the Rhesus (Rh) factor was isolated, allowing a much clearer

understanding of the etiology of the problem (cited by Schukn echt, Lg74). The

association of deafness with a history of neonatal jaundice was first recorded by

Coquette (1944).

The classical research on the pathology of neonatal jaundice was performed by

Dublin (1951). He described the brains, particularly the auditory pathways, of 7

neonates with erythroblastosis fetalis caused by Rh iso-immunization. The cut
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surface of the brain was fourrd to be diffusely jaundiced. If kernicterus was

present, foci of bright golden colour were seen. These foci occurred in different

places in different cases, usually including the lenticular nuclei, hippocampi, the

brainstem nuclei, the dentate nuclei and various cerebellar folia. Dublin

concluded that the lesions of the important nuclear stations of the auditory

system which he observed accounted for the deafness associated with

erythroblastosis fetalis, and that the relation of the injured centres to bilateral

representation of hearing was in keeping with the bilaterally symmetrical pattern

of pure tone hearing loss found with erythroblastosis fetalis. He also found great

variability in the affected anatomical structures and in comparative severity

between cases.

Matkin & carhart (1966) tested 22 deaf parients with a history of Rh

incompatibility. Seventeen of the22 had thresholds no worse than 30 dB at 250

Hz, sloping at a rate of 20 dB per octave to 1000 Hz, thence fairly flat at about 80

dB. The hearing losses were usually symmetrical bilaterally. on a battery of
diagnostic tests, typically cochlear results were found. Carhart (1987) postulated

several alternative interpretations of these results, clearly preferring the more

"unconventional" explanation that Rh deafness is central in origin. This implies

that the cochlear nuclei are tonotopically organised, (which they have since been

shown to be - see Figure l) and that the high frequency mechanism is usually

more damaged by jaundice than is the lower frequency part. Moreover, the

damaged cochlear nuclei produce "recruitment', phenomena similarly to the

pathological cochlea. Similar findings were recorded by Dix & Hood (1973) in an

examination of six cases of deafness due to kernicterus.
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Figgre l. Tonotopicity of the cochlear nuclei. fire projections of the fibres of the
cochlear nerve from the basilar membrane of the cochlea to the cochlear nuclei
are shown. The dimensions of the uncoiled basilar membrane are indicated.
From Noback & Demarest (1981).
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Fenwick (1975) reviewed l8 cases of deaf children with a history of neonatal

jaundice. Sixteen had a history of Rh incompatibility, one had ABo

incompatibility, and the other was a consequence of maternal jaundice starting

two days before labour. Ten cases had high frequency losses, three werc u-

shaped, two had flat losses and three could onry be assessed with evoked

response audiometry. Fenwick speculated that hearing up to 1000 Hz reflects

functioning of the ventral cochlear nucleus and above 1000 Hz, the dorsal

cochlear nucleus. In all 3 cases with u-shaped losses, there were no anoxic

periods, whereas they were present in many of the other 15 cases. He suggested

that the U-shaped hearing loss reflects the effect of bilirubin alone, and when

jaundice is combined with anoxia, more severe hearing loss results. He

concluded that the critical peak bilirubin level vis-a-vis deafness is around 15

mg/l00ml.

Animnl research

Much of the animal work on the effects of bilirubin has used the Gunn rat, which

in the homozygous condition develops jaundice.

There has been considerable discussion in the literature as to whether bilirubin

crosses the blood-brain barrier in a free or albumin bound form. Early research

was interpreted as being consistent with bilirubin crossing the blood-brain

barrier only in an unbound form (e.g. Diamond and schmid, 1966). This was

later disputed by l,evine (1979) and lrvine, Fredericks & Rapoport (1992).

More recently, Mayor, Pages, Diez-Guerra, valdivieso & Mayor (19g5)

investigated the effects of a period of anoxia on bilirubin tevels in the rat brain

during periods of anoxia, recovery and later development. They found a

significant temporary increase (up to 2N% higher than controls) in brain
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bilirubin levels during anoxia and short-term recovery. Pre-treatment of the

newborn rats with 1 dose of sulfixosazole (which displaces bilirubin from

albumin) markedly enhanced bilirubin accumulation in the brain. A second rise

in brain bilirubin concentration occurred 3-6 days after oxygen deprivation.

Radiographic localization of tagged bilirubin indicated preferential accumulation

in certain brain areas. The authors interpreted these findings (together with the

sulfixosazole effects) as indicating a displacement of unbound bilirubin from

blood to brain. They found a wide range of brain bilirubin levels during the 4-7

day peak, and suggested that this may explain the wide range in degree of

neurological damage associated with both jaundice and anoxia.

Jew and Sandquist (1979) described the typical cytological abnormdities present

in the brains of Gunn rats, even when there was no evidence of gross motor

deficits. Neurons differed in their vulnerability to bilirubin, with large neurons

often showing more serious damage than small ones. Damage was manifested by

enlargement and vacuolation of mitochondria and endoplasmic reticula,

deposition of glycogen, and degeneration of nerve terminals.

Butcher, Stutz & Berry' (1971) reported behavioural abnormalities in

homozygous Gunn rats. They were significantly more active than controls in an

open field situation, a measure which has been used to infer emotionality in

rodents. They also made more errors in a swimming maze. The authors related

these findings to hyperactivity and learning impairments reported in humans with

a history ofjaundice.

Several studies on the hearing of Gunn rats have been carried out using supra-

threshold measures, (L,enhardt, 1982; 1985) with little effect being obvious.

However, since recruitment-like phenomena have been reported in human

subjects, this is not surprising. More appropriate with animals is the use of
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auditory brainstem responses. When these investigations have used stimuli of
sufficiently high frequency (since the hearing of rats extends well beyond the

human upper limit of z0 rrJlz), prolonged latencies ([,enhardt, clarke & Harkins,

1986) or reduced amplitudes (I-enhardt et al, 19g6; uziel et al., l9g3) of waves

beyond wave I have been found.

Short-ternr effects of jaundice

wennberg, Ahlfors, Bickers, McMurtry & shetter (19g2) described the case of a
baby with Rh incompatibility, born as the third child of an Rh sensitized Mexican

American woman. The first ABR was performed at 27 hours of age, when the

bilirubin level was 15 mg/lOOml. An abnormal but repeatable response was

found at 80 dB HL, and no lower, on one side only. During exchange transfusion

initiated at 36 hours, the bilirubin level gradually decreased. Serial ABRs were

carried out during the transfusion. At the beginning there was no response at g0

dB; by the end responses were present bilaterally at 60 dB, and the wave v
latency had improved by 0.2 ms from the initial evaluation. On the fourth day of
life, ABR thresholds occurred at 40 and 60 dB for the two ears. At 3 months,

they were at 30 and 40 dB. The wave IV-V complex remained poorly formed and

the I-v interval significantly prolonged oy 0.7 ms) on both sides, suggesting

some unresolved abnormality in the brainstem auditory pathway. Development

was otherwise normal at 3 months of age.

IVIjoen, Langsler, Tangsrud & sundby (1992) performed ABR on 60 high-risk

neonates from an intensive care unit. Four showed no response. one of these

later died, but three others were still showing no ABR at 2-years of age and were

undergoing an habilitation programme for deaf children. Three of the four had

bilirubin levels such that phototherapy or exchange transfusion had been carried

out. The authors described the case of one infant with jaundice, tested on ABR
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when jaundice was at its peak. No wave v could be found, but when the infant

was retested I week later, the ABR was normal.

Jirka, Duckrow, Kendig & Maisels (1985) suggested that ABR might be useful as

a noninvasive technique for identifying bilirubin toxicity. They measured ABR in

four groups of adult rats administered intravenous albumin or bilirubin in

albumin. Two other groups were first asphyxiated then administered albumin

either alone or with bilirubin. No changes were found in the first two groups.

Slight effects were observed in the group with asphyxia and albumin treatment.

In the last group, seven out of nineteen died. Another seven showed marked

deterioration of ABR on recovery. The authors concluded that bilirubin toxicity

was responsible for the ABR changes, but prior asphyxia was necessary for this

effect to occur. ABR changes when they occuned affected all four waves.

Perlman, Feinmesser, sohmer, Tamari, wax & pevsmer (19g3) examined the

ABRs of 24 infants with peak bilirubin levels (pBLs) between 15 and 25

mg/l0Oml, compared with 19 controls with similar gestational and postnatal

ages. Wave IV-V was absent in l0 out of 24jaundiced infants and none of the

controls. The jaundiced infants also had increased I-v inter-wave latency,

resulting from increases in both waves I and V. These findings rapidly reversed

in most cases i.e. the changes appeared to be transient, occurring in about one

third of the children.

Lenhardt, McArtor & Bryant (1984) investigated l0 jaundiced neonates with

PBLs exceeding ll mg/lOOml, as well as l0 matched controls. Similar results

were found between the groups on Day l; on Day 2 (when the bilirubin level was

increasing), increased latencies of waves III and v were found for jaundiced

subjects. Wave II, if present, was also delayed.
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Lenhardt and others concluded that wave III latency is particularly sensitive to a

moderate increase in bilirubin concentration. They felt that their results were not

inconsistent with earlier findings of increased wave I latencies, since in their

study, infants were presumed to have normal hearing (since all but 2had wave V

present at 35 dB HL), and in other studies there was a pure tone loss present.

The authors discussed the implications of the delayed I-III conduction time and

the transience of the findings with hyperbilirubinemia. It is of interest that in the

case earlier described by Wennberg et al (1982), wave III was also delayed- i.e.

the abnormal component of the ABR in cases of hyperbilirubinemia tends to be

between waves I and III.

Lenhardt et al suggested that the I-III delay 'does not necessarily suggest cell loss

or degeneration. It is possible that cells could function abnormally, resulting in

degradation of the neural synchrony necessary to generate normal ABRs. If
hyperbilirubinemia continues to the point of irreversible damage, that damage

might include various degrees of axonal degeneration, or possibly the loss of

myelin in segments along the axons which could contribute to neural hearing

loss. "

Nakamura, Takada, shimabuku, Matsuo, Matsuo & Negishi (1985) reported

significantly greater wave I latencies (at 85dB) in jaundiced infants. They also

found longer I and V latencies in jaundiced infants with higher unbound bilirubin

levels (> I mg/100m1). No signifrrcant differences in I-V latencies were found.

Serial ABRs before and after exchange transfusion in 6 infants showed

improvement of both waves 24-96 hours afterwards. Interpeak latency did not

change. Nakamura et al concluded that hyperbilirubinemia caused reversible

damage, and that an abnormal ABR was more closely related to unbound than

to total bilirubin levels.
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No clear relationship between ABR latency measures and peak bilirubin level

was found by soares, collet, Delorme, salle & Morgon (1989). Eight of 72

jaundiced infants tested showed abnormalities, with five showing delayed I-Iil
intervals, two with delayed I-v intervals and one with a delayed wave v. The

authors concluded that other factors could be interacting with peak bilirubin

level, but they made no attempt to assess or control for this possibility.

Jaundiced babies have been found to exhibit more variability in the acoustic

composition of their cry (Rapisardi, vohr, Cashore, peucker & kster, 1989), a

measure which has been suggested variously as an indicator of neuro-

physiological integrity, or of deafness. Further longitudinal research is required

to elucidate the nature of this relationship.

Long-term effects of jaundice in humans

The largest study in the literature is the Collaborative Project, involving over

27,000 infants (Boggs, Hardy & Frazier, 1967; Hardy & peeples, l97l;
upadhyay, l97l; scheidt, Mellits, Hardy, Drage & Boggs, rg77). The infants had

regular serum bilirubin tests, and then developmental testing at 8-month and 12-

month follow-up sessions. A positive relationship was found between increasing

neonatal bilirubin levels and the incidence of low motor and/or mental scores.

This relationship was present to varying degrees in all birthweight groups. The

effect of low birthweight and low Apgar score were independent of, though

superimposed on, the high-bilirubin, low motor and mental score relationship.

Socio-economic status was not a factor. The effects of bilirubin did not appear

abruptly at20 mgll00ml, but rose progressively, first being obvious at l0-15

mg/l0Oml and becoming substantial at 16-19 mg/lOOml.
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upadhyay (1971) compared a group of 20 full-term children with neonatal

hyperbilirubinemia (PBL>20 mg/lOOml) with matched controls with bilirubin

levels lower than 20 mg/100m1. she found significantly more morbidity among

the jaundiced infants. Ten of the jaundiced infants were rated as non-normal on

paediatric examination during the first year of life, compared with three controls.

Eight (compared with three controls) were rated non-normal on psychological

evaluation at 4-years of age. There was no group difference on mean Ie, but

there was a significant difference in the proportion of children with signs and

sy mptoms of minimal neurological dysfunction.

Heimer, Braine, Kowlessar, o'connor, wortis, Goodman & Freedman (1960)

tested black infants (68 males and 98 females) according to their conceptional

age on a motor development test and an infant intelligence test. They found a

significant negative correlation between motor development and PBLs with male

babies, which decreased but remained significant when birthweight was

partialled out. The IQ test results showed a similar relationship with PBL, but

when birthweight was partialled out, it was no longer significant. Analyses for the

female infants showed the same trend, but failed to achieve signficance. Male-

female performance was compared, with birthweight partialled out. On both the

motor test and the IQ trist, the females were found to perform significantly

better, suggesting greater vulnerability of males to the deleterious effects of

prematurity.

shiller & Silverman (1960) reported a lack of association between

hyperbilirubinemia and brain darnage in children born prematurely. I l0 3-year

old children with known PBLs were assessed by a psychologist and neurologists

using gross categories of brain damage. None of the children had received

exchange transfusions. They found no effect of pBL, birthweight, race,

gestational age, blood-group incompatibility or infection.
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Johnston, Angara, Baumal, Hawker, Johnston, Kaet & wood (1967) examined

129 S-year old children who had experienced PBLs exceeding 20 mg/100m1. Only

seven children showed sequelae: all had sensorineural hearing loss, associated in

three with aphasia and in one with mental retardation. Three were mildly

athetotic and three had hearing loss alone.

Hyman, Keaster, Hanson, Harris, Sedgwick, wursten & wright (1969) followed

405 children with PBLs of at least 15 mg/100m1 for at least four years. 351 had

had exchange transfusions. At later evaluation, 59 (llvo) had one or more of:

sensorineural hearing loss, athetosis, strabismus, seizures, minimal cerebral

dysfunction syndrome, difficulties with auditory rote memory or visual

perception etc. Only sensorineural hearing loss and athetosis were significantly

related to high (>20mg/100m1) pBLs. Impaired Ie, when associated with

athetosis was associated with exposure to very high bilirubin levels. The minimal

brain damage syndrome and diffrculties with auditory rote memory were slightly

related to high bilirubin exposure. Prematurity and neonatal complications

causing hypoxia or acidosis were associated with the later occurrence of CNS

abnormalities. All infants who had marked neurological abnormalities as

neonates also had CNS abnormalities on follow-up.

Culley, Powell, Waterhouse & Wood (1970) assessed 371 newborn infants who

had non-haemolytic jaundice, haemolytic jaundice, or non-jaundiced controls in

their sixth year of life on neurological, audiological and psychological

functioning. Neurological handicap was concentrated among children of low

birthweight and was not related to serum bilirubin levels, apart from one case of

athetoid cerebral palsy associated with deafness. No other cases of deafness were

found. There was no relationship found between Ie and pBL. The authors

concluded that "These findings support the majority of reports in the literature
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that reduction in IQ does not oc:cur in non-haemolytic jaundiced babies with

serum bilirubin levels below about 16 mg/l00ml. In haemolytic jaundice slight

doubt remains."

Odell, Storey & Rosenberg (1970) examined 32 children between 4 and Z-years

old who had been jaundiced neonatally. Only 24 had had exchange transfusion.

sixteen had maternal-infant incompatibility, eight with Rh, and eight with ABo

incompatibilities. The children were tested for IQ, visual motor coordination,

short-term memory and resistance to distraction. The performance on the latter

three abilities was summarized as normal or abnormal cognitive function. No

correlation was found between pBL and later Ie or brain damage. But, using the

relative saturation of the serum albumin by the salicylate displacement

technique, a significant correlation was found for the overall measure. Ie on its

own did not show a significant correlation, but all children with an Ie below 80

were in the "brain damaged" group, and eight of nine children with abnormal Ie
scores also had bilirubin saturation indices greater than g.

It is possible that bilirubin affected the IQ subtly, but not sufhciently to reduce it

to frankly abnormal levels. Some of the Ss with high saturation indices had

normal psychometric results. However, the duration of high saturation was

considerably shorter (mean:1.? days) than in the brain-damaged children

(mean:3.3 days). The authors concluded that "hyperbilirubinemia is associated

with a continuum of morbidity of which classical neonatal kernicterus, with or

without immediate death, is only one end of the spectrum of cerebral damage.,

crichton, Dunn, McBurney, Robertson & Tredgar (rg7z) performed a

prospective study of 30 children of low birthweight with PBLs greater than 20

mgll00ml. They were compared with matched control groups (on sex,

birthweight +200 g, and gesrational age) with bilirubin levels I l-19.9 and < I I
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respectively. Socioeconomic status and incidence of other neonatal abnormalities

were not significantly different between groups. The children were followed up

for between four and eleven years. Mean IQ scores were lower in the severely

jaundiced group, but not significantly, and the difference was further reduced

when three cases of haemolytic disease of the newborn were removed. When the

triple sets of children were studied by intrapair comparison of IQ, the differences

approached significance on the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed ranks test.

The range and spread of IQ scores in the severely jaundiced group was

abnormal, and this group had significantly higher incidence of mental retardation

(IQ < 70) than the other groups. Nearly all of the retarded children were boys.

The 13 children in this group who had exchange transfusions regained their

birthweights significantly faster than the 14 infants who had not had transfusions.

They also had considerably higher mean IQ, but it did not reach signficance. The

authors conclude that the effect of nonhaemolytic jaundice per se on the

ultimate IQ and neurological status of low birthweight children with moderate

PBLs is probably small, but that their study was too small in scope to properly

elucidate this problem.

Kernicterus, the pathological state of the brain which sometimes follows

neonatal jaundice, does not always occur in children experiencing high PBLs. In

a study of infants who died of kernicterus, pBL as a measure did not predict

kernicterus, but serum albumin values and bilirubin binding capacity were both

found to be significantly lower in the kernicteric group. Acidosis and hypoxia

were found significantly more often (Kim, yoon, Sher & Brown, 1980). In

another similar study, Cashore & Oh (1982) reported that the kernicteric infants

they studied had higher unbound bilirubin concentrations and significantly lower

bilirubin binding capacity and affinity than non-kernicteric controls. The data

suggested an association between low bilirubin binding capacity and affinity,
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increased unbound bilirubin, and kernicterus in preterm infants with severe

clinical complications.

Ritter, Kenny, Norton & Rudolph (1982) observed 9l low birthweight neonates

during the first week of life, taking twice daily free bilirubin and total bilirubin

determinations. They performed autopsies on 30/53 infants who died. Seven had

kernicterus. There were no significant differences between kernicteric infants

and the others on either peak free bilirubin level or the total bilirubin level. In

fact, three kernicteric infants had very low maximum free pBLs (< l0
mg/100m1). These three infants had experienced prolonged periods of acidosis,

hypoxemia, or hypothermia during the24 hours preceding their peak bilirubin

level. The authors concluded that though elevated levels of free bilirubin may be

predictive of kernicterus in some infants, other factors may make the blood-brain

barrier more permeable to low levels of free bilirubin.

Despite the limitations of the peak serum bilirubin level, it remains the universal

measure in paediatric practice and was therefore the only available measure for

subject selection in the present study. Because of the known interaction of
jaundice with gestational age, anoxia and other variables, note was also taken of
these variables and experimental and control subjects were matched accordingly.

Treatment of hyperbilirubinemia

Modern paediatric practice has reduced the deleterious consequences of
jaundice considerably. Deafness with or without associated cerebral palsy

resulting from Rh incompatibility is now quite rare, because of early blood

screening of mothers, and exchange blood transfusions performed shortly after,

or even before birth. One study of low birthweight infants reported a negative

correlation between the number of exchange transfusions and the probability of
deafness (Bergman, Hirsch, Fria, Shapiro, Holzman & painter, l9g5).
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Phototherapy is very commonly used to control the bilirubin level, with different

criteria for use dependent on the gestational age of the infant. It seems to be

effective in limiting the peak bilirubin level (trnhardt, l9g3), but there is a

suggestion that it is not without some deleterious consequences of its own.

knhardt (1983) examined children treated neonatally with phototherapy on the

short token test, and found that the children who had not received phototherapy

performed in a similar fashion to controls, but the children who had received

phototherapy performed significantly more poorly. Analysis of the errors showed

that the groups differed only when 4 or more critical elements had to be held in

memory.

Gender differences

Throughout the literature, an over-representation of males is frequently

mentioned. Vernon (1967) found more boys than girls (2g c.f. lz) in his group of
45 Rh deaf children. Fenwick (1975) described the results of 16 males and only 2

females deafened presumably as a result of neonatal jaundice. Fraser (Lg76)

found a higher prevalence of blood-group incompatibilities among deaf children

for males (2.8To) than for females Q.lTo). He also reported that for premature

children, the mean birthweight was higher for males (3.6 lb) than for females (3.2

lb). Bergman et al (1985) also found a sex difference in the incidence of deafness

among low birthweight children @oys: 14.9%; girls: S.l%,p:0.00g).

Gender is clearly a variable which must be controlled in any experimental

evaluation into the consequences of neonatal jaundice.
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Central Auditory Nervous System

The major structures involved in the central auditory neryous system (cANs)

will be briefly described. Fuller accounts are available elsewhere (e.g. Noback,

1985; Musiek & Baran, 1976).

The CANS is a highly complex inter-connected system of neural stnrctures within

the brain. It is morphotogically organised into pathways, both ascending and

descending (Harrison and Howe, 1974a and 1974b) including synapse points in a

number of nuclei. Different levels of information processing have been reported

for each of the nuclear way-stations. A representation of the afferent CANS is

shown in Figure 2.

Ascending pathways

The major structures involved in the CANS are:

l. The cochlear nuclei (ctg, dorsal (DCrg, postero-ventral (pvcN) and antero-

ventral (AVCI-D, are situated on the outer wall of the medulla. The afferent

nerye fibres of the auditory nerve divide into two sections, The posterior branch

terminating in either the pvcN or the DcN, and the anterior branch

terminating in the AvcN. The fibres from the base of the cochlea (the high

frequency fibres) terminate deep within the nuclei, and those from the apex (the

low frequency fibres) innervate the outer areas. The tonotopic organisation of

the cochlea is thus continued in the cochlear nuclei, and indeed is maintained at

every level of the afferent CANS.
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Dorsal cochlear nu.

Ventral cochlear nu.
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Figure 2.. Diagrary of the ascending auditory pathways. The cross section is
through.the junctional zone between the poris-and thri medulla. The nuclei
comprising the superior olivary complex include from lateral to medial: lateral
superiorolivary nucleus, medial superior olivary nucleus, and nucleus of the
trapezoid U.oay. The periolivary nuile-gs sunourids the sulerior olivary nuclei.
The ventral acoustic stria consists of fibres in the ventral-tegmentum. From
Noback & Demarest (1981).
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There are about nine different lypes of neuronal cell within the cochlear nuclei,

with each type arranged differentially within the nuelei, and having different

afferent and efferent connections. In the cat, the major connections are as

follows: the pyramidal and multipolar cells project as far as the contralateral

inferior colliculus (IC). The spherical cells go to both ipsilateral and

contralateral medial portions of the superior olivary complexes (SOC) and to the

ipsilateral lateral superior olive (LSo). Globular cells connect with the

contralateral trapezoid body, and octopus cells with the periolivary nuclei (Osen,

l98l). These connections are made in fibre tracts of the dorsal and intermediate

acoustic stria, the trapezoid body and the lateral lemniscus.

2- The superior olivary complex (SOC) comprises the I5O, the medial superior

olive (MSo), the nucleus of the trapezoid body (the MTB) and the periolivary

nuclear group, all of which are located in the ventral pons. These nuclei are the

first level of the CANS to receive binaural neural input, and this together with

their tonotopic organisation enables them to process sound localization

information. The medial and lateral soN are composed of bipolar neurons,

precisely organised, with one pole receiving input from the ipsilateral CN and

the other pole from the contralateral CN. Interaural time differences can be

precisely coded by neurons of the MSO. The LSO receives contralateral input

via the MTB. The extra synapse means that time differences would not readily be

detected at this level, but the LSo seems particularly suited to detecting

frequency d ifferences i nteraural ly.

The neurons of the I-so project bilaterally, and those of the MSo project

ipsilaterally via fibres of the lateral lemniscus to the central nucleus of the IC.
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The periolivary nuclei are primarily associated with the descending auditory

pathway.

3. The lateral lemniscus is composed of both ascending and descending fibres.

Ascending fibres together with those from the nuclei of the trapezoid body

terminate in the central nucleus of the IC. The descending fibres originate in the

IC and mostly terminate in the ipsilateral SON or the CN on either side.

Aggregations of cells to form nuclei occur within the lateral lemniscus. In man

there seem to be two- the dorsal and ventral. The dorsal is predominantly

innervated from the SOC, and the ventral nucleus from the contralateral ventral

CN.

4. The inferior colliculus (tC) functions as the major relay junction of the CANS.

It is subdivided into a core (the central nucleus) and belt (peripheral gray

matter), a subdivision which continues through the upper auditory pathway. The

central nucleus has disk-shaped neurons arranged tonotopically in a laminar

structure, with the neurons lying parallel to the afferent fibres. The IC receives

input directly from the contralateral DCN, and also from the ipsilateral MSO

and the LSOs of both sides.

The IC are inter-connected by the commisure of the IC. Descending input

arrives from auditory cortices of both sides. The ascending fibres project to the

medial geniculate body (MGB). There are other connections to the belt of the

colliculus, to periacqueductal gray matter, descending to the periolivary nuclei,

the trapezoid body and bilaterally to the CN. Belt nuclei also receive innervation

from "pain" and "touch" fibres.
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The superior colliculus (sC) appears to receive some input from the auditory

system; it is involved in reflexes affecting head and eye position. Studies showing

neural connections between the IC and the SC have been criticized for

methodological problems.

5. The medial geniculate body (MGB) of the thalamus has been variously

subdivided by different researchers. The most useful functional subdivision

appears to be that of Morest (19&), who divided it into dorsal, ventral and

medial. The medial and ventral areas receive input from the central nucleus of

the IC, pain and touch projections, the fastigial nucleus of the cerebellum

(related to the audio-visual section of the cerebellum) and the SC. All belt

portions of the MGB receive input from belt portions of the IC.

The core portion of the MGB projects in the auditory radiations to the primary

auditory cortex of the temporal lobe. The non-laminated nuclei are presumed to

project to the cortical belt area. There are no known fibres connecting the MGBs

of the two sides.

6. The auditory cortex in humans is located on the superior surface of the

temporal lobe facing the lateral fissure. The auditory cortex has classically been

divided into a core portion and several surrounding cortical fields (he bett

portion), all of which are innervated from the MGB. It appears now that at least

five separate representations of cochlear input are present in the cortex. These

appear to be more sophisticated than just tonotopic representations, and are

probably expressions of other perceptual dimensions e.g. sound localization and

auditory distance perception (Merzenich, 1982).
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Association fibres provide links within the cortex. Two three-level reciprocal

connections arising in the primary auditory cortex have been described in the

Rhesus monkey (Jones & powelr, 1970). The first pdects to the cortical belt

areas' thence to Brodmann's area 22 of the superior temporal gyrus and finally to

the superior temporal sulcus. These areas in the monkey receive multisensory

input from auditory, visual and somesthetic sections of the cortex. The second

projects to area 8 of the frontal lobe, which is involved in eye scanning

movements, on to area 9 followed by areas l0 and 12 of the frontal lobe.

The auditory cortices of the two hemispheres are inter-connected by

commissural fibres passing through the anterior commissure and the corpus

callosum.

A band of gray matter, the claustrum, is located between the cortex of the insula

and the lenticular nuclei. Its functional role is not yet known. It has reciprocal

connections with visual, somesthetic and auditory cortex but not with the lower

relay nuclei such as the MGB (in the cat).

Descending pathways

The descending pathways (see Figure 3) comprise fibres from the auditory cortex

to the MGB, from the auditory cortex to the IC, from the IC to the nuclei of the

lateral lemniscus, the SOC and the dorsal and ventral CN, from the periolivary

nuclei to the CN, and the cochlear efferent bundle of fibres from the SOC to the

cochlear nerve cells in the Organ of Corti. There does not seem to be any direct

linking of the MGB to the IC.
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Figurc 3- Diagram--of the descending auditory pathways. The flrbrcs of the
olivocochlear bundle -9m9rge from the meduiia through the vestibular nerve and
then pass via the vestibulocochlear anastomosis of the cochlear nerve. From
Noback & Demarest (1981).
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The functions of the descending pathways are not yet understood in much detail.

Presumably the neural circuits function as fepdback loops to 'sharpenn

perceptual processes through enhancement and/or inhibition.

Tests of Central Auditory Processing

As discussed earlier, the classical tests of CAP are speech tests, acoustically

modified in some way. Four speech tests were used in the present study. The

audiological armamentarium now includes, in addition to a huge range of taped

speech test materials, several "objective" tests which contribute to CAP

assessment, and which were included in the assessment protocol of the present

study.

Immittance audiometry has been an integral part of clinical hearing assessment

since the early seventies. Tympanometry, the measurement of immittance of the

middle ear as a function of air pressure, has contributed greatly to the

identification of middle ear disorders. In this study it was included purely as a

screening tool so that children with conductive pathology could be excluded from

consideralon as subjects. Measurement of the acoustic reflex (AR) as a

component of immittance testing has a great deal of potential for assessment of

CAP because the reflex arc traverses the brainstem in both direct and indirect

pathways.
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Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) testing has emerged as an indispensible

method of assessing hearing integrity in non-cooperative subjects (e.g. infants)

and of identifying retrocochlear disorders. Its usefulness in detecting

degenerative brain damage is somewhat questionable, but it detects space-

occupying lesions with a high degree of efficiency.

The study of longer latency potentials has been suggested as appropriate for

assessment of cAP. The middle latency response (MLR) has been found to be

abnormal in a few cases of learning disorder with CAP dysfunction reported in

the literature (e.g. J. Jerger, oliver & Chmiel, 1988). Recently, latency delays for

long latency event related potentials in children with learning disorders have

been reported (Jirsa & Clontz, 1990), but these were not examined in the present

study.

The masking level difference (MLD) test, derived from the phenomenon of

release from masking, discovered and described in the psychoacoustic literature,

has been proposed as a test of cAp, and is used clinically as such in some

establishments.

The test battery approach is one that is ubiquitous in clinical audiology. It is

particularly appropriate in the context of the present study where the

pathological effects of neonatal jaundice (if any) on auditory perceptual

processes are simply not known. If there is damage to the CANS from neonatral

jaundice then the wide net of a full test battery should catch it.

The inter-test relationships are also of interest since the neurological bases of

the tests are at best poorly understood. The ABR, acoustic reflexes and MLD
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tests are sensitive to lesions of the brainstem and are largely unaffected by

lesions higher in the cANs. All the speech tests can be affected by higher

lesions, but none are known tobe specific to cortical lesions (Musiek and Baran,

1987).

A discussion of the various components of the audiological test battery employed

in the study follows.

Acoustic Rellexes

Refl ex measurement using immittance audiometry

The change in immittance recorded as a result of contraction of the middle-ear

muscles is brought about by stiffening of the ossicular chain of the middle ear.

The result is that the tympanic membrane becomes less mobile. In man this

immitance change is attributed only to the stapedius muscle though in other

animals, including rabbits, the tensor tympani is also involved (Moller, l9g4).

The reflex primarily affects the reactance rather than the resistance component

of impedance or its reciprocal, compliance.

The electromyographical record of stapedial muscle activity when rectified and

integrated increases with sound intensity in the same way as does the immitance

change, implying that amplitude is a reasonably accurate measure of the

contraction force of the muscle (Borg, 1972). Since it is usually the stiffening

effect of the acoustic reflex (AR) that is of interest, the indirect measurement of
AR activity through immittance audiometry actually has higher face validity than

electromyographical measurement (Gelfand, 198 l).
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Measurement of the acoustic reflex threshold (ART) requires operational

definition since low, variable amplitude changes occur over about 20 dB. Many

workers in the field advocate using a response criterion of IIVo of the maximum

amplitude (e.g. Moller, 1984). A major technical limitation is the sensitivity of

the immittance bridge. This can to some extent be overcome by signal averaging,

which has the effect of reducing measured ART. However as Stach (1980 points

out, this increased sensitivity can have the unfortunate consequence ofreducing

clinical utility, since elevated ARTs occurring as a consequence of low AR

amplitude are a useful diagnostic sign.

Function of the acoustic reflex

The effect of the AR is to add stiffness, which impedes the movement of the

ossicles. It also may reduce transmission of some sounds by decoupling the incus

from the stapes. In cats, with the stapedius only acting, the largest effect on

sound transmission is below I kHz (9d8, with contralateral stimulation). Above 2

kHz there is no decrease in transmission, and, on the contrary, a slight increase

around 2 krrz is sometimes seen. The effect on lower frequencies has been

explained by the change in stiffness. The failure to reduce transmission of higher

frequencies is probably related to decoupling of the cochlea from the middle ear.

However, this interpretation may be over-simplistic (Moller, 1984).

Fabricius ab Aquapendente first promulgated the intensity control /protection

theory of acoustic reflex function in the year 1600 (cited by Borg, counter &

Rosler, 1984). He thought that the stapedius and tensor tympani muscles acted

to prevent rupture of the eardrum during exposure to intense sounds. Up until

the 1900s it was thought that the major effect was from the tensor tympani, and it
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was not until l9l3 that Kato, working on cats and rabbits, demonstrated that the

major effect at moderate intensities is from the stapedius muscle.

There is general acceptance of the protection theory but for the fact that the

muscles are too slow to protect the cochlea effectively from impulse or impact

noises. (this long latency arises from mechanical delays - electromyographic

measurements have shown a latency of only 12 ms.) However, if loud noises are

repeated, the reflex action builds up because of the slow recovery of the reflex.

The reflex also fatigues easily, and is therefore inactive for most of the exposure

period. However, most noise is time-varying, and in time-varying noise fatigue of

the reflex becomes very slow (Rodriguez and Gerhardt, 1988). Also, the reflex

attenuates mostly low frequencies while most noise damage occurs in the high

frequencies. One interpretation of this observation is that this is evidence of how

efhcient the reflex is in protecting from damage in the low frequencies.

The main criticism of the theory is that in nature protection from loud sounds

would have no particularly adaptive significance. However, many animals

produce vocalizations that reach up to 120-130 dB measured at the head. The

human child has been recorded at 132 dB SPL tOcm from the mouth.

Expectation of a loud sound may produce contraction of both tensor tympani and

stapedius muscles. Djupesland (1965) found that pointing a toy gun at a subject's

ear produced a general muscular contraction, including the acoustic reflex. If the

subject noticed that no shooting was intended, the reflex did not occur. Ctearly,

the reflex can be modified by efferent control mediated at a cortical level.
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Borg, Counter & Rosler (1984) proposed that the function of the middle-ear

muscle reflex is to

"improve and maintain auditory communication by the prevention

of desensitization, interference, and injury in the auditory system."

Further evidence supporting the role of the AR in speech discrimination comes

from studies examining the relationship between the speech nrolloveru

phenomenon and AR absence. Borg and Zakrisson (1973) and later McCandless

and Schumacher (1979) found that rollover (i.e. a decrement in speech

discrimination at high intensities - where the AR would normally be operational)

was more often found in patients with facial paralysis and absent ARs, compared

with those with present reflexes. Moreover, when the ARs reappeared, speech

discrimination at the high intensities improved.

A similar finding was reported by Hannley and Jerger (1981), who examined

audiological records of Ss with absent ARs due to pathology of the afferent

portion of the reflex arc, rather than the efferent part as in the previous studies.

Hannley and Jerger found a link between AR absence caused by acoustic tumour

and speech rollover, despite their groups having equivalent pure tone thresholds

and maximum speech discrimination scores.

It seems that the AR in man is crucial in understanding speech at high

intensities. The adaptive signihcance of this in biological terms is probably partly

due to a sharpening effect on communication and partly to a protective effect

from self-vocalizations.
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Anatomy of reflex arc

The largest contributor to our understanding, sketchy though it still is, of the

neuroanatomy of the acoustic reflex arc is Borg (Borg & Moller, 196g; Borg,

1973, 1977) who investigated the reflex activity in rabbits with chronic induced

lesions along the auditory pathways. Figure 4 shows hypothesized reflex pathways

diagrammatically.

Borg concluded that the AR pathway contains a direct route with 3-4 neurons,

consisting oft

l. the primary auditory afferent

2. cells in the ventral CN with their a;rons in the trapezoid body having partial

direct contact with the ipsilateral stapedius motoneurons, but

mainly via

3. interneurons near the ipsilateral and contralateral medial SO leading to

4. the stapedius motoneurons, mainly in the medial section of the facial motor

nucleus.

A parallel, slower, pentobarbitone sensitive pathway was also found. Borg

speculated that this may involve the reticular formation. Evidence of the AR

being affected by barbiturates supports the involvement of the reticular

formation (Giacomelli &Mozzo. 1965; Bosatro, Russolo & poli, 1976).
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Figure 4. Ipsilateral and contralateral acoustic reflex pathways, based on
experimental work in rabbits (Borg, 1973). N8- acoustic nerve; VCN- ventral
cochlear nucleus; TB- trapezoid body; MSO- medial superior olive; N7- facial
nerve.
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Borg concluded that the AR pathway and the other efferent system, terminating

at the olivocochlear efferent bundles, are largely independent and serve different

functions. However, complete intemrption of the crossed olivocochlear bundles

lowers the ART for pure tones above about 2kJIz. The effect is presumed to be

exerted at the cochlear level.

With lesions of the CN, a systematic relationship to the position and extent of

lesions was found, though variations occurred. In no case did lesions confined to

the dorsal CN and tracts below this nucleus and dorsal to the restiform body

influence AR properties to pure tone stimuli of 0.5 - E kHz.

l-esions in the ventral CN were often followed by a shift of the AR function on

the right, though this later recovered to near normal. Such lesions were often

associated with a reduction in maximum amplitude as well as amplitude decay.

These effects appeared with the probe on the unoperated side and with

contralateral stimulus presentation (i.e. with the stimulus on the side with the

lesion), but not with ipsilateral stimulus presentation.

Borg found that axons involved in the reflex arc leave the cN through the

trapezoid body only. This large tract passes ventrally from the cN over the

lateral side of the brain stem surface. It crosses midline between the SOCs and it

may be interrupted between the pyramidal tracts. ksions in lateral parts of the

trapezoid body influence the excitability of the reflex to a great extent whereas

lesions in other pathways ascending from the CN do not influence it at all. An

extensive lesion in the midline might be expected to block the crossed reflex

response completely, but such was not found to be the case in the test rabbits. In
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spite of extensive lesions, some crossed reflex response always remained.

However there was a large reduction in reflex amplitude (by about a half). Even

though the amplitude-intensity slope was much reduced, the ART remained the

same. No saturation was reached with the stimulus intensities used.

Borg concluded that midline lesions of the brainstem intemrpt the rapidly

conducting fibres of the trapezoid body, but usually do not affect the

multisynaptic indirect connections. The resultant crossed AR is slower and of

smaller amplitude than before the lesion was induced, but the ART is not much

affected. Borg refers to the cases reported in the literature where the crossed AR

is obliterated, and suggests that the lesions responsible for this effect must be

large ones which have broken the fast pathways as well as most of the indirect

paths.

Acoustic reflex response parameterc

There are four main parameters of the acoustic reflex described in the literature.

These are threshold (ART), amplitude, latency and decay.

Decay of amplitude over time is a specific feature of pathology of the eighth

nerve or the cochlear nuclei. Irsions higher in the cANs do not seem to

produce reflex decay. Cohen & Prasher (1988) tested 20 patients with intrinsic

brainstem lesions for reflex decay and found no abnormalities, whereas reflex

decay was observed in24 of 28 patients with tumours of the cerebello-pontine

angle.

The first three measures are inter-connected. Threshold is dependent on

amplitude since a very small amplitude response will not be detected by an
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observer (or may even be below the resolution power of the equipment used)

and threshold will be somewhat elevated. An illustration of this phenomenon is

given in Figure 5.

L^atency is also dependent on amplitude. Careful studies have shown that when

amplitudes are equalised, so are latencies (e.g. Borg, 1976; J. Ierger & Hayes,

1983; J. Jerger, Oliver & Jenkins, 1987). A review of the literature leads to the

conclusion that, of the two, amplitude has more information to contribute.

There are several reasons why amplitude has not been widely used in the past.

Firstly, there are technical problems with fluctuating baseline measures.

Secondly, there are large inter-subject differences encountered which make

interpretation of an individual's results difficult.

Modern technology is overcoming the technical difficulties encountered with

amplitude measures. Some researchers have solved noise problems by using

signal averaging (e.9., James Hall, 1982; Hayes and J. Jerger, 1982). The GSI-33

automatic immittance meter used in the present study provides amplitude

measures (in ml) which seem to be reasonably repeatable, given a cooperative

subject.

There have been many varied solutions proposed to overcome the second

problem - that of large inter-subject variability. Borg (1973, 1977) and Moller

(1984) reported amplitude as a percentage of the maximum attaind. While this

is suitable for animal lesion research, where each animal acts as its own control

subject in a before-after protocol, it is not suitable for between subject

comparison in humans because it would tend to obscure any pathological
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Figure 5. The influence of AR amplitude on ART. The dotted line represents the
resolving capacity of the immittance instnrment. Note that although reflex
activity is piesent in each case from 75 to 115 dB HL, ARTs would bc 75 (for
fiUed circles), 80 (squares) and 105 (triangles) respectively. From Hutnley
(1e86).
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differences. An example of this is given in Figure 6, where so-called

"normalization" resulted in removal of group amplitude differences at the highest

SPLs, resulting in a change in the slope of the function which was interpreted as

a manifestation of recruitment. An alternative interpretation of the results is that

there was a real difference in maximum amplitude between the two groups, and

this conclusion is consistent with animal research.

Silman (1984) described the factors contributing to the variability as being

attributable to differences in ART, to ageing effects and to differences in

compliance (or impedance) at the tympanic membrane.

His first statement is controversial, since it is arguable that ART is more

dependent on amplitude than amplitude is on ART. His approach, and that of

many others, is to express stimulus intensity relative to ART in a variation on

sensation level (SL). The effect of this process is to reduce variation due to zero

amplitudes at intensities below ART in some individuals.

Silman asserted that subjects with low ARTs have wider dynamic ranges (i.e.,

from ART to the point where amplitude saturates) and that this

"... wide dynamic range permits more increases in activator

intensity resulting in increased growth of acoustic reflex

magnitude. Therefore at high SPLs subjects with wider dynamic

ranges will demonstrate greater im@ance change during acoustic

reflex contraction than subjects with niurower dynamic ranges.'
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This tautological argument has been accepted by a surprising number of

researchers in the field. The use of sensation level has the effect of producing

spurious differences in amplitude-intensity functions. Groups with cochlear

hearing loss can be shown to have steeper functions than normals. w. Keith

(1980) demonshated that the use of SL measures also produced an artefactual

difference between normal and cochlear-impaired adults in temporal summation

experiments.

A number of studies have reported that reflex amplitude decreases with

increasing age (e.g., Wilson, l98l). This literature will not be considered in any

detail since the present study examined children within a very limited age range.

Silman's assertion that middle ear compliance is a major factor in acoustic reflex

variability is based on several studies that show a positive correlation between

the two. A study by Silman & Gelfand (1981) showed a power relationship

between middle ear impedance and reflex amplitude in a group of 16 normal

hearing young adults. However, other studies have shown that the association of

compliance (or impedance) and reflex amplitude is not strong (e.g., Hannley &

Ray, 1983 cited by Hannley, 1986).

Acoustic Reflex Threshold (ART)

In normal adult ears, the ART for pure tones occurs at around 85 dB HL

(Peterson and Liden, 1972). A study of preschool children gave mean values of

95-98 dB SPL for ipsilateral ARTs, and 9G106 dB SPL for contralateral ARTs

(skinner, Norris & Jirsa, 1978). The ART has been shown to have high test-
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retest reliability, with one study reporting a maximum test-retest difference of 3.6

dB (Chermak, Dengerink & Dengerink, 1983).

Elevation of the ART for pure tones has long been recognised as a strong

indicator of retrocochlear pathology (Anderson, Barr & wedenbery, l97o).

Interaural comparison of ART was found to be particularly useful in cases of

retrocochlear pathology (Chiveralls, 1977). Cochlear hearing loss has very little

effect on the ART unless the degree of loss is severe (J. Jerger, S. Jerger &

Mauldin, 1972). The contrast between the effects of cochlear and retrocochlear

pathology on the ART led to the presumption of a link between loudness and the

ART (because of the classical observation of loudness recruitment with cochlear

pathology), and while there is some evidence of this being so, the relationship is

not a simple one (see the review by Hellman & Scharf, 1984).

The ART is highly sensitive to conductive pathology (J. Jerger, Anthony, s.

Jerger & Mauldin, 1974). Peterson & Liden (1972) reported a change in ART of

up to 15 dB when subjects were instructed to perform the Valsalva man@uvre,

and hence changed their middle ear pressure.

In an early study on the effect of GANS pathology on the AR, Giacomelli &

Mozzo (1965) measured ARTs to contralateral stimulation in twelve patients

with disorders of the reticular formation, and reported ART elevation in all

cases. In four cases, ARs were absent to all stimuli. In a second study, a group of

normals was administered chlorpromazine, which is known to depress the

functioning of the reticular formation for 8-12 hours. The effect of the drug

administration was to elevate ARTs by 2o-25 dB after one hour. Three hours

post-administration, ART was only measurable at frequencies up to 500 Hz, and
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then at the highest intensities available. ART returned to normal l2-l6hours

post-administration.

Greisen & Rasmussen (1970) described two cases of brainstem tumours. In the

first case, despite the hearing for pure tones being only mildly affected in the

high frequencies, ARs were absent when tested contralaterally, and also in one

ear tested ipsilaterally. In the second case, the pure tone audiogram was normal,

yet contralateral ARs were absent on both sides. Ipsilateral reflexes were present

on both sides in this case. From this study it emerged that the critical factor for

evaluating AR data was the comparison of contralateral and ipsilateral results.

J. Jerger & s. Jerger (1974) reported that of 12 patients with intra-axial

brainstem lesions they tested for acoustic reflexes, three showed absent

(contralateral) reflexes at some frequencies. For two of these subjects, reflexes

were absent bilaterally. In a further three subjects, elevated ARTs were observed

unilaterally. The ear difference was as large as 25 dB.

Stephens & Thornton (1976) performed various tests including ART on22

subjects with brainstem disorders. Ten of the subjects had multiple sclerosis.

Eight of the 18 whose ARs could be tested showed abnormalities. Three had

absent ARs at 4 kllz, and one had ARTs above equipment limits at both I and 4

kHz. In these cases, ABR abnormalities of wave II or III were also observed.

s. Jerger & J. Jerger (1977) compared acoustic reflex results measured

ipsilaterally and contralaterally in groups of patients with eighth nerve or

brainstem disorders. ARTs were considered abnormal if they were 15 dB or

more above the norm. They found that patients with eighth nerve pathology
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tended to have abnormal ARTs both ipsilaterally and contralaterally when

stimuli were presented to the affected side. This was termed a diagorul reflex

pattern. People with brainstem lesions tended to have abnormal ARTs when

tested contralaterally, but not ipsilaterally. This they called a lnizontal pattern

(see Figures 7 and 8). The invened L shape was also found with brainstem

disorders, though it was not specific to them. In later work it emerged that the

unibox (i.e. with one abnormal contralateral result) and the squore, orfull ltouse,

configurations were also found in some cases with brainstem pathology (e.g. s.

Jerger, J. Jerger & James Hall, lgTg; Hayes & J. Jerger, lggl; cohen & prasher,

le88).

ART elevation beyond normal limits of testing is quite uncommon alr a

consequence of brainstem disorder (Bosatra, lggl). In 120 cases of mild to

moderate brainstem disorders, contralateral ARs were absent in one or both

ears in l6-TVo.Ipsilateral ARs were also absent in 5.8To. Elevated ARTs were

observed bilaterally in 13.3Vo and unilaterally in 5.8%. In general, ART elevation

was associated with relatively severe brainstem pathology.

Mueller & Beck (1987) in a study of head injury patients found mean differences

between ipsilateral and contralateral ARTs in a group who had suffered bilateral

temporal lobe damage. The differences were found in both ears and at both

frequencies tested. The authors concluded that the effect on the ART was not

necessarily a pure cortical effect, because the subjects with temporal lobe

damage had the greatest amount of total CANS damage.
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certainly, cortical lesions do not necessarily affect ART. J. Jerger & Hayes

(1976) reported a case of a five year old child with bilateral temporal lobe

disorder and auditory agnosia. Despite no behavioural response to sounds,

normal contralateral ARTs were observed bilaterally.

Abnormalities of the ART have been shown to change, concurrently with other

symptoms, in both positive and negative directions in a few cases @ales, l9g9;

Bosatra, l98l; S. Jerger, 1980; S. Jerger, Neely & I. Jerger, 1975; Musiek,

weider & Mueller, 1983). In rabbits, Borg (l98la) reporred that in the acute

stage following induced lesions in the midline at the level of the soc,

contralateral ARs were abolished. In a matter of days the ART returned to

normal, but contralateral AR amplitude remained low, despite normal amplitude

ipsilaterally.

As well as elevation of ART, pathology of the cANs has been shown to be

associated with very low ARTs in a few cases (Downs & crum, 1980; Bosatra,

l98l). The veracity of these findings was challenged by Gelfand & Silman

(1982). Their study, however, had a number of flaws, particularly in selection of

subjects with appropriate CANS dysfunction, and their criticisms were not well

based.

Borg (1971) reported ARTs lowered by t0-12 dB for stimuli I and 2 kllz in

rabbits with lesions of the olivo-cochlear (efferent) bundle. S. Jerger (1980)

presented a case of a l6-year old boy with a tumour involving the brainstem and

the left cerebellum. A decrease in ART to 60-65 dB HL was noted for both

ipsialteral and contralateral reflex measurement with stimulation of the right ear,
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at 10-20 days post-surgery. The left ear ARTs, which were initially elevated,

returned to normal levels post-surgery. The right ear ARTs also returned to

normal levels eventually.

cohen, Rudge, Robinson & Miller (1988) described the case of a person with

multiple sclerosis who developed a lesion involving the left olivo-cochlear

bundle. ART (and other auditory measures) were monitored before the lesion

occurred, while it was at its maximum mass, and during the subsequent period in

which it decreased in mass. There was a small but consistent decrease in ART

(of 5-10 dB) at frequencies l-4 kllz concommitant with the lesion. The authors

attributed the change to disinhibition associated with the lesion.

Abnormalities of ART have also been found in subjects with neuromuscular

disorders which affect the mobility of the stapedius muscle (e.g. Morioka, Neff,

Boisseranc, Hartmann & cantrell, 1976). The ART has proved to be a useful

indicator of disease progress for such people.

A study of acoustic reflexes in cerebral palsied children (R. Keith, Murphy &
Martin, 1977) reported a high incidence of middle ear disorders (42%).ln

children with normal middle ear functioning, acoustic reflexes were always

present when tested both ipsilaterally and contralaterally, and occurred within

the normal intensity range (80-l l0 dB HL). It is interesting to note that in this

population the mean ARTs reported were lower for 4000 Hz than for other

frequencies.

An interesting study investigated ARTs among a population of learning and

language disabled children with normar hearing (rhomas, McMunay &
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Pillsbury, 1985). Twenty of their 62 children showed elevated ARTs (i.e. over 100

dB). Ipsilateral reflexes were measured in only one-third of the subjects. In these

children, when ipsilateral ARTs were abnormal, so were the contralateral ARTs.

In one case only was the contralateral ART abnormal and the ipsilateral ART

normal.

S. Jerger, Martin & J. Jerger (1987) described the case of a learning disabled

child whom they had evaluated with a battery of CAP tests. ARTs were absent or

elevated on both sides when tested contralaterally. Ipsilateral ARTs were

elevated on the left but normal on the right.

Acoustic Reflex Amplitude

Reflex amplitude increases as a function of stimulus intensity until it reaches a

plateau at about 30-40 dB above ART (Borg , lg77).Ipsilateral AR amplitude

has repeatedly been shown to be larger than contralateral AR amplitude (e.g.

Hall, 1982; Houghton, Greville & W. Keith, lggg).

AR amplitude tends to be reduced in cases of cochlear hearing loss (Peterson &

Liden, 1972; Silman, Popelka & Gelfand, 1978). It has been shown to be reduced

in cases of noise exposure, even when there was no measureable hearing loss for

pure tones at the test frequency (Houghton, Greville & Keith, lggg). Amplitude

is severely reduced (by about a half) in cases of eighth nerve tumours

(Mangham, Lindeman & Dawson, 1980).

In his seminal work on cats, Borg (lg73) found that although ART was little

influenced by lesions of the direct pathway, reflex amplitude was, which he took
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to imply that the fast direct connections across the brainstem have higher

thresholds than the slow connections. Mangham & Miller (lg7g) inserted

balloon catheters into the internal auditory canals of macaque monkeys, and

reported that AR amplitude was 'exquisitely sensitive to extrinsic pressure on the

auditory nerve". They advocated further refinement of amplitude measurement.

Reduced amplitude of the AR as a consequence of cANS pathology has also

been shown in humans. An early report from peterson & Liden (lg7z) showed

very reduced AR amplitude in a person with a tumour of the corpus callosum.

Bosatra, Russolo & Poli (1976) extended the early work of Giacomelli &Mozzo
(1965). They reported reduced AR amplitude associated with disorders of the

reticular formation, of an equivalent amount to the reduction associated with

barbiturate administration to normals. They also found amplitude reductions in

12 of 20 cases of disseminated sclerosis and l5l2} cases of cerebral vascular

insufficiency. In four cases of disseminated sclerosis, larger than normal

amplitudes were observed. The authors attributed this effect to a disinhibitory

effect on the reflex arc. It appears to be analogous to the reduction in ART

occasionally observed and described above.

Hess (1979) investigated 30 cases of multiple sclerosis. In ten, AR abnormalities

were observed. For nine of these there was evidence of a brainstem lesion. For

all but one, ART was normal. Amplitude was below theg5%o confidence limits of
0.24 crf- in at least one ear of five cases. colletti (1925) also found AR

abnormalities in 9/13 multiple sclerosis cases. In seven of these, both ART and

AR amplitude were abnormal.
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S. Jerger, J. Jerger and Hall (1979) presented a case study of a 70 year old

woman with an unspecified central auditory disorder. ARTs were normal in all

presentation conditions. However, AR amplitude for contralateral measurement

on one side (the righO was markedly lower than for the other side, or for

ipsilateral measurement in either ear.

In an attempt to reduce intra-subject variability in AR amplitude, signal

averaging of the AR with simultaneous ipsilateral and contralateral reflex

measurement has been used. (e.g., Hall, lgg2; Hayes & J. rerger, lgg2)

HaIl (1982) developed a method for comparing ipsilateral and contralateral

reflex amplitude by expressing the two as a ratio:

Maximum ipsilateral AR amplitude (ml)

Maximum contralateral AR amplitude (ml)

The mean ratio in young adults was 1.50 with a range of 1.06 to 2.3g. Hall

suggested that this amplitude ratio might prove to be a less variable measure

than absolute amplitude.

A slightly different approach was taken by Hayes & J. Jerger (19g2) who

developed three indices to differentiate afferent, efferent and central disorders,

using AR amplitude measured directry in dB (i.e., change in probe tone

intensity). They did not present raw data, but merely illlustrative case examples

with index data presented as Z-scores. The index concept was further elaborated

on by J. Jerger, oliver and Jenkins (1987), who presented case reports on five

patients with acoustic tumours. In all cases, ARTs were normal, but AR

amplitude was low when the affected ear was stimulated. The authors

demonstrated the use of the afferent index (AI) to negate the effect of
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differences in middle ear mobility, and to identify abnormal results. Normative

data for the AI were presented:

AI : (Rr + RC) - (Lr +LC)

: 010.70 dB

The indices are designed for the AR measuring system used by the Jerger team.

Suitable conversion formulae for amplitude measured in ml, or in dB re middle

ear compliance, have not been publishd.

Auditory Brainstem Responses

The auditory brainstem response (ABR) is the component of the EEG that can

be observed time-linked to the presentation of fast-rising stimuli (such as clicks)

within the first lG15 msec post-stimulus. It can be recorded from electrodes

placed in many areas over the surface of the head, but is usually recorded with

the active electrodes on the mastoid or earlobe and the reference electrode on

the vertex or forehead. It consists of a series of six waves with highly predictable

inter-wave latencies for a given stimulus rate and intensity.

Neonatal ABRs differ from adult ABRs by a degree predictable by gestational

age. Latencies decrease (differentially for waves I, III and v) as the infant

develops, and reach adult levels by the age of 2-4 years (saramy, l9g4).

The ABR has proven to be a valuable clinical tool in identifying hearing loss in

infants as well as neurological disorders affecting the CANS in both adults and
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children. It has the very useful property of being independent of the individual's

state of arousal.

The literature on ABRs of neonates suffering from hyper-bilirubinemia will not

be considered here (see above in the section on short-term effects of

hyperbilirubinemia).

Neural generators of the ABR

Early researchers into the ABR surmised that the waves represented electrical

activity originating from the various neural centres of the brainstem of the

CANS. Figure 9 shows the classic Jewett wave classification system with the

proposed generator system ofBorg (l98lb).

Buchwald (1983) described the generation of ABRs as complex, consisting of

"both parallel and serial projections to target pools of neurons with highly

synchronous 'onset' responses". She concluded that the positive waves are the

result of post-synaptic potentials @SPs) rather than axonal or somatic action

potentials (APs) because the latter have been found to produce small current

fields unlikely to be able to be recorded from any distance. The amplitudes of

the ABRs presumably reflect the size of the psp current fields -which are

themselves determined by the strength of excitation and the number of neurons

stimulated. Latencies are thought to reflect axonal transmission time in addition

to the time required to reach synaptic threshold in the receiving neuronal group.
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Buchwald suggested transmission correlates of the following interpeak latencies:

l. I-II: acoustic nerve to cochlear nucleus

2. II-III: AVCN to ipsilateral and contralateral MSO

3. II-IV: AVCN to ipsilateral and contralaterat ventral LL

4. IV-V: ventral LL to venterolateral IC.

other peak intervals (for example, III-IV) are not thought to be particularly

significant because the peaks reflect activity in parallel systems.

More recently it has been suggested that the positive waves reflect activity in the

auditory brainstem pathways (i.e. the eighth nerve, the trapezoid body and the

lateral lemniscus) whereas the negative peala reflect neural depolarization in the

major relay stations- viz the cochlear nuclei, MSo and the IC (Moore, l9B7).

The hypothesized system is shown in Figure 10. It is based on anatomical

considerations such as the number and arrangement of cells and the axonal

distance between neural centres, and hence the estimated neural conduction

time. Moore claimed good agreement between the proposed system and results

from direct recording of human responses.

Glattke & Runge (1984) reviewed the literature comparing electrical activity

detected by surface and implanted electrodes in animals (usually the cat). They

concluded that the concept of single sequential generators was not supported by

the available evidence, and that multiple generators seem more likely. They

suggested (based on the findings of Achor & Starr, 1980) that relative amplitude

measures might prove more important diagnostic indicators than latency

measures.
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While the correlation of neuroanatomical sites and ABR waves in those with

normal hearing is still open to debate, the interpretation of abnormal ABRs is

even more problematic. Moore explained the problem thus: "The issue of

interpretation of the ABR in the case of pathological alteration is complicated by

the fact that human auditory centers and their evoked responses are neither

totally independent nor totally interdependent.' Nevertheless Moore's model

lends itself to testing on a clinical population.

Specific predictions made are:

l. I-esions at the ponto-medullary junction should cause changes in the N2-P3-N3

complex. The N2 trough (corresponding to the CN output) should be affected

only by an ipsilateral lesion, but all subsequent waves could be affected by

ipsilateral, contralateral or central lesions.

2. lrsions in the mid to upper pons should alter or delay the P4-N4-p5 complex

because of involvement of the lemniscal pathways and possibly also the dorsal

lemniscal nuclei.

3. Only lesions of the dorsal or posterior mid-brain should directly affect N5 (the

response of the IC) without also affecting earlier waves.

Effects of peripheral pathology

Conductive hearing loss increases the latency of wave V (the most identifiable of

the waves) in a linear fashion. If latency is plotted as a function of stimulus

intensity in decibels, then conductive hearing loss has the effect of shifting the

plot laterally by the amount of hearing loss in the2-4 kHz area.
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Figure 10. Proposed correlation of neural centres with the ABR waveform.
Axonal potentials in the eighth nerve (V[) trapezoid bodv (tb) laterat lemniscus
(ll) and_ of the inferior colliculi (bD are thought to be reflbiea in positive
waves. Depolarizations in nuclear centres such as the cochlear nuclei(cn).
T{i"l o-liva{y nuclei (mso), dorsal lemniscal nuclei (dnll), and inferirir i6fliculus
(lc) are thought to create negative deflections. From Moorc (l9gr).
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Cochlear hearing losses typically show elongated latencies near threshold, but

normal or near-normal latencies at higher intensities. The configuration of the

hearing loss affects the latencies of waves I and v differently (w. Keith and

Greville, 1987) due primarily to time differences in excitation of the different

frequency regions of the cochlea.

Effects of CANS disorders

Lesions of the eighth nerve may produce latency and/or amplitude changes of

any or all of the ABR waves. One of the earliest reports of ABR in the case of an

acoustic tumour showed a normal wave I but no subsequent waves (Sohmer,

Feinmesser and Szabo, 1974).Iater reports showed intact waves but with

delayed wave v relative to the unaffected ear (e.g. Selters and Brackmann,

1977). The inter-aural comparison remains useful as an indicator of

retrocochlear pathology, but is not infallible because cerebello-pontine angle

tumours sometimes produce delayed wave v latencies on the opposite side,

presumably through torsion effects on the brainstem (Selters and Brackmann,

1977). The interaural latency difference has not been found to be helpful in

identifying intra-axid brainstem disorders (Musiek, Johnson, Gollagly, rosey &

Glasscock, 1989).

The ABR is not always abnormal in cases of lesions of the brainstem or

midbrain. J. Jerger, Neely & S. Jerger (1980) described a case of a widespread

lesion involving the IC and thalamic nuclei, where a normal ABR was found on

one side and the only abnormality on the other side was a slight reduction in

wave V amplitude.
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While absolute amplitude is too variable to be a useful measure clinically,

relative amplitude (wave V/wave I) has been found to differentiate between

cochlear and retrocochlear disorders (Musiek, Kibbe, Rackliffe & Weider, 1984).

In a study of brainstem tumours in children (Nodar, Hahn & Levine, l9g0) a

range of seven ABR measures was used, including more subjective descriptions

as repeatability, and disruption of waveform morphology. Both of these indices

contributed to identification of brainstem pathology in some of the children, 3 of

whom had poor repeatability, and 5 of whom showed poor wave morphology.

Musiek & Geurkink (1982) performed ABR assessment in ten adult patients

with brainstem lesions. They found that failure on no one aspect of ABR

(including latency, relative amplitude and morphology) occurred for all subjects.

Instead, they advocated use of a battery including a variety of measures in order

to detect abnormalities. When they did this, 9/10 of the patients failed the ABR

test, almost always on more than one index.

The ABR has proved useful in diagnosis of multiple sclerosis (MS). Stockard,

Stockard & Sharbrough (1977) found ABR abnormalities of various kinds in

93% of the patients with a confirmed diagnosis of MS. Abnormalities included

prolonged latencies of waves III to v, or reduced amplitude of wave v, or a

combination of these. Abnormalities occurred less frequently in cases with less

certain diagnoses of MS. Shanon, Gold, Himmelfarb & carasso (1979) found

prolonged I-V interwave latencies among many of their fourten patients with

MS. Hannley, Jerger and Rivera (1983) investigated twenty MS patients, five of

whom had essentially normal ABRs. Seven had delayed wave III latencies, and

eight had no recordable wave III or subsequent waves. Hannley et al reported
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that when wave III of the ABR was abnormal, the AR was also abnormal, and,

moreover, no masking level difference was present.

ABRS in children with learning dilliculties

Sohmer & Student (1978) reported abnormal ABRs in groups of children with

autism, minimal brain dysfunction (MBD) as evidenced by hyperactivity, learning

disability and/or motor difficulties, or psychomotor retardation. Unfortunately

the children had not been screened for normal pure tone hearing. Some of the

autistic children had significant hearing loss and poor ABRs. One of the children

with psychomotor retardation had no IV-V complex. The most dramatic group

difference was the prolonged mean I-V interval of the MBD group.

Ienhardt (1981) described a case of an I l-year old boy with poor verbal skills

which had been attributed to a history of otitis media. As a toddler he had been

hit by a truck, and subsequently his language regressed. Initial audiometric

assessment was normal apart from absent acoustic reflexes. Because of this latter

finding, a full assessment was carried out. on the ssw (staggered spondaic

word) test, no words presented to the right ear were repeated, although the right

ear stimuli were noted to interfere with the words presented to the left ear. On

the right there was no ABR, though the ABR on the left was normal.

S. Jerger, Martin & J. Jerger (1987) tested an 1l year old learning disabled child

and reported poor wave morphology for waves I, II and III on one side. They also

observed poor morphology of the MLR on both sides.

welsh, welsh, Healy & cooper (1982) examined twenty dyslexic children

between l0 and l3-years old. No hyperactive children were included in the
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group. only one of the children exceeded normal latencies in one or more

phases of the test, and four had amplitudes below normal. The authors

concluded that the ABR data did not identify any disorder in brainstem

transmission amongst their subjects.

Tait & Roush (1983) studied learning disabled boys aged 9 to l4-years. They

found no differences between the learning disabled children's ABR latencies and

those of normally developing controls. Nor were any group differences apparent

in a similar study by Roush & Tait (1984).

Tait & Roush discussed the apparent contradiction between their results and

those of Sohmer & Student. In the latter study, experimental subjects were

selected on the basis of such "neurological signsn as hyperactivity, and poor motor

coordination, whereas in Tait & Roush's study, the children were selected purely

on the basis of educational performance measures. The authors concluded that

"difficulties which arise from organic defects may be associated

with diffuse neurological disturbance leading to brainstem

dysfunction, while learning disabilities as typically defined in the

U.S. are of a more subtle nature and do not affect the ABR."

Protti (1983) performed ABR assessment on thirteen children with learning

difficulties who had previously failed on one of three CAP speech tests (binaural

fusion, alternating speech or the ss!v). All subjects had normal pure tone

thresholds. In only two were ABRs abnormal, with delayed I-V intervals. In one

of these two, ARs were absent both ipsilaterally and contralaterally when the left

ear waas stimulated. Protti concluded that ABR is a poor identifier of CAp

difficulties.
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Two interesting papers have been published which described cases who had

failed ABR assessment for no obvious reason. The first was by Worthington &

Peters (1980) who discusd four cases of children aged betrveen 3 and l9-years.

Three of the four had no ABR at the highest intensity tested, and the other had

no repeatable response at intensities below 60 dB HL, despite having normal

pure tone thresholds. In all cases, acoustic reflexes were absent on at least one

side. These cases seem to be examples of undiagnosed brainstem pathology. The

authors stressed the need to consider the possibility of cANs pathology when

using ABR as a threshold indicator.

Kraus, Ozdamar, Stein & Reed (1984) reported results on 48 cases with absent

waves III and v (out of a total caseload of 543), and no known brainstem

damage. Of the seven with no more than moderate hearing loss, three showed no

ABR waves. In another three, waves I and II only were present. The other

subject had no response in one ear and early waves only in the other. In all cases,

acoustic reflexes were either absent or reflex thresholds elevated. A middle

latency response was present in only one of the ten ears tested.

Three of the seven children had a birth history of hyperbilirubinemia. one of

these had maternal Rh incompatibility, and suffered from respiratory distress

syndrome in the neonatal perid. The child also later suffered from febrile

convulsions, and concussion at 3 years. L:nguage skills were delayed

significantly. Scores on the ITPA auditory subtests were delayed by two to three

years . Acoustic reflexes were absent or elevated. No ABR or middle latency

activity was found on any of several test occasions.
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Two children with abnormal ABRs were also found to have auditory processing

problems. A further two children had experienced neonatal jaundice. One was 6-

years old and had been born very prematurely, with low birthweight and with

retrolental dysplasia. He had only a mild-moderate hearing loss, but no ABR.

The other child was a baby with a mild flat sensorineural loss who had early

waves of the ABR only.

In this study l.3vo of the population tested on ABR were found to have

abnormal ABRs with normal or near normal hearing for pure tones, compared

with 0.5% reported earlier @avis & Hirsh, lg79). The authors concluded:

"Absent ABRs or the selective loss of the later waveforms may

result from disruption of the neural synchrony necessary for ABR

generation....may have resulted from myelinization deficits or

destruction of cell bodies. Although essential for ABR generation,

neural synchrony may not be necessary for stimulus perccption. It

is also possible that pathways responsible for ABR may be

damaged while hearing is preserved through other pathways. The

fact that MLRs were observed in one subject is an indication that

neural signals are indeed reaching auditory pathways central to the

brainstem. Therefore some sort of auditory function exists as is.

evidenced by audiometric thresholds and understanding for

speech. "

and

"...that the patients in the present work evidenced deficits in

auditory processing raises the possibility that these problems may

be directly associated with dysfunction of the auditory brain stem

as measured by ABR. ABR and acoustic reflex findings can
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demonstrate an organic basis for auditory processing or

communicative problems which otherwise could not be explained

by peripheral hearing loss alone."

Middle Latency Responses

The middle latency response (MLR) is that part of the evoked auditory response

that occurs in the first 100 msff post-stimulus. It was first described in 1958 by

Geisler. The response that he described consisted only of a positive wave at 30

msec. More recently a series of up to four positive peaks and corresponding

troughs have been identified (see Figure l l). The Pa wave which occurs around

30 msec is the most robust of all the waves.

Neural generatons of the MLR

The history of the MLR has been clouded by controversy. For many years there

was heated argument over whether the MLR was neurogenic in origin, with

some protagonists claiming that it was purely myogenic. It was also suggested

that the MLR did not occur in infants. Once these issues had been resolved, a

further knotty question appeared as to whether the later waves were purely

manifestations of the steep filters used.
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The neural generators of the MLR are not yet completely understood. There is

some evidence that the first two components, Po and Na originate from the

midbrain area. The later waves, Pa and Pb, are thought to be generated by some

part of the primary auditory cortex. However, some people with temporal lobe

damage have been found to have absent or abnormal MLRs, while others with

similar pathology have normal MLRs.

Peripheral hearing loss

The MLR appea$ to be particularly suitable for frequency-specific threshold

testing. In recent work on evoked responses to tone-pips in high-pass or notched

noise, the main response component for the lower frequencies (500 and 1000

Hz) seems to be part of the early MLR (Purdy, Houghton, W. Keith & Greville,

1989).

CAP disorders

It has been suggested by a number of people that an important application of the

MLR is in the assessment of cAP disorders (e.g., Musiek, Geurkink, weider &

Donnelly, 1984; Ozdamar & Kraus, 1983). J. ferger, Oliver & Chmiel (1988)

reported that in their experience working with 6 to l2-year old children referred

for cAP problems, the MLRs obtained were often absent or poorly formed.

MLRS in children

The major problem with MLR assessment is the variability in waveform

morphology encountered in normal populations. Ozdamar & Kraus (1983)

described three types of waveform observed in testing ten normal hearing young

adults or teenagers (see Figure 12). They reported that the features most often
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observed were Pa, Na and Nb. Latencies were highly variable; the higher the

mean latency, the larger the standard deviation, even at high stimulus intensities.

A developmental study by Kraus, Smith, McGee, Stein & Cartel (1987) showed

that detectability of Na and Pa improved in children up to about 12 years of age.

For children 6 to 7-years old (the age-range in the present study), detection rates

of around 50To were reported for Pa, whereas Na was detected in about ffi%o of

records (see Figure 13).

The effect of waveform morphology is that for practical pulposes, the degree of

interpretation that can be taken from the MLR is limited to its presence or

absence at a given stimulus intensity and presentation rate. Rate effects can be

quite dramatic with rates of as low as lO/s affecting MLR presence, especially in

children (Jerger et al, 1988).

Reliable judgements based purely on morphology have been demonstrated

(Mendel, Saraca & Gerber, 1984). A method of quantifying the MLR has been

developed by McGee, Kraus & Manfred (1988). Their method, which takes

measures of latency, amplitude, waveform width and area under the waveform

into account, has been shown to be useful for cross-condition comparisons,

although without automation it is doubtful whether it would be practical

clinically.
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Masking l-evel Dilfercnces

The release from masking phenomenon was first described by Hirsh in 1948. The

binaural masking level difference (MLD) results from presenting identical low

frequency tones (the signal) to each eal, and then adding sufficient noise (in

phase interaurally) to mask the tones. Reversing the phase of one of the tones

(or one of the noises) has the effect of making the tones audible again.

The terms So and No are used to describe the conditions where the signals or

noise respectively are in phase interaurally, and Sr and Nr when they are out of

phase. The usual paradigm consists of a comparison of thresholds observed in

the homophasic condition, SoNo, with thresholds obtained in one or more of the

antiphasic conditions - SzrNo or SoNzr.

The MLD is of clinical significance because it is a binaural phenomenon and is

hence meiiated above the primary level of the CANS. In addition, it is robust,

occurring for both speech and tonal stimuli over a wide range of subjects and

stimulus conditions studied. Table I shows mean MLDs for normal subjects as

reported in several studies.
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Table l.
Mean MLDs for 500 Hz tones.
MLD:SoNo-SrNo

$!udv Noise dB Procedure MLD
Adult subjects:
Goldstein & Stephens (1975)
Olsen er al (1976)
Quaranta & Cervellen (1977)
Jerger et at (1984)
Mueller & Beck (1987)
Nozza (1987)
Child subjects:
Sweerow & Reddell (1978)
Roush & Tait (1984)
I4fants:
Nozza (1987)

WN 80 SPL
NBN 80 SPL
wN 60 sL
BBN 80 SPL
NBN 60 HL
NBN 63 SPL

WN 82 SPL
NBN 60 SPL

NBN 63 SPL

?
Bekesy
Bekesy
Bekesy
Bekesy
Tracking

Manual
Manual

Tracking

7.6
11.0
8.2+l

t0.6!2
10.213
10.4

9.812
L2.O

5.6

Stimulus parameters

Olsen, Noffsinger & Carhart (1976) examined MLDs for 500 Hz tones as well as

spondees, and for both antiphasic conditions SrNo and SoNr. They found that

the effects for both types of signal were larger using SrNo than SoNr. Within the

SrNo condition, larger effects were found with the 500 Hz tones than with the

speech stimuli.

Sweetow and Reddell (1978) examined MLDs in children with auditory

perceptual problems. They reported much greater difference between the

performance of the perceptually disordered children as compared with normals

when tonai rather than speerh stimuli were used. Seventy-nine percent of the

children with auditory perceptual problems had MLDs more than one standard

deviation below the norm for tonal stimuli, compared withZ4To for speech

stimuli. They recommended that speech stimuli not be used for children because

of the complications introduced by differences in linguistic skills.
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Joseph Hall, Tyler & Fernandes (1984) compared MLDs obtaind using wide

band noise with those for narrow band noise, and reported a larger effect for

narrow band noise. The mean advantage found was 4 dB for subjects with

normal hearing and 6.5 dB for people with cochlear hearing loss.

Effects of peripheral hearing toss

A number of studies have described MLD results for groups of people with

various types of peripheral hearing loss. J. Jerger, Brown & smith (1984)

reported similar mean decreases in MLD for groups with symmetrical conductive

or sensorineural hearing losses. If the hearing losses were asymmetrical, those

with sensorineural hearing losses tended to have a more reduced MLD. Olsen et

al (1976) had also reported reduced MLDs for conductive hearing loss groups of

a similar order of magnitude to those observed in groups with cochlear hearing

loss of various types.

Joseph Hall et al (1984) investigated MLDs in adults with cochlear hearing loss.

They found a correlation between the MLD and the degree of hearing loss.

Effects of CANS disorders

The MLDs of patients with neurological disorders have been studied fairly

extensively. Lynn, Gilroy, Taylor & I-eiser (1981), using C-v (consonant-vowel)

speech materials, found little reduction in MLDs for groups with cortical or

upper pons/ midbrain lesions, but dramatic reduction in those with lesions in the

ponto-medullary region (mean MLD was 2.4 dB c.f. 12.2 dB for normals).

Quaranta & Cervellen (1977) investigated MLDs in patients with neurological

disorders. Firstly, they determined monaural thresholds for tones and noise

separately and for each ear. Masking noise was then presented binaurally at 60

dB sL, and subjects were asked whether the sensation of the stimuri was
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dB sL, and subjects were asked whether the sensation of the stimuli was

"centred". If it was not possible to lateralize the noise, the procedure was

abandoned. For those who did centralize the percept, binaural MLDs were then

measured. Patients with ponto-medullary lesions were again found to have very

poor MLDs, and a sub-group of people with acute vestibular neuronitis all had

abnormally reduced MLDs. All of the subjects who failed both time-compressed

and distorted speech tests also had poor MLDs. Moreover the poorest MLDs

were observed in those who had asymmetrical performance on the speech tests.

The authors concluded that the occurrence of the MLD is dependent on

brainstem function, and that it is also related to "central hearing functional

symmetry".

Mueller & Beck (1987) determined MLDs for war veterans with head injuries

involving the CANS. Small differences between experimental and control groups

were observed, but analysis of the results indicated that these were no greater

than could be expected from the group differences in pure tone hearing loss.

Noffsinger, Martinez & schaefer (1982) determined MLDs in patients with

abnormal ABRs and diagnosed brainstem abnormalities. They reported reduced

MLDs (and absent or abnormal acoustic reflexes) in those with ABR

abnormalities commencing with waves I, II or III, but normal MLDs (and

acoustic reflexes) in Ss with later ABR abnormalities. In a study of multiple

sclerosis patients, Hannley, Jerger & Rivera (1983) reportd a relationship

between the absence of wave III of the ABR and an absent MLD.

These studies have been interpreted as strong evidence for the critical role of the

superior olivary complex (implicated in both the acoustic reflex arc and as a

generator of wave III) in the release from masking phenomenon.
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MLDs in children

Sweetow and Reddell (1978) reported a mean MLD of 9.8 dB for normally

developing children (aged 6-14 years), which was equivalent to that observed in

adults. Children with CAP problems however, scored at much lower levels (M:

5.8 dB).

Grant (1980, cited by Tait & Roush, 1983) studied 12 dyslexic children, and

noted signiFrcant differences between experimental and control groups on MLDs.

However, Roush & Tait (1984) tested the MLDs of l8 children with language-

learning disabilities, and l8 control children matched for age and sex. They

found no significant difference between groups.

Nozza (1987) examined the phenomenon using a 500 Hz tone among infants of

6-l l months and found a mean MLD of 5.6 dB compared with 10.4 dB for a

control group of adults. Nozza, wagner and crandall (1988) extended this

finding by including a group of preschoolers (3.5 to 4.5 years old). In this study

they used speech rather than tonal stimuli. A large difference was found between

the mean MLDs for infants and preschoolers (5.0 dB and 8.3 dB respectively),

with a smaller difference between the preschoolers and a group of adults, the

mean for the latter group being 10.8 dB. There was however a group difference

in unmasked thresholds which could have explained the difference in MLDs. An

attempt to allow for this difference was made by presenting a second adult group

with a reduced noise intensity level. This had the effect of diminishing the mean

MLD to the level found for the preschoolers. The authors interpreted their

results as being consistent with a developmental change between infants and

preschoolers, which is substantially complete by about 4-years of age. They

discussed the possible relationship between MLD matuntion and maturation of

the ABR, which occurs over the same time period, and speculated that
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increasing myelination within the brainstem might be associated with both

developmental processes.

Speech tests of CAP

Bocca and his colleagues first reported in the mid-fifties that using unilaterally

presented low-redundancy taped speech materials, they could demonstrate a

deficit associated with a lesion of the contralateral temporal lobe in adults

(Bocca, 1958; Bocca & calearo, 1960). They challenged the long-standing belief

that cortical lesions did not manifest themselves as auditory disorders. From

their pioneering work has developed a wide range of speech tests of cAp.

Speech tests of CAP can be divided into:

1. Monotic or unilateral tests, in which tests are presented to one ear at a time.

In these, the speech stimuli are generally distorted in either the

frequency or the time domain. Examples are filtered speech,

speech in noise, intemrpted speech, time compressed speech.

2. Dichotic tests, in which different stimuli are presented to the two ears

simultaneously. Early versions tended to present the same words

or sentences with different segments (either of frequency or time)

being delivered to the two ears. The task was to fuse the two

inputs. Examples are the filtered dichotic speech test of Matzker

(1959), and the swinging speech test of Bocca (1958). Willeford's

RASP test is also of this type. These tests are dso known as

binaural tests. In the second type of dichotic test, the two messages

are completely different, and the task is to separate out the two.

Sometimes only one message is to be attended to (e.g. the SSI-

CCM and the PSI tests), but usually both are required to be
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reported (e.g. the SSW and the competing words subtest of the

SCAN test).

Effects of peripheral hearing loss

CAP speech tests are not pure tests of CANS functioning. All of them can be

affected to greater or lesser degrees by disorders of peripheral functioning.

Miltenberger, Dawson & Raica (1978) tested 70 subjects with sensorineural

hearing losses on the four speech tests of the Willeford battery. Seventy-seven

percent of the subjects failed at least one of the tests. The frltered speech test

was the test most often failed. Failure was linked with an asymmetry in hearing

for 2000 Hz. The authors speculated that failure on this test may have been a

manifestation of the rollover phenomenon, because of the need to present

materials at high intensities for this population.

Speaks, Niccum & van Tasell (1985) also demonstrated failure on dichotic tests

by subjects with sensorineural hearing losses using four different types of speech

materials.

Effects of CANS pathology

Lynn and Gilroy (1975, 1977) reported the results of testing hundreds of brain-

damaged patients. They concluded that patients with various types of brain

lesions were likely to perform in a predictable way on the spech tests they

developed (which were later also used by Willeford):

l. Competing sentences. Subjects with postero-temporal lobe lesions tended to

have reduced scores on the ear contralateral to the lesion. There

was no effect on this test for those with antero-temporal lobe or

superficial parietal lobe damage. Deep parietal lobe lesions

produced a deficit in the ipsilateral ear.
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2. Filtered speech. Antero- or interior temporal lobe lesions showed a deficit

when the contralateral ear was tested. Parietal lobe lesions had no

effect. Manipulation of the filtering characteristics did not affect

whether the contralateral or ipsilateral ear was affected.

3. Binaural fusion. This was only reduced in cases of brainstem pathology.

4. Alternating speech. ksions of the caudal pons were associated with deficits on

this test. Lynn & Gilroy felt that this test had the power to

distinguish between upper and lower brainstem pathology.

There is some doubt about the specificity of binaural fusion tests for brainstem

pathology. Roush & Tait (1984) in a study of learning disabled children, found

that their performance on the diotic as well as the dichotic portions of the test

were reduced when compared to normal controls. They attributed the effect to

acoustic filtering rather than to binaural synthesis, and concluded that binaural

fusion was more properly viewed as a test of overall central auditory function

rather than as a test specific to subcortical processing integrity, especially among

children. Support for the similarity between filtered speech and binaural fusion

tests comes from the study of Welsh, Welsh, Healy & Cooper (1982) who

reported a high conelation between the two tests.

CAP speech test batteries

Various attempts have been made to summarize the effects of different sites or

types of pathology on speech test performance. one such is that of Musiek

(1985) which is presented in an adapted form in Table 2.

While different authors have slightly different views on the type of results to be

expected for different pathologies, all agree that the test battery approach is the

best one, since none of the tests used thus far is capable of identifying all CANS

lesions.
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Table 2.
Site of lesion and speech test performance.
3: high probabilit! of occurrbncr-,2: moderate probability, l: low probability;
i:ipsilateral, c:contralateral, b:binaural; mod:moderate, sev:severe. After
Musiek (1985).

Brainstem

Iow High

Hemispheres

Cortex C. callosum

Test type

Monotic a,i 2,c orb 3, c

Binaural 2,mild b ?

l, i

Slight Slight

Dichotic 3,mod i 2,c,b or i 3,mod c 3,sev l-eft

Interrupted speech

In intemrpted speech tests, portions of the message are removed by turning the

signal on and off periodically by means of an electronic switch. Licklider &

Miller (1951) reviewed the early psychoacoustical research performed with

normal subjects. Results showed that large portions of the signal can be removed

with little effect on its comprehensibility in normals (see Figure l4).

Bocca (1958) and Calearo & Antonelli (1963) included interrupted speech tests

in their battery for assessing patients with CANS disorders. They used a message

on ratio of 5OVo and different kinds of stimuli - words and sentences. They dso

varied the number of intemrptions per second from I to 40. Patients with

temporal lobe lesions were found to score more poorly with the message

delivered to the ear contralateral to the lesion. Patients with brainstem lesions

typically showed reduced performance in one or both ears.
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Teatini (1970b) showed a very high conelation between discrimination of

intemrpted speech and general intelligence (measured by the Wechsler test) in

normal adults.

Korsan-Bengtsen (1973) using sentences in the Swedish language with seven or

ten intemrptions per second showed reduced performance associated with

lesions of the contralateral temporal lobe in or near the primary auditory region,

and no effect if the lesion was restricted to the frontal or parietal lobes. Patients

with brainstem lesions showed poorer performance in the ipsilateral ear. Similar

findings were reported by Lundborg, Rosenhamer, Murray & zwetnow (1975).

Interrupted speech thus appears to be sensitive to lesions of both the cortex and

the brainstem.

The intemrpted speech test used in the present study used a New Zealand

recording of 25 spondee words intemrpted six times per second with an on-off

ratio of 5OTo. It represents a development of the test used eartier at the National

Audiology centre for which six words were presented at each of 10, g, 6, 4, and2

intemrptions per second. six intemrptions per second emerged as the first

standard deviation below the mean at which children's performance dropped to

50% or less (Greville, Camp & Keith, l9g5).

Filtered speech

Bocca, calearo & cassinari (1954) noted that patients with temporal lobe

tumours tended to complain of a difference in quality or clarity of speech

delivered to the ear contralateral to the tumour, although no difference in

discrimination of standard speech materials was evident. They conceived the

idea of making speech materials more difficult to discriminate by filtering them

above 800 Hz. The results for one subject are shown in Figure 15. In this
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example, performance on the right side was considered normal whereas

performance on the left (the ear contralateral to the lesion) was reduced.

Bocca, Calearo, Cassinari & Miglivacca (1955) studied a series of tumour

patients and concluded that not only was filtered qpeech sensitive to temporal

lobe lesions on the contralateral side, but that performanoe could sometimes be

seen to improve post-surgery - often on both sides.

Jerger produced an English language filtered speech test and reported results for

four groups of patients with CNS lesions (J. Jerger, l9&). Those with brainstem

lesions not involving the auditory system showed normal performance levels on

both sides. A group with unilateral brainstem lesions involving the CANS

showed equivalent results to a group with temporal lobe lesions involving the

primary auditory area - that is, they showed performance deficits in the ear

contralateral to the lesion. A further group with temporal lobe lesions not

involving the auditory area showed a small but measurable reduction in

discrimination on the contralateral side.

Filtering speech not only removes frequency information, but also temporal

information, by degradation of speech transitions (Berlin & [nwe, 1972). It is

therefore not surprising that it is capable of testing the integrity of the CANS.
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Calearo & Antonelli (1968) tested 24 patients with brainstem lesions of various

types and extents on three CAP speech tests, including filtered speech. Their

material was sentences passed through a 500 Hz low pass filter. Twelve showed a

performance deficit for filtered speech as compared with pure tone and

conventional speech audiometry. Eight of the twelve showed a unilateral deficit

only. Filtered speech was more sensitive to brainstem pathology than the other

two tests used - time compressed and swinging speech tests.

Musiek & Geurkink (1982) also reported a failure rate around 50% (4t9) among

a group of patients with brainstem lesions. Curiously enough, the same

proportion (50%) of a group of dyslexic children failed the filtered speech te.st in

the study of Welsh, Welsh, Healy & Cooper (1982).

Willeford (1977) presented norms for his version of the filtered speech test for

children. The normal range is very wide (55-90%).

In a comparison of different filter cut-off points among learning disabled versus

normal children, Farrer & R. Keith (1981) found group differences only with a

1000 Hz low-pass filter, as compared to 500 and 750 Hz low-pass filters.

Speech in noise

Many different versions of speech in noise tests have been used. Many

audiologists have simply used their standard speech materials, mixed via their

audiometer with white noise or pink noise. Inter-clinic comparisons are therefore

difficult. Usually a signal to noise ratio of 0 to -10 dB is chosen for assessment of

adult performance. using a signal to noise ratio of 0 dB, Rupp (1983) found

mean performances of only 25-40% for children from the lst to 5th grades. A

more favourable signal to noise ratio seems to be more appropriate for young
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children. The SCAN test speech in noise subtest utilizes a signal to noise ratio of

+8 dB following preliminary research indicating that this was a suitable ratio to

use with children.

Mueller (1985) found in a study of adults with a variety of peripheral and CANS

disorders that there was considerable overlap in the scores between different

types of pathology on a speech in noise test. cohen, Rudge, Robinson & Miller

(1988) reported very poor performance on the conhalateral ear on a speech in

noise test for a person with a lesion of the olivo-cochlear bundle.

Speech in noise tests tend to figure more in test batteries for children than for

adults, because, while they may not be highly specific diagnostically, many

children who present for CAP assessment complain of difficulties hearing in the

presence of background noise.

Competing words

A plethora of studies have investigated cerebral dominance for language using

the dichotic speech pu.dLt. It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to review

them fully. Excellent reviews are available elsewhere (e.g. Berlin & McNeil,

1976; R. Keith, 1984).

Kimura (1963) first investigated dichotic listening in children using digits. She

found a significant right ear advantage in both boys and girls as young as 4 years.

Numerous studies since have replicated this finding, using a variety of materials.

Much of the early research carried out by Berlin and his colleagues used

nonsense CV (consonant-vowel) syllables (see Berlin & Lowe, 1972). They were

preferred because they were free of dialect and vocabulary considerations.

However, precisely because of the less limited set of stimulus possibilities, CV
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syllables have been shown to be less resistant to the effects of peripheral

pathology than more closed set materials such as digits or meaningful words

(Speaks, Niccum & van Tasell, 1985).

It has been postulated that because CV syllables have a light linguistic content,

they exhibit a smaller right ear advantage than more linguistically complex

stimuli (Porter & Berlin, 1975). An example of results on different materials in

children is presented in Figure 16. This shows an increase in the interaural

performance difference as the linguistic content of the stimuli increases in a G

year-old child but not for an 1l-year-old child. The performance level of the

older child for the meaningful materials is so high even in the left ear that the

right ear advantage is no longer as evident.

A study of cerebral palsied children with normal hearing showed that, as a group,

they failed to show a right ear advantage on a non-directed dichotic CV test

(Blood & Hyman, 1977r.

In an interesting study, Knox & Roeser (1980) divided 19 severely dyslexic

children into those whose problem appeared to be primarily auditory and those

whose problem was primarily visual. All were then tested on dichotic tests

involving digits and CV syllables. While there was little difference in overall

performance between the two groups, it was notable that the children with

auditory difficulties failed to show a right ear advantage (or, indeed, any ear

advantage), whereas the children with visual difficulties showed a right ear

advantage comparable with that of normals. The authors concluded from these

results that dyslexic children cannot be considered as a unitary group, but that

there are at least two distinct subgroups.
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Many studies have shown group differences between good and poor readers on

dichotic CV tests (e.g. Tobey, Cullen, Rampp & Fleischer-Gallagher, 1979;

Dermody, Katsch & Mackie, 1983). However, Roeser, Millay & Morrow (1983)

failed to show group differences between learning disabled and normal children

using dichotic CV syllables. No differences were found on ear asymmetry,

auditory capacity or the temporal lag effect.

Hynd, Cohen & Obrzut (1983) also investigated normal and learning disabled

children on a dichotic CV test. They found that lateralized language capabilities

were already present in normal children of both genders by the age of 6 years,

and no development occurred therafter. They suggested that differences in

lateralization were not due to differences in cerebral dominance but to

attentional deficiencies. That is, learning disabled children could be

neurodevelopmentally similar to normals, but because of attentional problems

cannot perform as well. karning disabled children were found to be able to

selectively direct attention to the non-dominant hemisphere (which the normal

children could not), suggesting that they do not have an established mechanism

for reciprocal inhibition. The authors concluded that directed left and directed

right dichotic conditions are highly effective for distinguishing learning disabled

from normal children.

R. Keith (1984) reviewed studies of dichotic tests in children and concluded that

the evidence was convincing that learning disabled children performed more

poorly than normally developing children when tested under directed ear (i.e.

the child is instructed which ear to respond to first) and free recall conditions.

karning disabted children tend to show a right ear advantage when they are

directed to attend to the right ear, and a left ear advantage when directed to the

left. Normal children show no more right ear advantage when directed right than
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they do under free recall conditions, and they maintain a right ear advantage

when directed left.

R. Keith, Tawfik & Katbamna (1985) examined adult performance on a directed

listening task using CVs. They found that normal adults performed in a similar

way to learning disabled children. That is, they showed a right ear advantage

when directed to attend to the right ear first, and a left ear advantage when

directed left. This finding posed the question of how to interpret the findings for

learning disabled children. Perhaps they could be viewed as performing at a

more advanced maturational level than their normally developing peers.

The SCAN test

The electroacoustic quality and standardization of earlier commercially available

speech tests was not impressive. For example, Shea & Raffin (1983) examined

eight tapes of the Willeford test battery and reported wide variablity in recording

levels (up to26.5 dB for the binaural fusion subtest). The SSW (Staggered

spondaic word) tape has also been criticized for its poor recording quality.

Keith's SCAN test was developed specifically for children, using monosyllabic

words which occur frequently in educational materials for the first three rchool

grades. Item analysis during standardization determined that some words were

too easy or too difficult and these were later deleted. The word lists comprise no

more than 25 words which ensures that the whole test procedure can be carried

out in 20 minutes - an important consideration for assessment of young children.

The test has been standardized on a large group of 1034 American children

between the ages of 3 and I l-years. AII children had passed a pure tone hearing
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and tympanometry screening, and were developing normally in regular classes.

The test was presented using a portable cassette player and stereo headphones.

Several different types of standardized scores are presented by R. Keith (1986).

The overall test score is presented in the same form as an IQ score for each age

group. Alternatively, an age-equivalent rating is available. Each subtest is

provided with standardized scores, with a predefined mean of l0 and a standard

deviation of 3.

One potential problem with the SCAN test standardization as it currently exists

is that individual ear information has been lost. That is, the standard scores

available are for the right and left ear scores combined. This may reduce the

validity of the test (though it has probably been done in order to increase the

reliability), since, at least in people with CANS lesions, differences from the

norm often appear on only one side.

The SCAN test has not been available commercially for long enough for much

research to have been done using it. Clearly, it has a solid empirical base, with

the type of subtests chosen having emerged as useful in identifying children with

CAP disorders in work carried out over the last thirty years. In addition, it has

been carefully standardized, with little problem anticipaM in apptying it to New

7*aland children.

Study Objectives

The main objective of the present study was to determine whether any

deleterious consequences of high levels of neonatal jaundice on central auditory

processing in children can be demonstrated.
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The secondary objective was to investigate the central auditory processing abilities

of a group of children with lower levels of jaundice but with other complicating

perinatal factors.

The criterion for a high level of neonatal jaundice chosen was a PBL of at least 300

pmol/I. This level is generally regarded in the literature as being hazardous to the

infant, though lower levels are considered hazardous when combined with other

perinatal risk factors. The criterion chosen for the second experimental group was a

PBL between 250 and 299 pmol/I, combined with respiratory difficulties and/or low

birthweight.

The age-group of six to seven years was chosen, since children of this age are easy to

test, and can usually be relied upon to cooperate for a prolonged period, such as is

necessary in order to complete a full audiological test battery.

The audiological tests administered were chosen for their reported ability to detect

abnormalities of central auditory processing. None of the tests chosen is unaffected

by peripheral hearing loss. In order to eliminate the complicating effects of pure

tone hearing loss, children with conductive hearing losses were not accepted as

subjects. Similarly, if any children had presented with sensorineural hearing loss,

they would not have been included in the study.

While the test battery included four speech tests, such as have frequently been used

to assess central auditory processing in children, other so+alled objective tests using

tonal or click stimuli were included. All of those chosen are measures of various

levels of central auditory processing, and have been linked with neurological

function within more or less discrete areas of the brain.
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By contrast, while speech tests have been shown to be sensitive to neurological

dysfunction of various kinds, they are not specific. Many other factors such as

linguistic competence, maturation and motivation also affect performance on speech

tests. Interpretation of results is therefore problematic. The more objective tesh

were included to help determine whether neonatal jaundice has any detrimental

effect on neurological function wittrin the CANS.
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METHOD

In order to identify children to serve as subjects who had experienced high levels

of neonatal jaundice as well as control subjects who had not, it was necessary to

search case records of a local obstetric hospital - National Women's Hospital.

Much information wiui kept in list or database form by the hospital on the infants

born there, but unfortunately bilirubin level was not among the available data.

A search was made over the records of the previous nine months of current

laboratory records in order to select the appropriate time period over which to

scan birth records. From this exercise it emerged that approximately 100 babies

with peak bilirubin levels (PBLs) exceeding 300 rmol/l would be expected to

have been born in a period of one year. It was decided to assess the children's

performance on auditory tasks at the age of 6-7 years. The time perid chosen

for searching the birth records was February 1982 - January 1983 inclusive.

Development of database

Data from the birth records were collected and stored on a microcomputer using

a standard database programme.

Of the 4599 children born alive (and surviving) at National Women's Hospital

during the study period (February 1982- January 1983) whose records could be

located, 2666had been tested for bilirubin level (58vo of the toral). of these,

8l% were found to have peak bilirubin levels (PBLs) below 250 pmol/I. The

distribution of PBLs among those tested was calculated and the results are

presented in Figure 17.
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During the year, 25,415 bilirubin tests were performed by the hospital's

laboratory. The average number of tests per child born at the hospital was 9.5.

During 1988 the total number of tests fell to 14,105 making the mean number of

tests carried out per birth 7.0. More clinically conservative criteria for requesting

bilirubin analysis were clearly in operation in 1982-83.

Advice was sought from a senior paediatrician on the perinatal variables which

could possibly interact with hyperbilirubinemia, and it was decided that

experimental and control subjects should be matched on the variables of gender,

race, gestational age, birthweight, condition at birth as reflected in the Apgar

scores, and the occurence or not of respiratory problems. Data were therefore

collected on all these variables. In addition the infants' blood test results were

recorded.

In order to make the maximum use of the database it was combined with the

obstetric computer-stored database for the same time period. This incorporated

data on the mother, as well as birth details. The two databases were combined

and stored on a large main-frame computer. Results of the analyses carried out

are presented in Appendix A.

Subject selection

The initial database was used to select the experimental subject pool. All

children with PBLs of 300 pmol/l or greater were identified as suitable subjects

for Group A. within the database there were l 16 such children. The two

children from multiple births were excluded from considention iN subjects.
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Perinatal details of the t 14 potential high PBL subjects are presented in

Appendix D-l.

A letter from the Medical Superintendent of the hospital was sent to the

mothers of selected children describing the study and inviting them to

participate. They were asked to contact the National Audiology Centre where

the assessment was to be performed to iurange a suitable appointment time, and

to ask any questions they might have.

Twenty-two children served as subjects for the main experimental group in the

study (Group A). Another five children had volunteered and gone through

preliminary testing, but proved to have conductive hearing losses which meant

that they had to be excluded from the study. One experimental subject had a

conductive hearing loss when first tested, but his mother volunteered to bring

him back for further testing several months later when his hearing had returned

to normal. At that stage the full test battery was administered. No children were

found to have sensorineural hearing losses.

Once subjects' mothers had been contacted and they had agreed to participate in

the study, suitable control subjects were selected for Group B. This was done by

searching the database for infants who had not been tested for bilirubin level and

with records matching the experimental subject's within certain criteria. Selection

was based on gender, race, gestational age * I week, birthweight + 250 grams,

Apgar scores * I point, and presence of respiratory complications. In addition,

subjects were matched where possible on their position within the family, and on

whether a private doctor or a hospital team had delivered the baby. This latter

variable was readily available from hospital records, and was used as a rough

estimate of the socio-economic status of the family.
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The control group (Group B) was selected from the pool of children whose

bilirubin levels had not been assessed. This group also had 22 subjects, with each

subject matched to one of the Group A subjects. Seven others had been selected

but proved to have conductive hearing losses.

A smaller experimental group (Group C) of children with a PBL of between 250

and299 pmol/I, but with perinatal complications was also contacted. There were

seven children in Group C. Six of these had experienced respiratory

complications in the neonatal period and one was a small-for-dates child

(Subject 402). Two other children had presented for assessment but were found

to have conductive hearing losses.

Details of the experimental and control subjects are given in Appendices D-2

and D-3.

There were seven girls and fifteen boys in each of Groups A and B, reflecting the

larger representation of boys in the pool of children with bilirubin levels over 300

pmol/l (72lll4 or 63Vo). Group C had three girls and four boys.

The mean age for Group A was 79 months, for Group B, 81 months, and for

Group C, 84 months, with ranges of 74-87, 75-91, and 81-89 months respectively.

It is noteworthy that only one of the subjects was of Maori origin, and only one

pair was from the Pacific Islands. Another Maori child came for initial testing

but proved to have a conductive hearing loss. Of the 114 children in the database

with PBLs exceeding 300 pmol/I, 16 were Maori and 29 were Pacific Islanders.

Seven children had potential ABO incompatibilities with their mothers' blood

groups (two of these were control subjects). Five had Rhesus incompatibilities
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(two of these were control subjects). Coombs tests were positive for none of the

children. In three cases the mother's blood tests showed positive incompatibility

(subjects 82A, l03A and 1048).

Five mothers had smoked during pregnancy - two from each of groups A and B,

and one from Group C (subjects 36A, 67A, 1048, l07B and227C).

In two cases because of the difficulties of matching control and experimental

subjects from a small pool, it was necessary to choose control subjects with some

degree ofjaundice, but with low PBLs (subjects 40B and 468, who had PBLs of

185 and 166 respectively).

In order to assess the effect of duration of bilirubin exposure, the birth records

were examined to ascertain the number of days postnatally for which the infants

were exposed to bilirubin levels exceeding 250 and 200 pmol/I. A composite

measure which weighted the duration of the higher level of bilirubin was

developed such that

Exp - days)250 + days>200

where days)x : number of days where bilirubin level exceeded x. The

experimental subjects ranged from 6 to 20 on this variable, with the mean value

for Group A being 12.0 and for Group C, 9.7.

All but four of the Group A subjects and all but one of the Group C subjects had

been treated with phototherapy for their jaundice. None had been given blood

transfusions.

Since the addresses available were those at the time of the children's birth, there

was a fairly low compliance rate, particularly from Maori and Pacific Island
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families, and in some cases it was necessary to write to as many as I or l0

families before finding an acceptance.

When the children attended the National Audiology Centre for the audiologicd

assessment, the child's mother (or occasionally the father) was given further

information on the nature of the study (see Appendix B) and was asked to sign a

standard consent form.

Audiological test battery

The first test was always pure tone audiometry, followed by tympanometry. If the

pure tone thresholds were abnormal (hearing worse than 20 dB HL at any

frequency) the child was excluded from the study and no further tests were done.

This occurred in a total of fourteen cases (five from Group A, seven from Group

B and two from Group C). A written report was sent to both the family and the

child's family doctor in these cases, as well as verbal advice being given at the

time.

If the hearing was normal, measurement of acoustic reflexes followed

tympanometry. This comprised measurement of reflex amplitude for one

frequency and determination of ART at four frequencies.

The next test to be administered was usually the test for masking level difference

(MLD), which used a 500 Hz pulsing tone and narrow band noise, presented

binaurally via a Bekesy audiometer.

Speech audiometry, comprising a specially produccd intemrpted speech test

together with the commercially available American produced SCAN test (Keith,
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1986), followed. In a few cases not all the subtests of the SCAN test could be

administered, because of the children's inability to sustain attention.

The last section of the programme was evoked response audiometry, comprising

auditory brainstem response (ABR) assessment using a standard protocol, and

middle latency response (MLR) if the testing conditions permitted.

Equipment

Pure tone audiometry was carried out in a sound treated room conforming to

ISO 6189 (1983) standards. The audiometer used for threshold measurement as

well as for speech audiometry was a Fonix 3100 Digital Audiometer which had

been calibrated according to IEC/ISO 645 standard (1979) within the previous

12 months.

Immittance audiometry incorporating tympanometry and acoustic reflex

measurement was performed using a Grason Stadler GSI 33 Middle Ear

Analyzer which had been calibrated and checked for linearity of its compliance

scale immediately before the start of the study.

The masking level difference was assessed using a Demlar Bekesy audiometer,

connected to a Calder Developments Associates CDA MLD adaptor.

speech audiometry was performed using the cassette player component of the

Fonix 3100 audiometer.

ABR and MLR measurement were carried out using a Nicolet CA 1000 evoked

response audiometer with TDH 39P headphones.
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Test procedures

Pure tone thresholds were determined manually in 5 dB steps using the

Hughson-Westlake method, with the child seated in a test room and the tester in

a control room with inter-connecting window. The child indicated hearing a tone

by pressing a response button. Thresholds were determined for both ears for

tones .5, 1,2, and 4 krlz as a minimum, and for .25 and g kHz if any hearing loss

was present. Bone conduction was also performed if any hearing loss was found.

Tympanometry was performed automatically in the diagnostic mode of the GSI

33. Reflex amplitude was measured (in ml) and recorded from threshold up to

I l0 dB HL in 5 dB steps for a pure tone of I kHz in both contralateral and

ipsilateral presentation conditions, and for both ears. Acoustic reflex threshold

(ART) was determined for .5, l, 2 and 4 kHz tones in both presentation

conditions on both sides. The criterion used to define ART was that a change in

compliance of at least 0.02 ml, coincident with stimulus presentation, should be

recorded. Stimuli consisted of pulsed tones presented at a nominal on-off ratio of
50Vo, with a duration for the complex of approximately 1.5 sec (specifrcations

indicate that actual duration was measured at 1.15 sec for frequencies I , 2 and 4

kHz, and 1.24 sex- for .5 kHz).

The MLD test involved setting the Bekesy audiometer to present a pulsed

stimulus at a flrxed frequency of 500 Hz, together with niurow band masking set

at 60 dB HL. The child was instructed that he/she would "hear a beeping sound

at the same time as a swishing noise". The child was to "ignore the swishing noise

and hold the switch down all the time the beeping sound was present,. All

children were able to perform the task, although some needed the instructions

repeated. The MLD adaptor was set initially to SoNo (that is, with the signal and

noise in phase), and the test was run for two minutes. The MLD adaptor was
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then set to SnNo (that is, with the phase of the signal inverted), and the test

repeated. The threshold for each stimulus mode was determined manually by

drawing a line through the centre of the excursions. The MLD was defined as the

difference between the two thresholds (SoNo - SrN0).

The MLD and speech tests were presented using the same clinic and control

room as for the pure tone audiometry.

The intemrpted speech tape consisted of a New 7*aland recording of 30

spondee words, the first five of which served as practice words and were not

interrupted. The 25 test items were intemrpted at a rate of 6 times per second,

with an on-off ratio of 50%. A copy of the word list is presented in Appendix C.

The tape was presented binaurally at an intensity of 50 dB HL (i.e. 70 dB SPL).

The tape had a calibration tone at the beginning which was used to set the

ampliher gain by adjustment of the audiometer's VU meter to 0 dB before each

administration of the test.

The SCAN test (Keith, 1986) consists of three subtests. The first two - filtered

words and speech in noise (termed auditory figure-ground by Keith) each consist

of two lists of 20 monosyllabic words, the first list to be presented to the right ear

and the second to the left. Two practice words are provided before each list. The

third subtest, competing words, consists of two lists of 25 pairs of monosyllabic

words, to be presented simultaneously and dichotically. Subjects were instructed

to repeat both words with, for the first list, the word in the right ear first and, for

the second list, the word on the left first. If the child repeated both words

correctly but in the wrong order, they were still scored correct.

In order to check that the American norms supplied with the SCAN test were

appropriate for New Zealand children, a small pilot study was carried out. A
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local school was contacted for volunteers to have their child's hearing tested. Ten

6-year-old children with normal hearing were tested. Mean performance on both

the filtered words and speech in noise subtests was identical to the American

norms, and for the competing words subtest, the mean differed by only one point.

The SCAN test was presented at 50 dB HL, unless the child indicated that it was

not loud enough, in which case the intensity was raised to 60 dB HL. The three

subtests were presented as arranged on the cassette, that is, with filtered speech

first, followed by speech in noise, and with competing words last. The child was

required to repeat the word(s) heard, and this was monitored via a talkback

microphone which the child held. For the SCAN test as for the intemrpted

speech test, the gain of the audiometer was set by zeroing the VU meter using

the calibration tone recorded at the beginning of the tape before each

administration of the test.

During ABR assessment, the children were seated in a comfortable reclining

chair and they either watched a cartoon video or read books. The evoked

response audiometer was in a separate room from the test room. The child's

movements were monitored by a video camera, and an audio intercom unit was

in operation.

The ABR assessment consisted of two runs of at least 1000 stimulus

presentations for each test condition. Clicks were presented first at 70 dB HL

then at 80 dB HL, for first the right ear, and then the left ear. Iatency measures

were recorded for waves I, III and V. In addition the relative amplitude of waves

I and V was recorded. The results of each run were plotted.

The electrodes were attached with paste to either the forehead or the vertex,

with the reference electrodes on the earlobes. Resistances were balanced and
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were not more than 10 kilohms for each pair of eletrodes. Clicks were presented

with negative polarity, with a duration of 100 ps€c, md a rate of 2l per sec. The

averaging epoch was l0 msec. The amplifier filter was set to 150 to 3000 Hz.

For MLR assessment the epoch was prolonged to 100 msec, the filter was set to

30-1500 Hz, and the stimulus presentation rate was set at 8 per sec. In almost

one quarter of the cases, electrical interference was encountered which meant

that the test had to be abandoned. For the occasions when interference was not

present, two runs of approximately 300 presentations were recorded for each ear,

at a presentation level of 80 dB HL. Stimuli were usually clicks, though in the

early stages of the project tones were used. When it became obvious that there

was little to be gained by using tones, clicks were standardised to minimise the

required adjustments and hence the time required. The presence and latency of

the positive and negative peaks of the MLR were noted.

The whole procedure took 1.5 hours. The children and their parent(s) were

thanked at the end of the assessment, the children were provided with a muesli

bar as a reward, and written reports of the test results were later sent to the

parents.
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Data analysis

Group differences on each type of test were subjected to Analysis of Variance

for repea.ted measures, using the General Linear Models procedure. Any factors

other than group which it was considered might contribute to any differences

were included in the model. The significance level was taken asp<0.05. Type III

sums of squares were used to determine the F ratios.

Inter-test analysis was carried out with summary data from each ear, using

correlational analysis.

Because there were so many measures collected for each subject, a MANOVA

could not be performed using all the data. However, analysis of variance walt

carried out using summary data representing each type of audiological test used.
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RE'ST.'LTS

1. Pure tone audiometry

All subjects included within the study had pure tone thresholds within normal

limits. Mean pure tone thresholds (in dB HL) for the children included in the

three groups are given in Table 3. Mean thresholds at 500 Hz were significantly

poorer than for all other frequencies as tested by Tukey's multiple comparison

test. The mean threshold for 4000 Hz was significantly different from those for

500 Hz and 1000 Hz, but not from 2000 Hz. Analysis of variance showed a

significant effect for frequency (F:30.0, p:.0001) but not for group (F:1.5,

p:.22) or the group-frequency interaction (F:0.4, p:.89) see Appendix E-l).

Table 3.
Mean pure tone thresholds (dB HL) at audiometric frequencies.
Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate PBL.

500
Frequency (Hz)

1000 2000 4000

Group, Ear
A Right

M
SD

I€ft
M
.SD

B Right
M
SD

I€ft
M
.tD

C Right
M
.tD

I-eft
M
SD

10.9
5.9

r0.2
3.9

10.5
6.0

9.3
5.2

I1.4
3.8

2.3
3.7

5.5
5.1

2.5
4.3

3.0
4.0

5.0
4.8

5.7
4.5

5.0
4.4

4.1
5.0

4.3
4.7

3.6
4.7

2.9
3.9

5.0
5.8

6.4
4.4

5.5
5.8

3.6
6.2

6.6
5.6

7.1
3.9

4.3
7.3

8.6
6.3
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2. Tympanometry.

The distribution of tympanograms for the three groups is shown in Table 4. The

tympanogram types are as normally defined;,{ being the normal peaked shape,

c having a peak but with negative displacement (<-100 dapa) along the air

pressure axis, B lacking a peak, and As with reduced compliance (<0.3 ml) but

normal middle ear pressure.

Table 4.
Numbers of children with various tvmpanosram tvoes.
Groups: A :high PBL, B :control,-C : moderate pgl..

Tympanogram type
CB

rouP,
A n:22

Right
I-eft

B n=22
Right
I€ft

C n:'7
Right
Irft

l9
18

t9
t7

5
6

2
0

2
0

0
I

I
I

0
I

0
0

0
3

I
4

2
0

Acoustic reflex data (both threshold and amplitude) were rejected if the

tympanogram was any type other than Typ, A.

Group A was found to have higher ear canal volumes and compliance than the

other two groups. Group means are shown in Table 5. Analysis of variance

showed that the group differences in both ear canal volume (F:26.8,p:.0001)

and compliance (F=5.2, p=.01) were significant (Appendices E-2 and E-3).
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One child in Group A had absent reflexes at all frequencies with the probe in the

left ear. This finding is consistent with some abnormality of the efferent portion

of the reflex arc. The reflex data from this ear werc excluded from the following

analyses.

Table 5.
Mean ear canal volume (ECV) and compliance.
9nly data fol !h-oE ears incluiled in theicoustic reflex analysis are shown.
Groups; A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate pBL.

A
Right n:19
M .78 .63sD .15 .30

I€ft n: 17
M .79 .58sD .t7 .23

B
Right n:19
M
SD
I€ft n:17
M
,sD

.68

.07

.73

.09

.44

.08

.57

.t2

3. Acoustic reflex thresholds (ARTs)

Groups A and c had elevated mean ARTs compared with the Group B at most

frequencies. Mean ARTs (in dB HL) for the four test frequencies and for both

.66

.10

.69

.13

.50

.16

.52

.17

C
Right n:5
M
SD
I-eft n:6
M
SD
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ears are presented in Tables 6 and 7. Combined results for the right and left ears

are presented in Figures 18 and 19.

The group differences on ART approached statistical significance (F:2.0, p:.13

- see Appendix E-4). There were significant effects of presentation mode and

frequency, but none of the interactions with group were significant.

The data for groups A and B demonstrate a mean advantage of the order of 5-8

dB of ipsilateral versus contralateral stimulus presentation for a stimulus of 500

Hz. For group C and for all groups at other frequencies, the xdyxltage was

smaller (0-4 dB).

Table 6.
Mean Acoustic Reflex Thresholds (in dB HL) for pulsed stimuli presented
contralaterally.
Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate PBL

Frequency (Hz)
1000 2000

M
^sD

I,eft n:17
M
.tD

B Right n:19
M
SD

I€ft n:17
M
SD

C Right n:5
M
SD

Left n:6
M
SD

98.1
10.6

98.3
10.0

98.8
I1.5

98.9
9.2

97.1,
9.9

91.0
tt.4

92.s
10.8

89.2
7.3

90.6
9.6

88.6
7.6

89.4
8.5

88.0
7.6

90.0
7.1

93.9
8.8

99.4
11.8

93.6
6.8

94.7
7.6

94.0
7.4

97.5
5.2

105.6
rt.7

97.9
tt.2

99.7
l0.t

98.0
9.1

102.5
9.4
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Table 7.
Mean Acoustic Reflex Thresholds (in dB HL) for pulsed stimuli presented
ipsilaterally.
Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate PBL.

500
Frequency (Hz)1000 2(m 4000

A Right n:19
M
SD

Left n:ll
M
^tD

B Right n=19
M
SD

kft n:17
M
SD

C Right n:5
M
SD

n:6

91.9
8.8

94.1
8.2

90.3
7.0

90.0
6.t

89.0
8.9

88.3
8.2

89.2
6.7

87.9
5.6

88. r
7.7

88.5
8.1

92.0
7.6

8E.3
8.8

93.3
tt.2

94.7
to.7

90.3
6.1

91.5
9.0

94.0
6.5

94.2
7.4

100.3
14.0

103.1
14.2

99.7
13.2

96.5
13.9

101.0
It.4

101.7
15.l

Left
M
SD

The high mean ARTs for 4000 Hz reflect the large number of children with no

measurable reflex at the highest intensity level tested (ll0 dB HL). Nine

children from Group A had absent ARs at 4000 Hz in at least one

ear/presentation mode, compared with seven from Group B and two from

Group C. Details are given in Table 8.
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Figure 18. Mean ARTs to stimuli presented contralaterally. Group A: circles;
Group B: squares; Group C: triangles.
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Figure 19. Mean ARTs to stimuli prcsented ipsilaterally' Group A: circles;

Griup B: squares; GrouP C: triangles.
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Table 8.
Number and percent of subjects with absent ARs at 4000 Hz. Test conditions :
number of ear and presentation combinations (maximum = 4, with 2 ents x 2
presentation types). Groups: A:high PBL, B=control, C:moderate PBL.

Group
B

0
I
2
3
4

Test conditions

Analysis of covariance indicated that ear canal volume (F:012.5, P:.69) and

compliance (F:0.6, p:.43) did not contribute significantly to the variance (see

Appendix E-4). Since in general the higher the compliance, the lower the ART,

the higher mean compliance of Group A would tend to be associated with a

lowered ART. In fact, the reverse was found, with Group A having a higher

mean ART than Group B.

For the purpose of comparing ARTs across ears and presentation conditions,

ARTs were considered abnormal if they met the criteria adopted by Cohen and

Prasher (1988). That is, the ear/presentation condition was deemed abnormal if

the ART exceeded 105 dB HL at two frequencies, or if there was an inter-aural

difference in ARTs greater than l0 dB. Abnormal findings, classified by the

patterns of S. Jerger and J. Jerger (1977 - see Figure 8), are shown in Table 9. No

ART abnormalities that could not be attributed to conductive pathology were

found among Group C subjects. ART patterns for each subject are presented in

Appendix D-4.

n%
571
l14
00
Lt4
00

nTo
15 68
523
l5
l5
00

nTo
13 59
523
29
l5
l5
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Table 9.
Number of children with various patterns of ART abnormality.
Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate PBL.

Group C

ART pattern
Central

Unibox
Horizontal
Inverted L
Square

Peripheral
Afferent
Efferent
Unibox ipsi

4. Acoustic reflex amplitude

Groups A and C showed reduced mean amplitudes compared with Group B.

Mean AR amplitudes are presented in Tables l0 and ll and Figures 2O and2l.

Analysis of variance (see Appendix E-5) indicated a significant group effect, as

well as significant effects of presentation mode, stimulus intensity and their

interaction. The measure of ear canal volume accounted for a significant portion

of the variance (F:4.4, p: .O4) but in this analysis, compliance did not (F:0.1,

P:.78r-

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

2
0
0
0

0
0
I

2
0
0
0

I
4
0

07
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Table 10.
Mean AR amplitude (in ml/100) for contralateral stimulation.
Stimuli were l(X)O Hz pulses. Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate
PBL.

95908580 ll0105100

Group, Ear
A Right

M
SD

n: 18
0.4
0.9

n: 16
0.8
t.7

n= 18
0.7
2.O

n: 16
0.6
1.4

n:6
1.0
1.4

n=6
0.3
0.8

I.eft
M
SD

Right
M
SD

I-eft
M
,sD

Right
M
SD

Irft
M
SD

1.4
1.4

2.9
3.t

3.7
3.3

4.6
4.8

3.2
3.6

2.0
1.9

4.7
3.6

6.3 7.3
6.1 6.3

7.1
4.5

r.9 3.02.4 3.2

6.8
4.4

2.0
2.8

4.2 5.5
2,5 2.6

7.1
3.7

8.9
6.6

8.5 I1.0
3.3 4.9

7.9 9.8
5.8 6.4

I1.0 12.9
6.2 7.6

9.8 10.7
5.4 5.5

9.0 10.6
5.1 5.5

2.0 4.1
2.8 4.3

1.5
2.1

6.2
5.1

5.1
3.6

6.4
4.3

7.3
3.7

9.7
4.1
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Figure 20. Mean AR amplihrde for contralateral stimuli,as a function of
stiinulus intensity. Grouf A: circles; Group B: squares; Group C: triangles.
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Figure 21.. Mean AR amplitude for ipsilateral stimuli, as a function of stimulus
iniensity. Group A: circlbs; Group B: squares; Group C: triangles-
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Table I l.
Mean AR amplitude (in nrl/100) for ipsilateral stimulation.
Stimuli were i000 Hz pulses. Groupsi A:high PBL, B:control, C=moderate
PBL.

dB HL 100 105 ll0
Group, Ear
A

M
SD

Right n: 19
0.6
1.3

l€ft n: 17
0.3
0.8

Right n: 18
1.1
2.5

lrft n: 16
0.8
1.7

Right n:6
1.0
2.2

l€ft n:6

0.7
1.6

9.3 I1.9
5.0 5.8

M
SD

M
SD

M
SD

M
SD

M
SD

B

C

13.9
6.4

1.8
2.5

8.3 10.4
6.2 6.8

10.9
8.0

1.7
t.6

2.O
3.0

2.5
3.3

t.2
2.7

3.9
3.8

4.4
3.0

3.8
3.7

7.0
7.4

2.4
3.6

6.9
5.4

9.4
7.6

4.2
5.2

10.4
4.8

7.0
5.3

10.7
7.1

7.4
3.2

12.2 13.76.3 7.r

13.1 15.6
8.3 9.5

14.4 14.4
7.9 7.6

10.6 14.2
5.0 5.4

2.3
2.9

4.5
4.7

7.2
6.6

12.3 13.8
7.t 6.7

It was thought desirable to have a single figure summarizing AR amplitude over

a range of intensities. To this end, AR amplitudes at the stimulus intensities 90,

100 and I l0 dB HL were averaged. Group results are presented in Table 12 and

Figure22.

The relationship between average amplitude and compliance was examined with

the result that for the control group, a signifrcant positive correlation was

observed (r:0.4'1, P:.0001 - see Figure 23). However, when all three groups

were included in the analysis, the correlation was much reduced (r:0.15,
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p<0.05). Other factors seem to be interacting to reduce the relationship.

Moreover, the group differences on compliance and reflex amplitudes were in

opposite directions. Group A had higher mean compliances than Group C, but

lower mean amplitudes than Group B. The impact of compliance differences, if

any, was hence to minimize group effects on reflex amplitude.

Table 12.
Average reflex amplitude. Amplitude averaged for stimulus intensities 90, 100
and 110 dB HL (data expressed in both ml/100 and dB re compliance).
Groups: A=high PBL, B:control, C:moderate PBL.

Group
ml/100

Ipsi Contra Ipsi Contra

A Right

I€ft

B Right

Irft

C Right

Irft

n: 18
M
SD
n:17
M
SD

n: 18
M
,sD
n:16
M
^tD

n:5
M
SD
n:6
M
.tD

8.9
4.5

9.5
4.5

9.8
5.2

10.5
6.9

7.9
4.5

9.7
6.0

7.3
3.5

7.0
5.8

8.7
6.0

7.2
4.0

6.9
4.4

5.7
2.5

2.1
2.1

2.0
1.5

2.3
1.3

2.4
1.6

1.8
0.8

1.9
1.4

t.4
0.8

1.6
1.8

1.6
1.1

1.5
1.0

1.6
0.9

1.1
0.5
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B

GROUP

Fisure 22. Means for average AR amplitude (for stimuli 90, 100 and I t0 dB HL)'

Cd'ntralateral : hatched; ipsilateral : clear.
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Figure 23. Conelation between middle ear.compliance and average AR
amplitude (for Group B subjects' data only).
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In an attempt to reduce the variability in reflex amplitude, a variation on the

decibel transformation developed by Silman and Gelfand (1981) was employed.

This transformation did not achieve a reduction in variability. However, for

children with compliance differing from the mean, it appeared to be a clinically

useful way of comparing their amplitudes with the norm less ambiguously.

The original formula of Silman & Gelfand (1981) was:

(Zs * 7-arl

dB : 20 lo916 Zs

where Zs: st:atic impedance in ohms

and 7.at: change in impedance during the acoustic reflex

Since compliance rather than impedance measures were available, and since for

low frequency probe tones such as used by the GSI 33, compliance is inversely

proportional to impedance, the formula becomes:

c

dB : 20log1s (C - AR)

where C: static compliance in mls

and AR : absolute change in compliance attributable to the acoustic reflex in

mls.

Relative amplitude results in decibels are presented for each ear in Tables 13

and 14, and are shown with both ears combined in Figures 24 and25.

As with the absolute amplitude data, both of Groups A and C showed reduced

me:m relative amplitude compared with Group B. Analysis of variance
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confirmed a group difference in relative amplitude which was statistically

significant (F:5.8, p:.003) (see Appendix E-6). Compliance and ear canal

volume, however, still accounted for a significant amount of the variance

(compliance: F:9.1, p:.003; ear canal volume: F:3.8, p:.05) . However, an

examination of the relationship between relative amplitude and compliance

showed a negative correlation (r:-0.30, p:.06).

A ml-dB transformation table was calculated (see Appendix F-l).

Table 13.
Mean AR relative amplitude (in dB re compliance) for contralateral stimulation.
Stimuli were 1000 Hz pulses. Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate
PBL.

Intensity (dB HL)
80 85 90 95 100 105 ll0

Group, Ear
A Right

M
,sD

Irft
M
,SD

B Right
M
SD

L€ft
M
SD

C Right
M
SD

Irft

n: 19
0.1
0.1

n=17
0.1
0.3

n:21
0.1
0.4

n: 17
0.1
0.3

n:5
0.2
0.3

n:6
0.0
0.1

3.6
4.4

0.2
0.3

2.2
2.8

0.8
0.8

0.4
0.5

0.4
0.5

0.4
0.5

0.6
0.5

0.9
1.0

0.4
0.3

0.9
0.8

t.2
1.4

1.5
t.9

1.4
0.9

r.3
0.9

1.6
r.9

t.9
1.6

1.5
1.1

1.5
0.9

1.0
0.5

1.8
t.2

1.8
2.2

2.7
2.9

2.4
2.4

2.1
l.l

1.4
0.8

3.8
2.5

2.5
1.6

2.5
t.2

1.8
t.0

0.3
0.5

0.6 1.0
0.6 0.8

0.6
o.7

M
SD

0.3
0.3

0.8
0.5
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Table 14.
Mean AR relative amplitude (in dB re compliance) for ipsilateral stimulation.
Stimuli were lO(X) Hz pulses.
Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate PBL.

Intensity (dB HL)
8580 10095 105 ll0

Group, Ear
Right n=20

M 0.1
sD 0.3

2.s
1.9

0.4
0.6

2.2
1.4

0.3
0.6

3.0 3.8
1.5 2.5

0.8 1.7
o.7 1.2

3.4 3.32.1 2.0
0.5 1.4
0.7 1.3

1.5 2.4 3.3
l.l 1.0 0.9

0.2 0.5
0.5 0.7

2.0
1.7

0.8
0.9

0.8
0.6

1.5
1.6

1.4
0.9

2.0
1.7

0.9
1.0

1.3
1.4

1.9
1.4

2.3
1.3

2.5
2.1

2.6
1.9

2.4
1.8

3.6
4-4

3.1
2.6

kft n:18
M 0.1sD 0.1

B Right n:21
M 4.2
.sD 0.4

Ieft n=18
M 0.2
sD 0.3

C Right n:5
M 0.2
sD 0.4

left n:6
M 0.1
sD 0.2

0.3
0.5

0.4
0.5

0.8
0.9

2.7
t.7
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Figure 24. Mean relative AR amplitude (in dB re comp-lialce) for contralateral
sti"muli, as a function of stimulus intensity. Group A: Circles; Group B: squares;

Group C: triangles.
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The differences in group means reflect low amplitude responses in a larger

number of children within the experimental group, rather than depressed

amplitudes overall. This is illustrated in Figures 76 and27 where, at high

stimulus intensities, the number of children in the experimental group with

amplitudes below I dB exceeded twice the number of controls.

A form for plotting individual amplitude-intensity functions was developed,

based on the data from the control group (see Appendix F-2).

Central pathway indices (Hayes & J. Jerger, 1982) using maximum amplitude (in

hundredths of a ml) were calcutated for each subject. Results are presented in

Appendix D-4. Also presented are binaural and individual ear

ipsilateral/contralateral amplitude ratios (James Hall, 1982) based on the same

data.

Examination of the subjects' amplitude intensity functions (termed ARGF-

Acoustic Reflex Growth Functions by Silman, 1984) showed a number of

children with low reflex growth. Several instances are presented in Figures 28-30.

Also shown are abnormalities classified by the box system of S. Jerger & l.

Jerger (1977).In some cases not only did the maximum amplitude remain low,

but there was no increase in amplitude with increasing stimulus intensity.

Occasionally there was a decrease in amplitude at the highest intensities,

producing a similar looking function to the speech rollover phenomenon (e.g. the

left contralateral function of Subject 7A, and the right ipsilateral function of

Subject 67A).
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The number of children in each group exhibiting the various types of reflex

patterns is shown in Table 15. Abnormal reflex patterns were defined as follows:

Square: Relative amplitudes in all four presentation conditions were below the

norm.

Inverted L: Relative amplitudes in all but one ipsilateral condition were below

the norm.

Horizoual: Relative amplitudes in both contralateral conditions were depressed

compared to ipsilateral conditions, with the

i psilateral/contralateral ratios (using maximum amplitude

measured in hundredths of a ml) being at least 2.0.

Unibox: Relative amplitudes in one contralateral condition were depressed

compared to the comparable ipsilateral condition, with the

ipsilateral/contralateral ratio on that side being at least 2.0.

Vertical: Both ipsilateral and contralateral relative amplitudes were depressed

compared with the norm on one probe side only.

Diagonal; Both ipsilateral and contralaterd relative amplitudes were depressed

compared with the norm when stimulation was presented on one

side only.

It can be seen from Table 15 that children from the experimental group were

more likely than control subjects to show central patterns of AR amplitude

abnorrnality. Details of AR amplitude patterns for each subject are given in

Appendix D-5.
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Table 15.
Number of children with various AR amplitude patterns.
Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate PBL.

AR pattern

Central
Unibox
Horizontal
Inverted L
Square

Peripheral
Diagonal
Venical

Total

B
n:22

5. Auditory Brainstem ResPonses.

Mean wave and inter-wave latencies for the three groups show almost identical

results (see Table 16). Small group differences in inter-wave latencies are

evident for the right ear only. These differences are in the opposite direction

from that which would be expected if neonatal jaundice was associated with

ABR latency prolongation. Analysis of variance for interwave latencies showed

no group effect (see Tables E-7 and E-8).

Gender emerged as a significant factor in ABR latency. Inter-wave latencies

were shorter for girls than for boys (by .22 ms for the I-V interval, and by .12 ms

for the I-III interval).

Amplitude ratios were derived as recommended by Musiek, Kibbe, Rackliffe &

Weider (1984). The ratio is defined as being equal to:

A
n:22

C
n:7

6

0

2
0
0
0

0
0

2
I
0
0

0
I

2
I
2
I

0
I

2
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wave V amolitude

wave I amplitude

Mean amplitude ratios for the three groups are shown in Table 16. There was a

group difference in the mean amplitude ratio for the right ear but not the left.

The difference is in the opposite direction to that expected if neonatal jaundice

were exerting a pathological effect on the amplitude ratio. That is, mean relative

amplitude is higher in Groups A and C than in Group B. Results of analysis of

variance which showed no significant effects are presented in Appendix E-9.

Table 16.
Mean ABR data. Wave and inter-wave data are latencies (in ms). Amplitude is
the relative amplitude of waves V to wave I.
Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate PBL.

Wave
IIIV

Interwave Amplitude
I-V I-M V/I

Group, Ear
A Right

M 1.61
SD .12

I€ft
M 1.54
sD .10

B Right
M l.6l
,sD .14

l€ft
M 1.57
sD .08

C Right
M 1.56
sD .12

I-eft
M 1.56
sD .11

3.77
.12

3.t5
.14

3.79
.22

3.78
.20

3.65
.13

3.68
.10

5.7t 4.05 2.16 1.30
.24 .25 .10 .61

5.69 4.15 2.22 L.lz
.20 .2r .15 .54

5.7t 4.09 2.19 l.l5
.24 .22 .20 .59

5.69 4.15 2.22 1.10
.22 .21 .19 .69

5.56 3.99 2.20 1.09
.16 .27 .14 .54

5.61 1.32
.16 .70
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Morphology of the ABR waveforms, although a more subjective measure, is also

important in identifying abnormal results. The waveforms were all examined and

any judged abnormality in waveform shape or repeatability of waves was noted.

Results are presented for the groups in Figure 3l and for each subject in

Appendix D-7. Nearly half of the Group A subjects showed poor morphology of

response to click stimuli presented to one or both ears (10/22) this being double

the failure rate for Group B (5122). Group C also showed a high failure rate

(317). Samples of abnormal ABR recordings are presented in Figures 32 and 33.

6. Middle Latency Responses

Electrical interference meant that MLRs could not be evaluated in l2 subjects,

and in one ear of a further subject. In all cases, when the recording conditions

allowed MLR assessment, a MLR was present, though the quality of the

recordings varied a great deal. Details of the number of peaks and troughs

identifiable for each subject are presented in Appendix D-8. No group

differences were evident for wave latencies. Sample traces are presented in

Appendix D-9.
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Figure 32. Sample ABR traces from Group A (high 
-PBL 

gr-o1p). .f*qnples
illilstrate poor morphology and reduced ariplitude of wave V on.the right, and
poor repeitability of wai6 V on both sides (461); poor r€p€atability of wave V
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2lls, time window = l0 ms.
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Rlght

Fipure 33. Samole ABR traces from Groups B (control) and C (moderate?BL
gr6up). Exampts iflustrate poor repeatabiiity of wave V on- bgth gt$s (2.EPi

;;;'rii"rph"i6st.nd teducfo amplitude of ivave V on the left (1078 and 205C)

btict inttinsitya go dB HL, rate = 2lls, time window = l0 ms.
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7. Masking Lcvel Differences

Mean MLDs for the three groups are given in Table 17. These show a slightly

reduced mean MLD for Group A compared with Group B, due, not to reduced

MLDs for all subjects, but to absent MLDs in five subjects of Group A,

compared with three subjects in Group B. Differences between groups were not

significant (F:0.6, p:.55) (see Table E-10). Variability lmong the raw data was

large - especially for Group C where three of the seven subjects showed no

release from masking. When the data from those subjects showing no release

from masking was removed, the standard deviations were reduced to around 3

dB, a level comparable with other reported results.

Table 17.
Mean MLDs.
Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate PBL.

MLD (dB)
All subiects Ss with MLD >2.5 dB only

Group
A

M
SD
Range

n=22
5.4
3.8

0-14

n:21
6.6
4.2

0-18

n='7
s.9
5.7

o-t2

n:17
7.0
2.6

3-14

n: 18
7.7
3.4

3-18

n=4
10.3
2.2

7-12

B

c

M
SD
Range

M
SD
Range
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E. Speech tests

Group results for the interrupted speech test are presented in Table 18. Mean

performances of both Groups A and C were slightly poorer than for Group B.

All are poorer than the mean performance of the normal group in the pilot study

(M:23.3, SD:1.99). Group differences were not statistically significant (F:2.0,

p:.15) (see Table E-l l). It is of interest that five children from Group A

compared with two from Group B scored poorty (<21125) on this test (see Table

D-r l).

Results of the sub-tests of the scAN test are presented in Tables 19 and 20.

From the raw scores it can be seen that where there is an ear difference in group

performance on the competing words subtest (as for Groups A and C), the

advantage is to the right ear. Group B showed no mean ear difference.

Table 18.
Mean interrupted speech scores.
Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate PBL.

Score (of possible 25)

Group
A n:22

M 2t.8.tD 2.3

B n:21
M 22.3sD 1.3

C n:'l
M 2t.9sD 2.9
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Table 19.
Mean raw scores on SCAN subtests, out of a possible 20 for both filtered and

speech in noise (Sp/N) subtests, and 50 for thi competing words subtest.

Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C:moderate PBL

Filtered Sp/N Competing words

Group, Ear
A Right n: l8

M- 14.2 13.7 32.O
SD
[-eft n: 18
M 14.8 14.5 30.7
SD

B Right n:2A
M- 15.3 14.3 31. t
SD
l€ft n:20
M 15.3 t4.2 31.7
SD

C Right n:7
M- 13.9 15.0 34.7
sD l.l 1.3 4.8
I€ft rr:7
M 15.7 13.3 31.3
sD 2.2 2.0 9.3

While there were some group differences evident in the raw scores, particularly

on the filtered speech subtest, there were also age differences between the

groups which are known to exert a powerful influence on performance on these

tests. Analysis of variance on the standard scotes as calculated from the norms

supplied with the test revealed a highly signiFrcant contribution to the variance

from age. A re-evaluation of the norms in the light of the pilot study was carried

out, taking into account the age of the children within 6-month age ranges

(rather than l-year ranges as in the published norms). Differences between the

raw scores of the normal children of 72-77 months and those of 78-83 months

were I for each subtest. The standard scores presented in Table 18 were

calculaM from the adjusted norms.
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Table 20.
Mean standard scores on SCAN subtests. (Normal mean: l0)
Groups: A:high PBL, B:control, C=moderate PBL.

Filtered words

Group
A n:18

M
SD

8.2
3.7

9.3
2.8

8.0
3.1

9.3
3.8

9.0
2.7

8.3
2.1

9.2
3.8

9.2
3.5

9.9
3.7

n:20
M
SD

n:7
M
SD

The clearest group differences emerged on the filtered speech subtest, where

both experimental groups had lower mean scores than the control group. From

Table D-10 it can be seen that 6 children from Group A, and 2 children from

each of Groups B and C performed poorly on the filtered speech test. No such

differences were evident for either the speech in noise or competing words

subtests.

On the speech in noise subtest, the moderate PBL group had the poorest mean

performance, though the high PBL group performed better than the controls. In

the competing words subtest the moderate PBL group performed best. Group

differences approached signifrcance (see Table E-12).

Analysis of the ear advantages within the right-ear directed and left-ear directed

parts of the competing words subtest showed no significant differences between

the three groups. If anything, there were slightly more abnormal results (as

defined by R. Keith, 1986) among the control subjects. There were three children

in Group B who showed abnormal results - one chitd (438) showed an excessive
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advantage to the directed ear in both directed right and directed left conditions.

Results are presented in Table 21.

Table 21.
Nurbe.of children showing abnormal ear advantages in.the.compgt+q wo1dl

subtest of the SCAN test. Norms: Right-Irft (raw scores), directed right: -4 to
*13; directed left: -10 to *7.

Group
A

B

C

n:17

n=20

n:'l

2

2

I

0

2

0

From the individual subjects' data presented in Tables D-10 and D-l1, it can be

seen that most of the children, regardless of group, passed all the speech tests

(Group A: 14t22; Group B: 15122 Group C: 517). Only one child failed all four

tests (Subject 106A).

9. Inter-test relationshiPs

Details of abnormalities for all the audiological tests for each subject are given in

Appendices D-4 to D-12. Examination of the overall test failures (see Figures 34

and 35, and Tables D-l1 and D-12) showed that, on average' children in Groups

A and C failed a larger number of test mtegories than did children in Group B-

The mean numbers of test-type failures wete 1.32 for Group A, 0.73 for Group B

and I .29 for Group C. The differences between the three groups were

statistically significant (F(2,48)=5.5, p<.01). When Groups A and B were

compared in isolation the difference wiui more marked (F(1,42)--lO-7, p=.992'1.

The means for Groups A and C were not significantly different (using Fisher's

least squares difference means comparison test).
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Much of the group difference in overall number of tests failed can be accounted

for by the effects of gender. On the average, boys in Group A failed more tests

(M=1.40) than did girls (M:0.86). In Group B, however, boys and girls

performed similarly (M--0.73 and 0.71 respectively). The gender effects did not

reach statistical significance (main effect: F(1,40) :2.03, p:.16; interaction with

group: F(l,40): l.'17 , p: .19). Group C showed a different pattern; girls

performed more poorly, on average. However, the group size was so small that

this may have been an artefactual finding. Group means are presented in Figure

36.

It can be seen from Table D-12 that children who have an abnormality of ART

often also have an abnormality of AR amplitude (found in 517 children from

Group A, and l/3 children from Group B).

The MLD test does not appear to be clearly linked to acoustic reflex

abnormalities, with only 2lll children with absent MLDs also showing abnormal

patterns of either ART or AR amplitude. only three of the eleven had ABR

abnormalities of any kind (one of these - 65A - had both latency and

morphological ABR abnormalities). No particular pattern of speech test

performance was found, with failures from none (in seven cases) to all four

speech tests (subject 106,{). one of the eleven was also reported to have

learning difficulties (Subject 59A).

one third of the children who showed poor ABR morphology or repeatability

also had abnormalities of the acoustic reflex (5/18). Almost all of these children

performed well on the speech tests - only one failed more than one speech test.
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B

GROUP

Fisure 36. Mean number of test types failed fo1loys (vertical stripes) and girls

ttr6rizontat stripes) in each of Groups A, B and C'
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Most of the children who failed more than one of the speech tests had neither

acoustic reflex nor ABR abnormalities (8/9). One only had ABR morphological

abnormalities, and one had an absent MLD.

A multiple regression analysis was performed to irssess the relative contribution

of the various tests as predictors of group (for groups A and B only). The

variables which emerged as significant are listed in Table 20. Two ABR

measures and two acoustic reflex measures accounted for most of the variance.

The speech tests did not contribute signiFrcantly.

Table22.
F..iorr *ntributing significantly to "prediction" of grolP (lo1.Cqups.A and B

"rfvi. 
N"p: Becaufu o"f missing valuds data from only 20 of 44 subjects could be

used in this analysis.

AR amplitude, I-eft
ABR I-V interval, Right
ART, IJft
MLD
ABR amplitude, Right

.18

.14

.14

.12

.05

3.9
3.6
4.2
4.7
2.1

.06

.o7

.06

.05

.17

Correlations between tests are shown for each ear with all groups combined in

Tables 23 and 24. lt is apparent that there were strong inter-relationships within

but not between categories of test. That is, ART and AR amplitude measures

were inter-correlated, as were ABR measures, and speech tests (all of which

were highly inter-correlated). Between categories, however, the few correlations

which were significant for one ear were not for the other ear.
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Table 23.
Inter-test correlations for right ear data.

Acoustic reflexes
ARTc AMPi AMPc INT

Speech tests
FILT SP/N COMP

n RTi .38r
AltTc
AMPi
AMPc

I-V
Ampl
Morph

MLD

INT
FILT
SP/N

-.30 -.03
- .27t -. 49 r

.30

-. 13
.12
.07

-. 11

.o1
-. 43
-.05

.03

-.27

.12 .o3

.oo -.17
-.14 .29
-.05 -.10

-.27 .20
.53* . 01

.07

-. 19

-.08
.L2
.16

.11
-. 05

.05

.72

-.42r -.11 -.11
-.20 -.18 -.18
.03 -.11 .08
.32 ,1l .16

.10 -.06 -,04

.23 .15 .O1

.19 .L2 .22

. 03 -.o2 -. ol

.45r .29. .42t
'3sr :;;.

Table 24.
Inter-test correlations for left ear data.

Acoustic reflexes
ARTc AMPi AMPc INT

Speech tests
FILT SP/N COMP

ARTi .33
Alt'tc
N MPi'
AMPc

I.V
Arnpl
Morph

MLD

INT
FILT
SP/N

-. 25
-.L7

-.15 .OO
-.62r -.20
.31 -.18

.14

-.31
.10
.13
.02

-. 30

-. 05
.10
.09
.02

.03

.19

.2L

.08
-. l0

.29

.L7
-. 05
.ol

-. 13
.o5
.16
.t2

.03
-. 03
-. 14

.13

-.06 -.o1 -.10
.20 .1? .33*

-.23 -.06 .22
-.33i -.13 .04

-.o8 .o8 -. lo
.18 .06 . l8
. 16 -.03 . 15

-. ls . 13 .0s

.30* .23
.24r

.44r

.28r

.15
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Belraviour Problens.

No formal investigation of behaviour problems was canied out. However, at the end

of the assessment session, the results were discussed with the accompanying parent,

and his or her comments were invited. Five children were reported by their parent

to have behaviour problems or learning disorders. Two came from each of Groups

A and B, and one from Group C. One of these children, 46A, was patently over-

active, to the extent that several tests had to be omitted because he did not remain

cooperative for long enough. The other children were cooperative enough in the

clinic, but were reported as having difficulties at school. One of these children, who

had the lowest birthweight of the subjects, was also an epileptic (a02C). No

particular pattern of test failure is common to all of these children, though three

failed the competing words subtest of the SCAN test, three showed abnormalities of

the ABR, and one had acoustic reflex abnormalities.

Effects o[ degree and duration of jaundice.

Analysis of the effects of PBL and Exp, the measure of jaundice duration, on

audiological test performance by subjects within Groups A and C failed to show any

significant correlations.
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DISCUSSION

Subject selection

For the purposes of this study it would have been desirable to have had available

a population in which each child had been tested for bilirubin level.

Unfortunately this was not the case. As it was, 58% of the children had been

tested. It was assumed that for the 42% of children who were not tested, there

were no clinical indications of hyperbilirubinemia, and that if these children had

been tested they would have shown low levels of bilirubin. There is support for

this assumption in the results summarized in Table 17, which show a

preponderance of lowlevel PBLs among those tested.

Further evidence of clinically conservative criteria for requesting bilirubin

analysis over the period 1982-1983 comes from comparing total numbers of tests

carried out by the hospital's laboratory for 1982 compared with 1988. In the

earlier period, 2.5 more tests of bilirubin level per child born at the hospital were

carried out.

The high PBL experimental group were fairly representative of the children with

PBLs exceeding 300 pmol/l identified in the database, apart from the under-

representation of Maori and Pacific Island children. This deficiency is probably

more related to socio-economic slatus rather than racial differences per se, with

many families being unable to be contacted because of frequent changes of

address. The resultant experimental population is consequently over-privileged

compared with the total population, a bias common to many such studies. If
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anything, this bias might be expected to reduce any potential pathological effect

of neonatal jaundice.

Effects of neonatal jaundice

This results of this study are very much influenced by the time in which it was

carried out. Historically, neonatal jaundice has been associated with a high risk

of sensorineural hearing loss. Medical practice has responded to this and other

pathological effects of hyperbilirubinemia by great improvements in monitoring

and treatment procedures to the point where, for example, in the present study,

maternal-infant Rhesus incompatibility was not associated with an increased

occurrence of high PBLs. The neonatal jaundice under study is therefore a

problem of quite a different degree to what it has been in the past (and to what it

will be in the future, presumably).

At this stage in the development of understanding and management of

hyperbilirubinemia, its effects on the central auditory nervous system have been

the subject of only a few studies, apart from research into the gross

neuropathology associated with pure tone hearing loss.

The results of this study show that children who experienced high levels of

neonatal jaundice, largely without complicating factors, were more likely than

control children to show abnormalities on many of the audiological tests, in spite

of having normal hearing for pure tones. Overall, they failed nearly twice as

many test types as controls (F: 10.7, p < .01).In particular, mean acoustic reflex

amplitude was found to be reduced (F:5.2, p<.05). The incidence of

abnormalities of ABR morphology, masking level differences, and two of the

four speech tests was higher in the group with high PBLs as compared with their

matched controls (see Figure 35).
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Not only were there more boys than girls who experienced high PBLs, but the

boys tended to fail a larger number of CAP tests (despite equivalent

performance of boys and girls among the control group). This tendency did not

reach statistical significance (main effect: F:2.03, P:.16i interaction with group:

F:|.77 , p:.lgr. However, the trend is compatible with many reports of greater

incidence of brain problems among boys (e.g. Ferry, Culbertson, Fitzgibbons &

Netsky, 1979).

Group C, while necessarily small, was included in the study to enable some

comparison of the main experimental group with children who experienced

lower PBLs. It is of interest that these children, who had experienced other

perinatal problems, also showed a high failure rate on the various audiological

tests. They were indistinguishable from Group A on the overall number of test

types failed. There was a particularly high incidence of failure on the masking

level difference test within this group (317).On the other tests that Group A

tended to fail, Group C showed similar results, with the exception of the

intemrpted speech test. There were no instances of ARTs exceeding the criteria

for abnormality within Group C. However, since such cases were found relatively

rarely in the other two groups, this is not surprising in view of the small number

in the group.

This study has not addressed the question of whether children with PBLs

between 250 and 300 pmol/l (or, for that matter, lower PBLs) but without

associated perinatal difficulties might also show a higher rate of CAP problems

than normal. Further research examining this question would be valuable in

helping to determine whether any change in paediatric clinical practice is

warranted.
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An unexpected aspect of the study was the relatively high incidence of

abnormalities (particularly of ABRs) among the control children. Because these

children were especially selected to match the experimental children, they

tended to have had somewhat abnormal perinatal histories. For example, two

were premature, three had potential blood incompatibilities, four were

somewhat small for dates, one had a l-minute Apgar score of 7, and three had

experienced fetal distress during labour. It is of interest that the control group

had poorer mean scores on the speech tests than the small group of volunteer

children involved in the pilot study. These children all had normal perinatal

histories, according to their parents.

The higher incidence of AR abnormalities in children with a history of neonatal

jaundice (as compared with their controls) implies that hyperbilirubinemia is

associated with neuropathology within the extent of the reflex arc in some

children. Such an interpretation is supported by the results of ABR assessment;

that is, poor morphology and repeatability of the ABR also occurred more

frequently in the experimental group, implying that auditory brainstem function

is disrupted in some of the subjects.

The neurological dysfunction which appears to be present in some of these

children is not major in degree. For example, acoustic reflex abnormalities

tended to occur more on the amplitude measure, than on the threshold measure'

implying a lesser degree of dysfunction. Similarly, there were no group

differences on ABR latencies, and all waves were present for all children'

although morphological disruption of wave V was observed more often in the

experimental groups.
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Theoretical Issues

While these results can be interpreted as showing a high incidence of CAP

problems in the populations tested, there is no evidence of a strong relationship

with behaviourat or learning disorders. This study did not address this question

directly, but parents' reports of learning problems were distributed equally

among the groups. The only two children with major behavioural problems,

however (Subjects 46A and 402C), were both drawn from the experimental

groups.

The audiological test battery chosen for this study was one biassed towards

detection of neuropathology. Abnormal acoustic reflexes, ABRs, and MLDs can

all be linked with dysfunction of more or less specific areas within the brainstem.

Speech audiometry, on the other hand, ffi?Y be affected by neuropathology, but

maturation, general intelligence, and other factors are also important.

It is difficult to know whether these data are more correctly interpreted as

indicating neuropathology or delayed neuromaturation. Since the children were

about seven years of age, presumably the effects observed could be viewed as

permanent. A further evaluation in two or three years would help to clarify this.

In most cases, the children's parents had no complaints regarding their auditory

abilities. That is, there appears to be a high incidence of non-symptomatic CAP

disorders among this population. It is difficult to judge whether they are of any

consequence to the children's lives, since so few normative (let alone

longitudinal) studies have been done on this age group. An interesting question

is whether these children will later report hearing difficulties, if, for example,
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they choose occupations involving demanding listening conditions (e.g. teaching;

piloting aircraft).

It is important to distinguish CAP abnormalities from behavioural and leaming

disorders. They are often confused in the literature (e.g., see discussions by Rees,

1981; Lubert, 1981). CAP abnormalities probably occur more commonly in

learning disabled children, but this study has shown that they also occur in some

children who develop normally.

The lack of correlation between the parentd reports of behavioural and learning

disorders and CAP test failure may be interpreted as supporting the contention

of Rees (1981) that CAP disorders do not necessarily cause learning disorders.

Instead, they may merely coexist in some children. A child with a learning

disorder combined with CAP dysfunction would be doubly handicapped. Perhaps

this is why such children seem to frequently fail in our educational system. Other

children with isolated CAP abnormalities, but with normal language

development and learning abilities, may experience little difficulty coping in the

educational environment.

Au diological test results

Acoustic reflexes

AR abnormalities (of threshold, amplitude or both) were found in a surprising

number of children. The results are consistent with the comment of Bosatra

(1981) that:

"slight but precise abnormalities of most of the parameters of the

stapedius reflex are much more frequent than supposed as a

consequence of mild brainstem impairments of various etiologies'.
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MLD) was abolished only in these severe cases. With slight to moderate degrees

of brainstem pathology, ART was unaffected, but AR amplitude reductions were

observed, and lateralization was delayed rather than abolished.

The finding of significant numbers of AR amplitude abnormalities in this study

has implications for clinical practice, since attention up to the present has been

focussed almost entirely on ART. Many of the practical problems associated with

amplitude measurement have been solved by equipment now available

commercially which presents quantified amplitude information quickly and

easily.

The major difficulty associated with interpreting acoustic reflex amplitude data is

the large inter-subject variability encountered. Correction of raw data for middle

ear compliance, while not reducing group variability, proved useful in reducing

ambiguity when comparing individual data with group norms in those cases when

compliance was either very large or very small (e.g. Subjects 55A, 1068).

It is conceivable that excessively large amplitude responses due to reduced

inhibition from descending pathways may have contributed to the large variance

encountered. Several such cases have been described in the literature (Bosatra'

1981). An example showing very high amplitudes is Subject 82A, who had

average relative amplitudes of 12 dB for both ipsilaterally and contralaterally

presented stimuli with the probe on the left. If this hypothesis were correct, the

disinhibition would have to be affecting the efferent portion of the reflex arc,

since amplitudes on the right side were normal.

Pictorial representation of AR amplitude as a function of stimulus intensity and

presentation mode showed abnormal patterns fairly clearly (see Figures 28-30).

The central pathway index (CPI - Hayes & I. Jerger, 1982) was normal in several
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Elevated ARTs occurred frequently among all the groups (but especially Group

A) to 500 and 4000 Hz stimuli (see Tables 6-8, and Figures 18 and l9). Elevated

ARTs at 4000 Hz have been described as a normal variant (I. Jerger, S. Jerger &

Mauldin, 1972). When combined with an elevated ART at 2000 Hz, the same

authors have since speculated that it should be considered less benign (e-g. S.

Ierger, Martin & J. Jerger, 1987).

The ART elevation at 500 Hz could possibly be related to small amounts of

conductive hearing loss at that frequency. However, the effect was only cleady

present for contralateral stimulation, with mean ARTs for the control group for

ipsilaterally presented stimuli from 500 to 2000 Hz occurring within 2 dB of each

other.

A marked ipsi-contralateral difference at 500 Hz has been described previously

by Skinner, Norris & Jirsa (1978). They tested a group of pre-school children and

found an ipsilateral advantage of 8 dB for a 500 Hz stimulus, compared with 0

dB at 1000 Hz and 4 dB at 2000 Hz.

The only central pattern of ART abnormality found was the unibox (see Table

9). This is consistent with a less severe degree of neural disruption than the three

other configurations: the squore, inverted L, or horizonal patterns (Cohen &

Prasher, 1988).

Abnormalities of AR amplitude (see Table 15) occuned more often than did

abnormalities of ART, as predicted earlier by workers in the field such as Borg

(19?3) and Bosatra (1977), based on studies of the acoustic reflex in animals and

humans respectively. Bosatra concluded from a study of cases involving

brainstem pathology that only when this was severe would ARs be obliterated, or

ARTs elevated. He also found that the ability to lateralize (a similar task to the
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cases considered abnormal using other criteria. It was not sensitive to cases with

large relative differences in amplitude but with acceptable absolute amplitudes

(e.g. Subjects 82B and 1068) or with a case having low absolute amplitudes and

small relative differences (Subject 55A).

A similar case to Subject 55A was described by S. Jerger, Martin & J. Jerger

(1987) in their study of a learning disabled child. They found, in addition to

elevated ARTs in most presentation conditions, very reduced AR amplitudes in

all combinations of ear and presentation mode. The CPI would have been within

the normal range in this case, though CPI data were not presented by the

authors.

The CPI involves subtracting contralateral from ipsilateral amplitudes and was

designed for use with amplitudes expressed as a decibel change in sound

intensity. With a linear measure such as mls, a more appropriate index is the

ipsilateral-contralateral ratio, either monaural or binaural. The latter index

proved useful for identifying horizonlcl patterns of abnormalities, and the former

for identifying unibox (and horizonta[) abnormalities. However, the other central

patterns of abnormality (inverted L urd square) were not always identified by

these indices whereas they are clearly identified by pictorial representation of

the data (see Figure 28). While the indices are a useful adjunct, they should not

be used in isolation to interpret AR amplitude data.

The most valid method of interpreting data as abnormal remains unclear. Should

the contralateral condition be called abnormal if the ipsi/contralateral ratio

exceeds 2.0 yet the relative amplitude at all intensities remains within the normal

range? Such is the case for Subjects 82B and 1068 (see Figure 29). In the

reported results these have been described as abnormal, since it was decided that
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a conservative criterion was appropriate. Only further normative work with AR

amplitude in children will clarify this issue.

The finding in some experimental subjects of a reduction in AR amplitude at the

highest stimulus intensities has been reported before. Silman, Gelfand & Chun

(1978), in a case study of an individual with an acoustic neuroma, reported such

amplitude nrollover" to a 500 Hz stimulus. Reflex decay was also observed to a

500 Hz stimulus. The authors speculated that amplitude reduction and AR decay

might be related findings, and that both occurred when neural damage (in their

case, in the eighth nerve) was only partial.

Au ditory brainstem responses.

Studies of neonates suffering from hyperbilirubinemia have by and large

described temporary disruption of the ABR (Mjoen et al, 1982; Perlman et al,

1983; Ienhardt et al, 1984; Nakamura et al, 1985). In one study only was a

prolonged I-V interval found to persist in the presumed absence of a pure tone

hearing loss (Wennberg et al, 1982).

No significant group differences in ABR absolute or intenrave latencies were

evident in the present research. However, children from the experimental groups

were more likely than controls to show abnormalities of wave V morphology.

The relatively high occurrence of ABR abnormalities among control children

suggests than the perinatal factors coexisting with neonatal jaundice may also be

capable of long-term disruption of the ABR. Neonatal jaundice appears'

however, to be associated with a somewhat higher incidence of such findings.

The gender differences in interwave latencies found here were not unexpected-

Girls showed a mean I-V interwave interval shorter than that of boys by .22 ms.
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Several studies have reported shorter interwave latencies in females, which has

usually been attributed to smaller head-size (e.g. Beagley & Sheldrake, 1978;

Robier & Reynaud, 1984).

Middle latency nesponses.

MLRs proved to be difficult to record in the clinic available. Electrical

interference was a problem in a significant proportion of cases. Presumably if an

electrically shielded room had been available, these problems would not have

occurred.

For those for whom a recording could be obtained (whether experimental or

control subjects), morphology of the MLR was often not clear. Recordings were

often similar to those presented by I. Jerger et al (1988) for infants - that is, with

noise superimposed on the main waves.

Despite the poor quality of some recordings, MLR waves were detected among

this population at a high rate. The main positive wave (Pa) was identified in all

subjects for whom a complete recording was attainable. This represents a

considerably greater incidence than that reported by Kraus et al (1987).

Unless a satisfactory clinical environment is available, and a more precise

method of judging MLR integrity is clinically feasible, MLR does not appear to

be a particularly fruitful method for studying CAP in children. A recent study

describing the P300 Event Related Potential in learning disabled children (Jirsa

& Clontz, 1990) suggests that this may be a more useful technique for assessing

such children.
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Masking level differences

The mean MLDs for all groups in this study were low compared with results

reported in the literature. The cunent findings are similar to the data reported

by Sweetow & Reddell (1978) for a group of children with CAP disorders.

Variance among the data was also very high (3.8 to 5.7 dB) compared with the 2-

3 dB generally found. Removal of absent MLDs from the data was found to

reduce the variance to between 2.2 and 3.4 dB.

While MLDs were also more commonly absent in the experimental groups than

the control group, the close link betrveen MLDs, acoustic reflexes and ABRs

previously described in multiple sclerosis patients (Hannley et al, 1983) was not

observed in this population. Correlations between MLDs and ARTs were -.17 to

+.21; with AR amplitude: -.10 to +.29; and with ABR measures: -.06 to +-20

(for details see Tables 23 and24\.

Cohen et al (1988) described an interesting carc of a patient with multiple

sclerosis who developed a lesion in the pons affecting the left olivo-cochlear

bundle, which is adjacent to the olivary nuclei. The MLD was abnormal until the

mass decreased in size, when it recovered to a normal level. There was no

change to wave III of the ABR at any stage, implying that the link between

MLDs and ABRs may not be as close as the earlier reports suggested.

In any case, the lack of relationship in the present data is not entirely unexpected

since any neuropathology existing in these children would not be expected to be

as extensive or as severe as that of multiple sclerosis sufferers. In no instance was

the AR or ABR obliterated as is typically found in a proportion of multiple

sclerosis patients.
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Speech tests

In two of the speech tests adminstered, small group differences were observed-

These tests were the intemrpted speech and filtered speech tests. Children from

the main experimental group were more likely than controls to perform poorly

on both of these tests, though no such differences were evident for the two other

speech tests (speech in noise and competing words).

Ability to understand interrupted speech has been linked with general

intelligence (featini, 1970b). It could be that it is this very non-specificity that

makes it sensitive to the scattered type of neuropathology associated with

neonatal jaundice.

Age was found to exert a considerable effect on performance on all of the speech

tests, as has been repeatedly found before (first commented on by Teatini,

1970a). Slight modification of the SCAN norms to cover Gmonthly periods was

found to be necessary to reduce the variance attributable to age to a non-

significant level. It is possible that this would not have been necessary if the

groups had been larger - a small number of children may have distorted the

results.

Relationships between test resulh

In common with every other study utilizing a test battery in investigating CAP

problems, only limited intercorrelations were found between test results (see

Tables 23 and24\.

Thomas, McMurray & Pillsbury (1985) who examined ARTs in language delayed

and learning disordered children, reported low correlations only between ARTs
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and performance on language tests (-.17 to +.35). These are of a similar order of

magnitude to those found in the present study (-.42 to +.33).

protti (1983) found that there was not a strong positive relationship betwe'en

abnormal performance on CAP speech tests and ABR latency measures. J.

Jerger, Oliver & Chmiel (1988) also reported that in their clinical experience of

children with learning disorders who failed other CAP tests, ABRS were always

normal.

Musiek & Geurkink (1982) compared results of ABR assessment and CAP

speech test results in ten adult patients with brainstem lesions. Results on both

speech tests and ABR measures were highly variable. No one speech test

detected all subjects, and nor did any one ABR measure. The authors concluded

that a test battery approach is vital to detect central abnormalities.

Russolo & Poli (1983) described 48 patients with various brainstem disorders.

They concluded that the tests they used were complementary, with only small

intercorrelations. Reasons given for this included the small extent of neural

involvement of some of the measures (e.g. MLD, AR), and also the observation

that similar lesions may have widely variable effects.

Neely (1983) commented that even in very discrete lesions, clinicopathological

correlations are rarely complete. lrsions, even those visible radiologically, can

be larger than thought through edema, increased intracranial pressure, the

presence of small unidentified lesions. Fibres can be dispersed and displaced;

myelin changes can occur which lead to variable quantity as well as quality of

function in remaining fibres.
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It is therefore not surprising that in the present study, where the nature, the site,

the extent, and even the existence of any neuropathology is unknown, the CAP

test results showed little intercorrelation.

CONCLUSION

Willeford (1985) commented that:

"There are pressing needs in this area to understand the roles

which heredity, disease, culture, diet, drugs, intelligence,

maturation, stress, emotion, fatigue, and other factors play in

auditory perceptual processes".

This study has hopefully contributed in one small aspect to a more complete

understanding of CAP in children.

Neonatal jaundice associated with PBLs above the limit generally considered

acceptable (300 rmol/l) has been found to increase the incidence of CAP

deficits in children. Such deficits were usually minor in degree. For example,

deficits occurrei more on acoustic reflex amplitude than on acoustic reflex

threshold, implying that any neurological dysfunction is not major. Similarly,

group differences were not present for ABR latency measures, but were

restricted to morphological degradation.

The group with moderate PBLs but with other perinatal complications

performed in a similar way to the main experimental group on most indices. It

may be concluded that PBLs below 300 pmol/l may also be associated with CAP

deficits in children if there are other risk factors present. Children with lower

PBLs and otherwise normal perinatal histories were not investigated. Further

research to establish risk levels would be worthwhile.
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APPENDIX A. ANALYSIS OF PERINATAL DATABASE.

In the following report neonatal jaundice was defined as being present when the

peak bilirubin level (PBL) was at least 250 pmoVl.

Gender

There were more baby boys than girls included within the total sample (52.9%).

Boys were more likely to experience jaundice than girls (see Table A-1). This

difference was significant ('r2(2) : 8. 8, p < .05).

Table A-1.
Gender differences in incidence of jaundice.

/v%

Male

Female

3t7

203

13.1 2427

9.4 2153

Racial group

A comparison of the incidence of jaundice found among the various racial groups is

shown in Table A-2. Racial differences were highly significant (tt2(6r:35.4,

p<.0001).
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Table A-2.
Racial differences in incidence of jaundice.

il

European

Maori

Pacific Island

Chinese

Indian

Others

324

66

114

t7

7

9

9.5

I1.6

20.4

28.3

13.7

t9.6

3403

s69

559

60

5l

46

Of particular interest are the high incidence of jaundice among Pacific Island

infants, and the low incidence among Maori infants. The higher incidence among

Pacific Islanders has been suspected clinically but not reported previously. Details of

the incidence of jaundice among the various Pacific Island populations are presented

in Table A-3.

Table A-3.
Incidence of jaundice in various Pacific Island groups.

Samoan

Tongan

Rarotongan

Niuean

Fijian

Others

54

34

13

9

2

2

21.5

26.8

21.0

14.E

16.7

8.0

2s3

r27

62

6l

t2

25
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Maturity

The occurrence of neonatal jaundice among infants of various gestational ages is

shown in Figure A-1. Somewhat surprisingly, the highest incidence occunpd in the

36-38 week infants rather than in the more premature infants. Also of interest is the

high incidence among the post-term infants.

An examination of the interaction of race and prematurity showed no effects - the

distribution of premature children from the various racial groups with jaundice was

very similar to the overall distribution of jaundice within the racial groups.

Birthweight

The incidence of jaundice for children of various birthweights is shown in Table A-4.

Table A-4.
Incidence of jaundice with children of varying birthweight.

Birthweight (g) n

<1500 4

1500-2499 38

2500-3499 274

3500-4499 208

):4500 t4

11.8 2331

6.0

tt.2

tt.2

15.6

67

338

t862

90

There were large racial differences in birthweight. Maori children were more likely

to be small (even when gestational age was allowed for), and Pacific Island children

tended to be heavier than all other groups.
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30 35 40

Gestotionol oge ( weeks )

Figure A-1. Percentage of children with PBLs exceeding 250 pmol/l as a function of
gestational age in weeks.
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There is evidence of a strong interaction between the effects of birthweight and race

on jaundice. Pacific Island children were highly represented in the two higher

birthweight groups. Pacific Island children comprised 12% of the total sample. They

comprised l4To of the 3.5-4.5 kg group, and24% of the group above 4.5 kg. This

over-representation was even stronger among the jaundiced children, with Pacific

Island children comprising 3l% and 46To respectively of the two high birthweight

groups.

Blood types

The incidence of jaundice in various maternal-infant blood type combinations is

shown in Table A-5.

Table A-5.
Incidence of jaundice in children with various maternal-infant blood type
combinations.

n%N

o-A
o-B
A-B
A-AB
B-A
B-AB

o-o
O-AB
A-A
A-O
B-B
B-O
AB-A
AB-B
AB-O
AB-AB

13.0
t6.4
16.7
12.5
5.0
8.0

t2.o
0.0

11.0
10.1
t4.3
r0.9
5.0

28.3
0.0

15.8

453
r58
48
72
60
50

t429
2

1166
547
168
r28
80
46

2
l9

59
26

8
9
3
4

t7l
0

t28
55
24
t4
4

l3
0
3
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Little impact of potential blood incompatibilities on jaundice was evident. Overall,

the incidence of jaundice in those with potential incompatibilities was 13.0%,

compared with I l.5To for those with compatible blood types.

Racial differences in blood type distribution were evident. Maori children were

found to have a higher probability of having type A blood (49% c.t.39% for both

Europeans and Pacific Islanders). Indian and Chinese children were more likely to

have type B (43% and 33To respectively c.f. 9% for Europeans , 7 % for Maoris and

lO% for Pacific Islanders). European and Pacific Island children were more likely to

have type O blood (49Vo and 48% respectively, c.f . 42% for Maoris,35% for Chinese

and 31To for Indians).

There were also racial differences in the incidence of maternal-infant blood

combinations. Chinese children were more likely to have potential incompatibilities

(43% c.f .22% for Europeans and Pacific Islanders, 20Vo for Maoris and Indians).

Details are given in Table A-6.

The presence of Rhesus incompatibilities did not increase the incidence of jaundice.

ll.l% of babies with Rh incompatibility (i.e. mother negative, child positive) were

jaundiced, compared with I1.8% of those with no Rh problems. In this context it

should be remembered that children with Rh incompatibilities would have been

closely monitored and treatment (e.9. blood transfusions) instituted if PBLs were

increasing to a dangerous degree.
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Table A-6.
feicentage of each racial group with various maternal-infant eL*{ lypq ? ,
corUinufions. C : Chiild, Ei European, M : Maori, P :Pacific Islands, I :Indian'

o-A
o-B
A-B
A-AB
B-A
B-AB

t5.7
11.8
3.9
2.0
3.9
0.0

10.3
3.4
1.0
1.7
1.4
t.2

10.7
3.5
t.l
1.4
0.7
0.9

9.9
3.0
1.3
1.1
l.l
1.3

0.0
6.1
0.0
2.0
2.0
0.0

o-o
O-AB
A-A
A-O
B.B
B-O
AB-A
AB.B
AB-O
AB-AB

23.5
0.0
7.8
7.8

13.7
3.9
2.O
3.9
0.0
0.0

33.7
0.0

25.r
12.3
3.4
3.1
1.9
0.9
0.0
0.3

27.5
0.0

36.r
13.0

1.6
1.6
1.1
0.5
0.0
0.4

32.1
0.0

25.8
13.8
4.1
1.9
1.9
1.9
0.0
0.7

16.3
0.0

18,4
4.1

28.6
t0.2
8.2
8.2
0.0
2.0

The maternal Rh negative finding was observed much more frequently in Europeans

(17%) and Indians (12%) than in any other groups (incidence varied from 0 to 1.7%

in the other groups).

Results of the Coombs test for blood incompatibilities are given in Table A-7.

Table A-7.
P-rcentage of positive Coombs tests in children of different races. C:Chinese,
E : EuroFean, 

-M : Maori, P : Pacific Islands, I : Indian.

C

2.04.93.6 6.5 0.0
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Maternal blood pressure

There was evidence of some relationship between jaundice and high maternal blood

pressure in the second half of pregnancy. Results are given in Table A-8.

Table A-8.
Incidence of jaundice and maternal blood pressure post 20 weeks.

Maternal B.P.

<90

90-99

100-109

> 110

393

6l

39

25

Lt.2

t2.o

15.3

15.2

3519

508

25s

165

Smoking

Maternal smoking during pregnancy was found to be significantly inversely

associated with jaundice (g2(6):22.6, p:.001). Results are given in Table A-9.

Table A-9.
Incidence of jaundice and maternal smoking during pregnancy.

No cigarettes/day

284

18

67

0

t-4

5+

t4.4

r0.2

8.9

1969

t77

757

There were racial differences in maternal smoking, with 56% of Maori mothers and

247o of European mothers smoking five or more cigarettes per day during pregnancy

(c.f. I lTo of Pacific Islanders, 2Vo of Indians and no Chinese).
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This negative relationship between snloking and jaundice has been reported

previously (Linn, Schoenbaum, Monson, Rosner, Stubblelield & Ryan, 1985). lt is

possible that it may help to explain the low incidence ofjaundice among Maori

infants. This question warrants further study.

Prelingual deafness

Tlrirteen children with pennanent prelingual deafness are known to have been born

at National Women's Hospital during the year under study. In some cases deafness

was recorded on the children's files. In order to identify other children, the register

of cleaf children compiled by the National Audiology Centre was searched. Perinatal

data from the database were collected for these children in order to evaluate risk

features for deafness, and are presented in Table A-10.

Table A-10.
perinatal ctata on 13 congenitally deaf children born at National Women's Hospital
during February 1982-January 1983.

Apgar PBL Dr Gest Bwt FP Race # Resp, complcns
15Sex

Hospital ID
21704
23316
24722
24920
25265
26034
Z;6567

AN095l
AN0965
AN2086
AN2473
AN3533
AN4412

990
4 9206
2 At32

1010 0
I 9 184
9 10 113

6 9148
8 9 L76
5 7 81
1 4L57
I 9 198
8 9168

m 39 32OO
m 32 1730
f 27 1080
f 38 2940
m 32 1t-40
f 38 2330
m 40 3200
m 40 3380
m 41 29OO
f 25 875
f 25 920
m 41 4640
f 41 2440

RDS, BRAIN HEM
APNEA, MILD RDS

RDS, CP, BLIND

ACIDOSIS
TACHYPNEA
RDS, Hl,tD
APNEA

2
o
o
2
0
o
o
2
o
o
o
0
o

2
1
1
4
3
4
2
1
2
L
1
1
1

ES
MT
ES
MS
MS
MS
ES
ES
ES
ESssss
ES

Tlre occurrence o[ 13 deaf children within this population represents a prevalence of

deafness of 2.8 per thousand live births, wlrich is higher than that recorded for any

other lospital of any size in New Zealand (Greville, 1987). There are two possible

reasons for this. Firstly, National Women's Hospital is responsible for a large
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number of high-risk infants who are referred from other parts of the country.

Secondly, the notification rate of deafness within Auckland in general, and National

Women's Hospital in particular, tends to be higher than elsewhere. Most of the high

risk children born at National Women's Hospital would be referred to the National

Audiology Centre which has a management protocol for children identified as deaf,

thus ensuring notification. Other clinics do not always notify the National Audiology

Centre of the deaf children they detect.

Relative risks associated with deafness calculated from these data are shown in

Figure A-2. From this it is evident that, at least in this sample, by far the greatest

risk factor for deafness was low birthweight. Prematurity (which, of course, is a

factor in some of the same children who have low birth-weight) was only one-third

as hazardous.

Membership of the Maori race was associated with four times the risk of deafness

compared with any other racial group. This finding has not been formally reported

before, though teachers at the country's schools for deaf children have long

suspected an over-representation of Maori children among their students.

The risk of deafness for children whose birth was managed by a hospital team was

double that of those with a private doctor. This finding probably reflects differences

in socioeconomic status of the mothers, rather than reflecting the quality of the

medical care.

There was also a high incidence of children who had been tested for bilirubin level

among the deaf children. This is probably a function of the high risk nature of this

population.
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There are almost certainty interactions between these risk factors. For example,

Maori infants are more likety to have low birth-weights, and to come from families

within the lower socio-eonomic groups. Further research into these risk factors

within a New 7*aland setting seems warranted, sincc improved medical care

targetted to a high risk population would appear to have the potential for reducing

the incidence of deafness by a significant degre.
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Figure A-2. Risk of deafness per 1000 births for various factors, treated
independently.
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SUBJECT IT.IFORMATION SHEET

Mrs Anne Greville, a Senior Audiologist at the National Audiology Centre is

carrying out a research project within the Psychology Department of Auckland

University investigating hearing abilities in children who do or do not have a history

of jaundice shortly after birth.

Your child is invited to participate in the project. It involves your child's hearing

being tested on a range of different tests. None of the tests involve pain, and all are

in normal clinical use. There are very slight risks involved in some of the tests.

Immittance audiometry occasionally causes temporary hearing loss if exceptionally

high levels of sound are presented. Proper procedures will be followed to ensure

that only safe levels of sound are presented.

The whole procedure will take about one and a half hours. The testing will be done

at the National Audiology Centre in Remuera Road. A full report of the resulh will
be provided to you at the conclusion of the testing. If any abnormalities are found, a

written report will be sent to your family practitioner if you so wish.

AII results will be kept conhdential and your child's name will not be used in any

report on the project. If you have any queries you may direct them to Mrs Greville

(phone 504-0@ or 737'999 extension 8517), or to Mrs K. Coddington at the National

Audiology Centre (phone 504-009).
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APPENDIX C. NAC INTERRTJPTED SPEECII TEST

*Words are imemtpted 6 times per second with 50% on-off ruio. Present bircural$ at
50 dB HL.

Practice words

hothouse

drawbridge

doormat

woodwork

whitewash

Test items

stairway

cowboy

oatmeal

railway

baseball

padlock

hardware

armchair

hotdog

sunset

headlight

grandson

toothbrush

mushroom

farewell

horseshoe

pancake

schoolboy

mousetrap

airplane

sidewalk

eardrum

birthday

playground

iceblock
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APPENDIX D. SUBJECT DETAIIS.

TABLE D-1.
Details of all children identified from within the database with PBLs of at least 300 pmol/l.
Asterisks indicate those children who became experimental subjects for the study.
6ssi:gestational age (weeks); Bwt:birthweight (grams) Race: E:European, M:Maori,
PN: Niuean, PS:Samoan, Pl:Tongan, C:Chinese, I:Indian; p31:peak bilirubin level
fumol/l); RDS =Respiratory Distress Syndrome.

Sex Race Gest Bwt Apl Ap5 PBL Complications

57O RDS, Lung disease
414
384
377
376
375
367 Fetal distress
360
358
356
354
354
3s2
352
350
350
350
345
344
343
343
343 Pneumonia, cyanosis
343 Heart murmur
338
338
337
335
334
334
334
332
332
332
332
328
327 Transient cyanosis
327
326
326 Jittery
326
326
324
324 Pneumonia
324
324

SNo
1m83022003
3mE39410061
4fM4037409*5fc4028709

*6mE40295091
*1mE37392091
8mPS4035809
9fr298553
10mM3830458
11mE3936508
12f8373180
13fPr38363091
14mPS38376061
15mE3937808
16f84036507
17mE37244091
18mPS40209091
19mM4030009
20fPT3939t091
2l m PS 42 4010 9
22f84t29409
23 m PS 40 3840 6
24 f PT 40 3550 8
25 m PS 41 3800 8
26fC3932208
27 f PS 39 4060 7*28m8413400
29mE37346091
30mE3732008
3l m lrt 38 37ffi 9
32mO40377091
33mE40294091
34mE41392081
35 m PS 39 3900 9*36fE43380081
37 m PS 39 3390 9
38 m PS 40 4720 9*39 f E 40 3680 9

't40 m E 34 3690 7
41mM39305091
42fC4234409*43 f E 39 3240 944mP3936009
45fE3527ffi91*46mC39344091



47mPN39
48fE39
49fM4l
50fPT40
5lmM29
52mE40
53fE43
54mE38*55mE38
56mM39
57mM36
58mE40*59mE37
60fE38
6lmM36
620r37
63mE38
&fPT4l*65m839
66fM4L*67mE39
68mE40
69mE39
70mM43
7lfPT38
72fO39
73mI39
74mE4l
75mPS37
76fE39
77fE40
78mM42
79fE40
80m838
8lmPN37*82mE38
83fE40
84fM40
85mE40

mE39*86mE40
E7mM39
88mE37
89fE34
90fPT40
9lmPS40
92m840
93mM39
94fE4l
95mPN4l
96fE39*97mE43

*98fE4l
99mPS33

100f840
10lmM38
lO2 m PS 40

'1103 f E 38
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3720 8 9
3980 8 9
3310 7 9
4170 9 9
1475 8 9
3230 7 9
3900 9 10
2860 8 9
2430 4 9
2740 9 9
3780 9 l0
4440 8 9
29W I 10
35s0 9 l0
2920 9 9
2840 8 l0
2380 9 10
3920 9 9
3440 8 9
3240 10 l0
3830 8 9
4130 8 9
3160 8 9
3800 l0 r0
3440 9 l0
3700 6 9
3030 8 10
3900 9 9
3160 5 9
3540
27ffi99
3370 7 10
4160 7 8
2960 8 9
2800 I 9
32ffi 9 l0
2990 9 9
3710 9 9
4420 8 9
2870 l0 r0
3500 8 10
3080 9 l0
3420 7 9
2870 9 l0
3740 6 9
42W89
4220 8 l0
3820 8 9
3420 9 10
3s70 8 9
3240 9 l0
3600 6 9
3640 9 9
2550 9 9
3120 8 9
2930 8 9
3780 9 l0
2700 8 l0

324
323
323
323
323
323
323
322
322
322
322
321
321
320 Heart murmur
320
320
319
318
318
3r8
317
316
316
315
315
315
315
315
3r4
3t4
313
313
312
3t2
312
311
3ll
3ll
310
310
310
309
309
308 Meconium aspiration
308
307
307
307
306
306
306
305
305
305
305
303 ?Spina biftda
303
303
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TABLE D-2.
Personal and perinatal details of high PBL (A), control (B), and moderate PBL (C) subjects.
Sex: m:male, f:female; Race: E:European, C:Chinese, T:Tongan, N:Niuean; Blood groups:
lul: [gtlFr, C:child. Asterisks indicate-potential blood incompatibilities; FD:fetal distress:
l:mild, 2:moderate, 3:severe; Cest:gestational age at birth-in weeks; Bwt:birthweight in
grqryl; Apga{ score at I and 5 minutes postnatally; PBL:peak bilirubin level in pmol/l; -

) 20O:Number of days bilirubin levelbxceeded 200 pmol/l; ) 25O:Number of days bilirubin level
exceeded 250 pmol/li Exp:6;1irubin exposure:(>250)+(>2fi)); Photo:phototherapy
administered' Y:yes, N:no.

>250 Photo
>200 Exp

Age Blood Gest
Race M C

Apgar PBL
l5

89377t2820Y
99000
9 l0 376 7 4 ll Y
910000
910 3758 7 15 Y
9000
9 3354 3 7 Y
910000
810 32E 5 3 I Y
79000
9 9 3266 4 l0 Y
99000
7 9 326 s 4 9 Y
8 9 1850 0 0
9 I3249 7 16 N
89000
910 324 l0 6 16 Y
8 I 1660 0 0
493226410Y
79000
8 l0 32t ll 5 16 Y
9000
8 9 3184 4 I Y
89000
8 9 3t7 5 3 E N
79000
9 l0 3ll 6 4 l0 Y
99000
810 3106 4 l0 N
910000
993059514Y
910000
8 r0 3034 4 8 Y
810000
89302107t7Y
99000
7 9 3026 5 lt N
99000
99302107t7Y

9000
9930265uY
79000

f87
f9l
m76
m76
m83
m80
m84
m83
t82
f86
f85
t75
m79
m84
f85
f87
m77
m77
m82
m79
m75
m82
m84
m83
m75
m85
m80
m82
m75
m80
f75
f78
f74
f84
m80
m84
m75
m78
m75
m8l
m74
m75

o+ o+ 40 2870
AB+ AB+ 40 2900
o-* B+ 40 2950
A+ A+ 40 2840
B+ B+ 37 3920
A+ O- 36 37ffi
o+ o+ 4t 3400
o-* o+ 41 3400A+ A+ 43 3800A+ O+ 40 3750A+ A+ 40 3680
o+ o+ 4t 3440
o- o+ 34 3690A+ O+ 36 3560
o+* B+ 39 3240
o+ o+ 40 3380o+* B+ 39 3440
B+* A+ 39 3140o+ o+ 38 2430
A+ A+ 39 2900
A+ O+ 37 2900
A + O+ 38 2690
A+ O+ 39 3440A+ A+ 40 3450A+ O+ 39 3830A+ A+ 42 3700
o+'r, B- 3g 3260
A-* A+ 3g 3300
o+ o+ 40 3500A+ O+ 40 3340
o+ o+ 41 3640
A+ A+ 40 3500o+ o+ 38 2700
o+* A+ 39 2960
AB+ B+ 40 3200
o+ o+ 39 3100
A-* A+ 3g 2800
B+ O+ 38 2&0
A-* B- 3g 3540
A+ O+ 39 3610
AB-* AB+ 39 3600
o+ o+ 40 3740

c
C
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
C
c
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
T
N
E
E
E
E
E
E

5n
5B
6A
6B
7A
7B

28A
28H-
36A
368
39A
398
40A
408
43A
438
46A
468
554
558
59A
59B
65A
658
67A
678
82A
82B
86A
868
98A
988
l03A
l03B
t04A
l04B
r05A
t05B
l06A
l068
l07A
l07B



I toA
I toB
205C
208C
zn'c
23lC
239C
240C
402C

930t74,11Y
9r000r
9 269 9 i 16 N0 21,6 4 3 7 Y9 265 4 3 7 Y
8 n3 6 4 t0 T9 251! 3 6 Y
9 2s2 l0 2 12 Y
925061t0Y

f80E
f80E
m89 M
f89E
m85 E
m84 E
mBl E
fSlE
f81 E

o+ o+ 4lo+ o+ 40o- o- 4lo+ o+ t7o+ o+ 3-3
A+* B+ 36o+ o+ 36A-* A+ 35A+ A- 39
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3180 I
3100 I
3s00 9
2-550 9 I
1380 8
2900 7
2680 7
26t0 6
1660 7
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Table D-3.
Some perinatal details of experimental subjects.
Smoker: Number of cigarettes mother smoked per day during pregnancy; Antib.:Maternal
antibody test results; BP-: maximum diastotic bfood piessure-(ii tf H{; during_last 20 weeks of
pregnaricy: 0: (9O, l:90-99, 2:100-109, 3: ) I l0; ID: induction, N:no, .Y1Yes; Delivery:
b:ipontineous, l:breech 2:forceps, 3:IiR&F, 4:ventouse, 5:Caesarean; Analg:xllalgesia
administered prior to delivery; FD:fetal distress.

Smoker Antib. BP ID Delivery Analg FD Resp.

SNo
5A
5B
6A
6B
7A
7B

28A
288
36A
358
394
398
404
408
43A
438
464
458
55A
558
594
598
65A
658
674
678
82A
828
86A
868
984
988

l_o3A
1038
104A
1048
10sA
1_O58
1064
1068
1074
1078
1104
1108
205C
208C

o
o
o

o
o

<5
o

o
o

;

o

o
o

<5

+

+

+

Y

:

Y
Y

Y

Y
N
N
Y
N

N

Y

N
N
N

o
o
o
3
3
o
o
o
2
o
3
1
o
o
0
2
2
0
4
o
3
o
0
2
2
o
3
o
o
I
0
5
o
5
o
2
0
o
2
o
2
o
2
o
o
o

N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N

Y

N
N

N
Y
N
Y

N

Y

o
o

o
o
o
0
o
o
o
o
1
0
o
o
3
0

o
2
o
3
3
1
2
o
o
2
o
0
0
o
1
o
1
0
2
o
3
o
o
1
0
o
0
o

:
0
0
o
o
o
o

<5

o
o
o

>5

:

N
N
N
3
3
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
1
N
N
2
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
1
N
N
N
N
3
N
N
N
N
N
N Tachypnea
N RDS
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227C<53.5NNTachypnea
231COONON2RDS
23gCOlNOYNCyanosis
240C03YONNRDS
402C01Y5N1
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Table D-4.
Summary of abnormal acoustic reflex amplitude indices for each subject. Asterisks indicate
instancei where the central pathway indei (CPI) > .14 ml, and ipsiliteral/contralateral 0/C) ratios
>2.0.

ExperirnentalcPI vc CPI
Control

vc
Both RL Both RL

uroup A
5
6
7

28
36
39
40
43
46
55
59
65
67
82
86
98
103
104
r05
r06
107
It0

*
*

*

**

Oroup B

*

*
,*

* *

*

**

uroup u
205
208
227
231***
239
240 0 . .*
402
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Table D-5.
Summary of acoustic reflex (AR) and MLLI data for each subject.
Irtters refer to AR patterns of abnormatity: U:Unibox;U(i):Unibox (ipsilateral)H=hortzontal,
Y:vertical, D:diagonal; S:square. * Ml-D <2.5 dB

Experimental
ARamp ART MLD

Control
ARamp ART MLD

uroup A
5
6
7

28
36
39
40
43
46
55
59
65
67
82
86
98
103
104
l0s
r06
107
ll0

L
v

D
U

v
v

U
U :f

rt

D
v

uroup It

tt
+

U

U
v

H

u(i)

U
U

uroup u
205
208
227
231
239
240
402
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Table D-6.
Summary of ABR data for each subject.
Data are interwave latencies and reiative arnplitude. Asterisks indicate latencies >2.4 ms (for l-lll
intenrave latency) and )4.3 ms (for I-V latbncy), and amplitude ratio <0.5.

Experimental
I-atencies Amp
I-V I-III V/I
RL RL

Control
latencies Ampr-v l-ru v/l
RL RL

)
6
7

28
36
39
40
43
46
55
59
65
67
82
86
98
103
104
r05
r06
107
ll0

!r

!t

**

rl*

*
rt

*rf
*
*

:l

rt
rl

*

*ri

*
r*

*

*

Uroup U
205
208
227
231
239
240
402
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Table D-7.
Summary of ABR morphology for each subject.
Asterisks indicate abnormal results.

Experimental
Repeat Morphology

Control
Repeat Morphology

RL RL RL RL
uroup A

5
6
7

28
36
39
40
43
46
55
59
65
67
82
86
98
103
I04
r05
106
l07
ll0

*!t
* rl.

tr tf

!t tt

uroup tf

uroup u
205 '*
208
227
231**
239
240
402 :l
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Table D-8.
Number of peaks and troughs recorded for each subject during middle latency response testing.

Experimental
RL

Control
R L

uroup A
5
6
7

28
36
39
40
43
46
55
59
65
67
82
86
98
103
104
r05
106
107
ll0

i
4
3

3
3
I

3
2

3
4
I

4
2

3
2
4
3
4

:

4
4
3
I
I

2

uroup l,

4
2
2
2

3

-
I
2
3

2

4
2
4

2
I
3
2
3

3

4
3

i
4
4

3
4
3
I
2

4
-4

4

Group C
205
208
227
23r
239
240
4W

3
3
2

3
4

2
3
2

4
3
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Appendix D-9.
Sample MLR traces. Click intensity : 80 dB HL.

Rtsht

288

1 078

205C
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Table D-10.
Summary of speech test data for each subject. Also indicated are those with reported behaviour
problems or learning disabilities.
Asterisks indicate frformance below Mean-l SD (i.e. (2t for Interrupted speech, and (6 for
SCAN standard scores).

Control
Int Filt Sp/N Comp Behav

Experimental
Int Filt Sp/N Comp Behav

6
7

28
36
39
40
43
46
55
59
65
67
82
86
98
103
I(X
105
t06
lo7
il0

*
rf

*
*
r*

205
208
227
231
239
240
402
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Table D-l l.
Data sumrnary for each subject. Data are as presented in Tables D-4, D-5, D-6 and D-10, but
arranged to allow easier cross-test comparison.

ARamp ART MLD r-V I-III V/I Rpt Morph Int Fllt spN comp Behav

Group A

5

6 *

7 L

2a v v *

36 *

39 D v * t

40 U v * * *

43

45 t * * * *

55 s U i * i

59 U * *

55 * ** * I * *

67 H

a2 *

86 * *

98 D t *

103 U v * * *

l04 *

Lo5 * *

106 * * * * * t *

LO7 * *

1lo
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ARanp ART MtD I-V I-II I v/r Rpt Horph Int -_tii.
spN Conp Behav
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Tabfe D-12.
Surnmary of test failures for each subject. X:
abnornral ABR morphotogy or repealability; at
control group mean.

central nattern of ART or AR amplitude; MLD:0;
least 2 ipeech tests with scores < ISD below tlrc
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AR HLD ABR Speech TotaI

Group C

205 x I

208 x 1

227 o

23L x x 2

239 x I

240 x x 2

402 xx 2

Group B

5 o

6 o

7 o

2A x I

36 o

39 x I

40 x x 2

43 x 1

46 0

55 x 1

59 o

65 x I

67 o

a2 x I

86 x 1

98 x 1

103 x I

104 x I

105 x I

106 x I

107 x 1

x 1110
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APPENDIX E. Results of Analysis of Vari;tnce.

Table E-1.
Analysis of variance results for pure tone threshold.

Source Ds.tdf
Groups A,B & C:
Group
Frequency
Group*frequency
Subject(group)
Error

2
3
6

48
348

&
t9t7

49
26t7
74t6

1.5
30.0
0.4
2.6

.22

.000r
.89
.0001

GroupsA&Bonly:
Group
Frequency
Group*frequency
Subject(group)
Error

I
3
6

42
302

56
2492

4
2186
6422

2.6
39. I
0.t
2.5

.ll

.0001
.98
.0001

Table E-2.
Analysis of variance results for middle ear compliance.

Source pdf
Groups A,B & C:
Group
Subject(group)
Eror

2
43
35

0
3
I

5.2
4.4

.01
.0001

GroupsA&Bonly:
Group
Subject(group)
Error

0
3
I

8.6
4.4

I
37
3l

.006
.0001

Table E-3.
Analysis of variance results for ear canal volume.

Source p.ssdf
Groups A,B & C:
Group
Subject(group)
Error

2
43
35

0
I
0

26.8
7.9

.0001
.m0l

GroupsA&Bonly:
Group
Subject(group)
Error

I
37
3l

0
I
0

46.4
7.5

.0001
.0001
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Table E-4.
Analysis of variance results for acoustic reflex threshold.

D

Groups A,B & C:
Group
Frequency
Presentation
Compliance
ECV
Pres*frequency
Grouprpres
Group*frequency
Group*pres*freq
Group*ear*pres*freq
Subject(group)
Error

2
3
I
I
I
3
2
6
6

24
43

539

257
7730

322
38
l0

5t2
57

597
43

tt24
20258
34tU

2.0
40.7
5.1
0.6
0.2
2.7
0.5
1.6
0.1
0.7
7.4

.13

.000t

.02

.43

.69

.u6

.&

.15

.99

.81

.0001

GroupsA&Bonly:
Group
Frequency
Presentation
Compliance
ECV
Pres*frequency
Group*pres
Group*frequency
Group*pres*freq
Group*ear*pres*freq
Subject(group)
Error

I
3,
I
I
I
3
I
3
3
l6
37
473

148
8746
627

36
l0

662
t3

150
35

898
17166
3081 l

2.3
u.8
9.6
0.6
o.2
3.4
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.9
7.1

.13

.m0l

.w2

.45

.69

.018

.66

.51

.91
.61
.0001
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Table E-5.
Analysis of variance results for acoustic reflex amplitude (in mls).

Source df SS F p

Groups A,B & C:
Group
Intensity
Presentation
Compliance
ECV
Group*intensity
Group*presentation
Pres*intensity
Group*pres*int
Group*earrpres*int
Subject(group)
Error

2
6

l0l
15599

534
I

66
t47

8
3t3
58

982
n375
14889

3.3
t7t.6
35.2
0.1
4.4
0.8
0.3
3.4
0.3
1.5

t7.l

.035

.0001

.0001

.78

.037

.64

.77

.w2

.99

.016

.unl

t2
2
6
t2
42
44

983

GroupsA&Bonly:
Group
lntensity
Presentation
Compliance
ECV
Grouprintensity
Group*presentation
Pres*intensity
Group*pres*int
Group*ear*pres*int
Subject(group)
Error

I
6
I
I
I
6
I
6
6

28
38

863

84
18560

698
I

66
108

4
397
4l

777
9767

r3995

5.2
190.8
43.0

0.1
4.1
l.l
0.2
4.1
0.4
1.7

15.9

.023

.0001

.m0l

.79

.044

.36

.&

.0005

.87

.ol2

.0001
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Table E-6.
Analysis of variance results for acoustic reflex amplitude (in dB).

Groups A,B & C:
Group
Intensitv
Presentition
Compliance
ECV
Group*intensity
Group*presentation
Presfintensity
Group*ear*pres*int
Subject(group)
Error

2
6
t
I
I

12
2
6

53
43

l8
843
29
l4
6
I
2

l6
66

644
l49l

5.8
92.5
19.4
9.1
3.8
0.5
0.5
1.7
0.8
9.9

.003

.0001

.0mt

.003

.05

.94

.58

.l I

.83

.0001

CroupsA&BonlY:
Group
Intensity
Prcsentation
Compliance
ECV
Group*intensity
Group*presentation
Pres*intensity
Group*ear*pres*int
Subject(group)
Error

I
6
I
I
I
6
I
6

33
37
862

9
1055

45
l4
6
5
I

2l
52

586
l44l

5.2
105.1
26.8

8.1
3.5
0.5
0.3
2.1
0.9
9.5

.o22

.0001

.0001

.004

.06

.78

.56

.046

.57

.0001
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Table E-7.
Analysis of variance results for ABR l-lll interval.

Source dfS.tFp
Groups A,B & C:
Group202.8.07
Subject(group) 45 l 3.2 .0001
Error 49 I
GroupsA&Bonly:
Group I 0 0.1 .83
Subject(group) 40 I 3.0 .0003
Error 49 I

Table E-8.
Analysis of variance results for ABR I-V interval.

Source df,SSFD
Groups A,B & C:
Group200.8.44
Subject(group) 45 3 2.3 .003
Error 49 I
GroupsA&Bonly:
Group I 0 0.1 .75
Subject(group) 40 2 2.1 .0@
Error 42 I

Table E-9.
Analysis of variance results for ABR relative amplitude.

Source dfSSFp
Groups A,B & C:
Group200.2.79
Subject(eroup) 44 25 2.8 .0003

GroupsA&Bonly:
Groupl00.0.95
Subject(group) 39 22 2.6 .0014
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Table E-10.
Analysis of variance results for masking level difference.

Source S.fFp
Groups A,B & C:
Croup
Gender
Age
Error

0.6 .55
0.0 .87
0.5 .47

2
I
l

45

22
(l
l0

827

GroupsA&Bonly:
Group
Gender
Age
Error

.20
.63
.24

27
4
23

621

I
I
I

39

1.7
0.2
1.4

Table E-l l.
Analysis of variance results for interrupted speech.

p

Groups A,B & C:
Group
Age
Group*age
Error

2
I

2
44

t5
29
l4

165

2.0
7.7
1.9

.t5
.008
.16

CroupsA&Bonly:
Group
Age
Group*age
Error

0
6

0
t37

0.1
1.8

0.1

.78
.19
.80

Table E-12.
Analysis of variance results for SCAN subtests.

p

Groups A,B & C:
Group
Test
Group*test
Age*group*test
Subject(group)
Error

2l
35
17
49

805
466

2
2
4
6

39
78

1.7
3.0
0.7
1.4
3.5

.19
.058
.59
.24
.0001

GroupsA&Bonly:
Group
Test
Group*test
Age*group*test
Subject(group)
Error

20
20
l0
30

752
38t

I
2

2
4

34
68

3.6
1.8

0.9
1.3
4.0

.06
.18
.42
.27
.0001



APPENDIX F-T.

AR amplitude
ml/100

0.2 0.3

page22l

Acouslic Reflex Anrplitude (rnl) to dB Transformation Table

Static compliance
0.4 0.s 0.6 0.7 0.s 0.9 1.0 1.1

02 0.9
03 1.4
04 1.9
05 2.5
06 3.1
07 3.7
08 4.4
09 5.2
r0 6.0
n 6.9
12 8.0
13 9.1
t4 10.5
15 r2.o
l6 14.0
l7 16.5
l8 20.0
19 26.0
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3l
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80

0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2
o.7 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3
0.9 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5
t.2 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.6
1.4 t.l 0.9 0.8 0.7

o.2 0.2 0.2
0.3 0.3 0.2
0.4 0.4 0.3
0.5 0.5 0.4
0.6 0.5 0.5
0.7 0.6 0.6
0.8 0.7 0.7
0.9 0.8 0.7
l-0 0.9 0.8
l.l 1.0 0.9
r.2 l.l 1.0
1.4 1.2 l.l
l.5 1.3 1.2
1.6 1.4 1.3
t.7 1.5 1.4
1.8 1.6 1.5
1.9 r.7 1.6
2.r 1.8 1.7
2.2 1.9 1.7
2.3 2.t l.E
2.4 2.2 1.9
2.6 2.3 2.0
2.7 2.4 2.1
2.8 2.5 2.2
3.0 2.6 2.3
3.1 2.7 2.5
3.2 2.9 2.6
3.4 3.0 2.7
3.5 3.1 2.8
3.7 3.2 2.9
3.8 3.4 3.0
4.0 3.5 3.1
4.1 3.6 3.2
4.3 3.7 3.3
4.4 3.9 3.4
4.6 4.0 3.6
4.8 4.2 3.7
4.9 4.3 3.8
5.1 4.4 3.9
6.0 5.2 4.6
7.0 6.0 5.3
8.2 6.9 6.0
9.5 8.0 6.9

l r.l 9. I 7.8
13.1 10.5 8.8
15.6 r2.0 10.0
19.l r4.0 I 1.3

1.2 1.3

0.2 0.1
0.2 0.2
0.3 0.3
0.4 0.3
0.5 0.4
0.5 0.5
0.6 0.6
0.7 0.6
0.8 0.7
0.8 0.8
0.9 0.8
1.0 0.9
l.l 1.0
1,2 l.l
t.2 l.l
1.3 t.2
1.4 1.3
1.5 1.4
1.6 1.5
t.7 1.5r.8 1.6
1.9 1.7
1.9 1.8
2.0 1.9
2.t 1.9
2.2 2.0
2.3 2.1
2.4 2.2
2.5 2.3
2.6 2.4
2.7 2.5
2.8 2.5
2.9 2.6
3.0 2.7
3.1 2.8
3.2 2.9
3.3 3.0
3.4 3.1
3.5 3.2
4.1 3.7
4.7 4.2
5.3 4.8
6.0 5.4
6.8 6.0
7.6 6.7
8.5 7.5
9.5 8.3

1.4 1.5

0.t 0.1
0.2 0.2
0.3 0.2
0.3 0.3
0.4 0.4
0.5 0.4
0.5 0.4
0.6 0.5
0.6 0.6
0.7 0.7
0.8 0.7
0.9 0.8
0.9 0.9
1.0 0.9
r. r 1.0
l.l 1.0
t.2 l.l
r.3 1.2
t.3 1.2
t.4 1.3
t.5 1.4
1.6 1.5
1.6 1.5
t.7 t.6
1.8 1.7
1.9 r.7
1.9 1.8
2.0 1.9
2.t 1.9
2.2 2.0
2.3 2.1
2.3 2.2
2.4 2.2
2.5 2.t
2.6 2.4
2.7 2-5
2.8 2.5
2.8 2.6
2.9 2.7
3.4 3.1
3.8 3.5
4.3 4.0
4.9 4.4
5.4 4.9
6.0 5.5
6.7 6.0
7.4 6.6

.0

.2

.6
1.9
2.3
2.7
3.1
3.5
4.0
4.4
4.9
5.5
6.0
6.6
7.3
8.0
8.7
9.5

10.5
I 1.5
t2.6
14.0
15.6
t7.5
20.0
23.5
29.5

t.7 1.3
1.9 1.5
2.2 1.7

.l 0.9 0.8

.2 l.l 0.9

.4 r.2 1.0

3.4 2.6 2.1 1.8 1.5
3.7 2.9 2.3 1.9 1.7
4.1 3.1 2.5 2.t 1.8
4.4 3.4 2.7 2.3 1.9
4.8 3.6 2.9 2.4 2.1
5.2 3.9 3.1 2.6 2.2
5.6 4.2 3.3 2.8 2.4
6.0 4.4 3.5 2.9 2.5
6.5 4.7 3.7 3.1 2.6
6.9 5.0 4.0 3.3 2.8
7.4 5.4 4.2 3.5 2.9
8.0 5.7 4.4 3.7 3.1
8.5 6.0 4.7 3.8 3.3
9.1 6.4 4.9 4.0 3.4
9.8 6.7 5.2 4.2 3.6
10.5 7.1 5.5 4.4 3.7
rt.z 7.5 5.7 4.7 3.9
t2.0 8.0 6.0 4.9 4.r
13.0 8.4 6.3 5.1 4.3
14.0 8.9 6.6 5.3 4.4
15. r 9.4 6.9 5.5 4.6
16.5 9.9 7.3 5.8 4.8
18. I 10.5 7 .6 6.0 5.0
20.0 I 1.1 8.0 6.3 5.2
22.5 ll.7 8.3 6.5 5.4
26,0 t2.4 8.7 6.8 5.6
32.0 t3.2 9.1 7.r 5.8

. 14.0 9.5 7.4 6.0

. 20.0 tz.o 8.9 7.2
15.6 10.9 8.5
21.6 13.4 10. I

2.5 1.9 1.6 1.3 1.2
2.8 2.2 l.8 1.5 1.3
3. r 2.4 1.9 1.6 t.4

16.9 12.0
22.9 14.5::tii
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APPENDIXF-2. Sample form for displaying AR amplitude data.

ACOUSTIC REFLEX AMPLITUDE CHILD NORMS

Nome:
Tymponognom
Eon Conol Volume
Complionce
MAXIMUM AMPLITUDE ( ml)

R (O) L (X) Nonn
A

0.6-0.8
0.4-0,7

.06-.18R L (Pnobe eor) Conlnolotenol
tl fl lpe llolenoltl tr lpsi/contno
tr Nonmol I Abnonmol

CONTRALATERAL

80 85 90 95 t00 105 lt0
INTENSITY (

07-.25
0.6- 1.9

IPSILATERAL

00 85 e0 95 t00 105 ilo
dB HL)

6

Sb
;
34FffI
=3trlJ2tt-lrlE
!ul
AF

doE
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